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This book is dedicated...

To my God and my father, Jesus Christ. In this day and 

age, this may sound trite, flippant, and mundane; how-

ever I say this with the love of  a son who knows his father 

intimately and lives to please Him. 

To my wife, Jennifer...The love of  my life; my support and 

my help. You are exceedingly and abundantly more than 

I could have asked for, thought, or imagined. 

To my daughter,  Jessica...I know God's hand is upon you 

and every promise will be fulfilled in your life. A father’s 

love has no limitations or boundaries. 

To my son, Christopher...You are an Isaac; a seed of  

promise.  You are blessed and highly favored (by God)!  

His amazing grace is upon your life.  He will use you in a 

mighty way. I love you and am so proud of  you!
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Preface 

I always wanted to write an autobiography...I just didn't 

want it to be all about me!  When our hearts  are humble 

and contrite, our gracious  God will always  show a way! 

As I rattled off 35 hours  of audio taped stories  of my life, 

only gleaning the surface of a testimony reeking of God's 

amazing grace and goodness, without an agenda or out-

line, I realized something incredible...My life (stories of 

my childhood, business and ministry) all lined up into a 

series  of major life lessons  accompanied by countless mi-

nor life lessons. All of these were encompassed and sum-

marized by a Bible verse of which a part is the title of 

each chapter.   God then gave me five major pillars  that 

were foundations  for my life.   My story is  simply weaved 

through the chapter along with the accounts  from the Bi-

ble to emphasize and teach each life lesson. The heart of 

this  author is that this book would be a reflection of the 

desire of my life...that through knowing me, Readers 

would gain a personal experience and greater knowledge 

of their God, Jesus Christ...that I might kneel down; so 

when a person looks  towards me, they will look past me, 

and see His glory! 
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Introduction

YOU ARE THE GOOD SEED IN THE

HANDS OF THE SOWER

We see in the holy Bible, in the book of Mark 4:14 the 

Sower sows the word of God. Who is  the Sower? It is not 

you or me. Matthew 13:37 – 43 He, Jesus, answered and 

said to them, “He who sows  the good seed is  the Son of 

Man.”

Many say today, “Sow your seed; sow your money.”  Then 

God will multiply and bless you. This  is  what many are say-

ing. However, God very clearly is  saying that he who sows 

the good seed is the Son of  Man,  Jesus Christ.

Mark 4:14 the Sower sows the word – the word is the seed. 

That word does not belong to man.

Second Timothy 3:16 Every word in the Bible is  inspired by 

the Holy Spirit. It  is useful for teaching, training, correcting 

and rebuking. So God has  given the word. Jesus  Christ put 

the word as the Sower.
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The field is the world. It is  good to be in the world but not 

good for the world to be in us. (I always  say, it is  good for the 

boat to be in the water. It  is not  good for water to be in the 

boat!)

It is  good to do business, but the business  must not be in us! 

It is  good to do a job, but the job must not be in us! It is 

good to do ministry, however ministry alone cannot be our 

focus.

Psalm 24:1 The Bible says  that the earth and its  fullness  be-

long to the Lord. Today in this  world Satan has  become the 

ruler Second Corinthians 4:4. We have to vacate him. The 

good seeds  are the sons  of the kingdom. When we become 

the good seed we are in the hand of the Sower. When we 

have the word of God fully in us and we constantly  speak 

according to the word, we will be known as sons of the 

kingdom. We are the good seeds  in the hand of our Lord 

Jesus Christ.

The tares are sons of the wicked one. As long as  we speak 

the good word we are sons  of the kingdom. When people 

blaspheme, revile, and speak bad words they  become the 

tares, sons  of the wicked one (1 John 5:19). The whole world 

is in the sway of  the wicked.
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The enemy who sowed the tares is the devil. Behind every 

wrong word or accusation is the devil.

The harvest  is the end of the age. Jesus  Christ  said the end 

won’t come until the gospel is  preached to all creation. (This 

is one of  the signs of  the end of  the age.)

When Jesus  spoke to the Samaritan woman, the disciples 

came and started talking to him. Jesus  said in John 4:34-38 

that my food is  to do the will of the Father. He who reaps 

will receive wages, and gathers  fruit for eternal life. Jesus 

said, “You may say still there is  time for the harvest  but I say 

the harvest is already ripe.”

What is Jesus Christ saying? He already put the seed in the 

Samaritan woman. John 4:10 – 24 She went and pro-

claimed about Jesus  so the harvest of the Gentiles  was  al-

ready ready. (Psalm 2:8, Ask of the nations, and I will give 

it).

When you see, John 4:39 – 43, soon after Jesus  entered Sa-

maria because of this  woman’s  testimony the people began 

believing Jesus  Christ. This  is how we must think if we want 

to be sons  of the kingdom. We must use positive words, the 

word spoken by Jesus Christ. This is how we get the power!
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The Son of Man is  the Sower. The harvest is the end of the 

age. The reapers are the Angels.

Many times  people think or say... I labored day and night  so 

I reaped the great harvest. (This is  the way many people are 

talking). However, God is  saying that the Sower is  Jesus 

Christ and the reapers are the Angels. Our responsibility  – 

we must be the good seed in the hand of the Lord. This is 

what God is expecting.

When we release the good word from our mouth the Angels 

want to perform and help us. The good seeds are sons of 

the kingdom. Once we are sons  of the kingdom, what hap-

pens?

Matthew 18:4, 10 Jesus  Christ said that one who humbles 

himself like a little child; theirs  is the kingdom of God. 

(Verse 10) The angels  are in the presence of the most high 

God. Don’t despise little ones  for I say to you that their an-

gels always see the face of  my Father who is in heaven.

What does it  mean? God is  telling us it is  our responsibility 

to become like a good seed, to use the good words 

constantly. We will become good seed in the hand of the 

Lord Jesus  Christ. When we humble ourselves like children, 

we become heirs of the kingdom. When anyone gives  us 
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trouble, the angels  are watching. Then they are going before 

God and saying, “This man believes; in the midst of trouble 

he is  not speaking evil. He is  standing on your word and 

praying. Can we go and help?”

Psalm 34:7 The angels encamp around those who fear the 

Lord. 

Psalm 35:5 When we use the good word, the angels  of God 

will chase away the enemy. Psalm 103:20 The angels  of God 

are powerful and strong.

Every time, when we become the good seed in the hand of 

the Lord, who is  the Sower, in the midst of bad circum-

stances  we should not speak negative things, but instead, 

only positive words. Then God will show us what a great 

privilege it is to be called sons.

Matthew 13:37 – 40 Therefore the tares  will be gathered 

and thrown in the fire at the end of the age. The Son of 

Man will send out angels  and they will gather out of his 

kingdom all things that offend, and those who practice law-

lessness, and will cast  them into the furnace of fire. There 

will be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous 

will shine forth as sons in the kingdom of  the Father.
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When we become the positive word in the hand of our Lord 

Jesus Christ we get many blessings...

When we speak by the Holy Spirit the word we speak will 

not return void. It will accomplish his purpose. Isaiah 55:10 

– 11, Isaiah 45:23.

It will bring the reward. Second Corinthians  9:6 – 10 He 

will give seed to the Sower and food to the eater. Again the 

Sower is Jesus  Christ. God wants to give the reward for our 

enjoyment (the fruit of righteousness  we obtain from Jesus). 

The reapers are the angels, the Sower is Jesus  Christ. As 

long as we use the good word, we are enjoying the blessing 

of  the Lord.

When we become the good seed in the hand of the Sower 

Jesus Christ, that good word has  the resurrection power. 

John 12:24 Jesus Christ said most assuredly  I say to you, un-

less  a grain of wheat falls  to the ground and dies, it remains 

alone; but if it  dies, it produces much grain. Jesus Christ was 

raised from death to life; he also raised the dead. In the 

same way, Peter also raised the dead... God is giving us  the 

same resurrection power (which is  hidden in the word of 

God).
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When we sow, it  may look like nothing is  happening, how-

ever, when it returns  back  it will be full of resurrection 

power. In the same way, when we put the word as  a seed, it 

may look like the seed has  died and we are not seeing any 

results. We put the seed in the ground and cover it with 

mud. In time it will rise up... In the same way, the word of 

God has that kind of power. We must be this  kind of seed in 

the hand of  the Sower.

Romans 8:11 The same spirit that raised Jesus Christ from 

death to life; that same resurrection power we can carry 

unto this generation.

When we become good seed in the hand of the Sower Jesus 

Christ, that word brings eternal life. Galatians 6:7 – 10 

whatever we sow at present with tears, we will reap with joy! 

We shall carry the sheaves  of the harvest by saying shout 

and rejoice unto it. (Psalm 126:5 – 6)

Isaiah 53:3 Jesus  Christ bore all our sorrows. Jesus Christ 

came to wipe away the tears  from the face of his  people. 

(Isaiah 25:8) Let us become the good seed in the hand of the 

Sower Jesus Christ. Whatever the tearful life you may have 

today, God can turn it to joy. We shall say grace and grace 

and grace unto it! All of our sorrows  will be over the mo-

ment we realize the Sower is Jesus Christ and we are the 

good word in his hand.
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John 16:20 He will turn your sorrow into joy. 

Psalm 30:5 Though weeping endures  for a night, joy comes 

in the morning! 

Psalm 30:11 He will turn your mourning into dancing!

Let us  believe we are the good seed in the hand of the 

Sower. With that confidence we must walk... He who has 

ears... Let him hear.
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He Who Overcomes

Revelation 12:10-11

It was  hot and humid. There was a smell of salt air and 

the sound of seagulls  circling overhead. I was 8 years  old 

sitting on the end of the dock, looking out and dangling 

my feet in the water of Boca Ciega Bay at my grand-

mother’s  house in St Petersburg, Florida where I was sent 

most summers  of my childhood. How could I have 

known that the thoughts I was  pondering in my mind 

were profound, let alone wisdom from God. 

Two thoughts  remained very vivid throughout all the 

years  to come. As a lonely and unpopular child, I looked 

Seeds of  Faith                                                           David Turner
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out at the waves...I noticed how some waves looked so 

large in the distance, but by the time they hit the beach, 

they petered out to nothing. Some medium waves just 

rolled on in without changing. Sometimes  I would look 

out and the water seemed so calm; no waves  at all, but all 

of a sudden, it would catch you by surprise and hit the 

beach with an unexpected force. I related this to my short 

tenure in life. I thought to myself, many kids seem so 

promising and popular, but they may fizzle out early and 

not amount to much. Some kids might always be in the 

middle; never failing or struggling, yet never doing any-

thing spectacular. Some, like I saw myself, seem almost 

invisible and least likely to make a difference; however, 

like that quiet water, they wind up coming from seemingly 

nowhere to hit the beach and make a significant impact. 

The second revelation I got through observation was 

this...children have all the time to do what they want but 

have no authority.  Once they become adults, I noticed 

that they had all the authority but now they had no time 

and no money. It was with this thought in mind that I de-

cided to sacrifice my childhood and work hard so I could 

earn money while I had no authority to do what I wanted 

anyway; understanding that a day would come when I 

Chapter One - He Who Overcomes
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would have freedom and authority along with the re-

sources  to do what I wanted. Looking back, it was my first 

understanding of  the value of  delayed gratification. 

I was born in a Jewish family. My grandparents  on both 

my mother and fathers' side were immigrants - Russian 

Jews. My father was  an addicted gambler who left when I 

was  one year old.  My mom worked seven days a week 

trying to provide while leaving us in daycare. The abuse 

we received at daycare was  not able to be communicated 

for years to come. 

When I was three years old, my mother married a man 

who was a pastor in hope of a more stable life for my 

brother and me. Many think this is  where my faith came 

from, but unfortunately, he would get drunk on Saturday 

night and beat us  and then preach on Sundays.  He con-

stantly told me that I would never amount to anything in 

life.  I grew up with many memories of trying to pull his 

strong arms from around my mother’s throat while she 

screamed, "Call 911." I hated phoniness and hypocrisy 

and did not want to hear about Jesus or the Christian 

church. It took many years  for me to separate the actions 
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of a man claiming to be a servant of God from the reality 

of  who Jesus is and how much He loved me. 

There are so many stories  of challenges that could be 

shared from my childhood, but I don't dwell on them.  I 

have learned to forgive and not hate; to bless  and not 

curse; to grow stronger from the adversity.  Jesus said, "In 

this  life you will have much tribulation, but be of good 

cheer for I have overcome the world."  (John 16:33)  We 

can't always choose our circumstances, but we must 

choose whether we will allow it to defeat us or if we will 

overcome.   The Bible also says  that God will use all 

things together for good for those who love Him and are 

called according to His  purpose. (Romans 8:28). This 

may seem inconceivable for those who have been hurt, 

but I tell you, I never could have known what a blessing 

would come forth from my childhood. Because of my 

situation, I can't stand phoniness, hypocrisy, or exaggera-

tion. I am very transparent and boldly speak the truth.  

How critical are these skills in a healing ministry in to-

day's world?  I have learned that Jesus  can heal us in-

stantly from our past the moment we are willing to for-

give.  It need not be a long, drawn out process  of counsel-

ing or rehashing the past. We must forgive; whether they 

Chapter One - He Who Overcomes
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ask or not; whether they deserve it or not, because Jesus 

forgives  us for our sin. The moment we understand this, 

we can be free. (John 8:32). 

At 9 years  old, I begged my mother to allow me to have a 

newspaper route. I wound up with two huge routes  in an 

area near our house in Buffalo, NY called "the projects." 

It was a transient and poor area of town. I would get up 

at 4 am and trudge through snow up to my waist the bet-

ter part of the year, carrying heavy newspapers.  It taught 

me so many lessons such as  balancing a checkbook, sav-

ing money, and the art of collections.   I learned the life-

long lessons of dedication, commitment, hard work and 

finishing what I started. 

As a teenager, I got a job washing dishes and bussing ta-

bles in a restaurant. I would take the bus  straight from 

school to work and get home late at night. I missed the 

sports, dances, and activities that most kids get to do; but 

I had a plan and a mission...I was able to buy my first car 

for cash the day I got my license and then paid to put my-

self through college.  I left high school one year early, af-

ter 11th grade, advanced into college and graduated with 
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a business  degree in two years. At 19, I felt I was  ready to 

take on the world!

There was another boy whose name was David...God 

made him a king. (2 Samuel 5:1-5).  It was a long journey 

to get there, but God allowed circumstances that would 

strengthen and prepare him. As  a shepherd boy, he faced 

challenges being attacked by a lion, by a bear and finally, 

by a giant named Goliath (1Samuel 17:1-58).  Each vic-

tory prepared him for a greater challenge, and taught him 

how to overcome.  Many times we may cry to God to re-

move the obstacles or challenges, but the challenge you 

may be facing might be the very thing that is preparing 

you to overcome so you will have victory in the battle that 

lies ahead.

When the prophet Samuel came to the house of Jesse to 

look for God's  anointed to become king, David was com-

pletely overlooked and not even considered. (1Samuel 

16:1-13).  After considering all his brothers God said 

“No.” Samuel asked if there were any other sons. Finally 

they brought out David; the smallest and least likely to be 

chosen. God said to Samuel, "This is the one." Most of us 

can be encouraged because man looks at the outside, but 

Chapter One - He Who Overcomes
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God looks at the heart.  (1 Samuel 16:7) and God chooses 

the poor, despised, and the weak, that the wise might be 

put to shame (1 Corinthians 1:26).

Even when he was  given the promise and anointed king 

at the age of 17, he had to wait, fight, struggle, and over-

come for 13 more years.  (Does this sound familiar in your 

life)?  King Saul tried to kill him and he had to run for his 

life. He had the opportunity to kill King Saul and fulfill 

God's  plan by his  own hands (1 Samuel 24:1-22), but he 

allowed God to fulfill the plan he had for David in His 

own way and timing; a lesson many of us need to learn! 

(Acts  7:17 tells us...In the fullness  of time, God remem-

bers His  promise).  So many times, when God gives us a 

promise, in the natural realm it looks like the exact oppo-

site. This is  the time we must believe, fight the good fight 

of faith, hold on to the promise, and overcome.  Finally, 

David overcame and became king at the age of 30. Many 

of us think that when God gives  us  a promise it is for right 

now and we can't understand why it is  not happening, 

and oftentimes give up before its fulfillment. God sees us 

for who we will be and not who we are today. When He 

gives us  a vision, He has to prepare us to be capable to 

handle and fulfill that vision. 
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As I look back upon my life’s journey, understanding 

God's  promises and what lies ahead, I realize that not one 

lesson or experience has  been lost on God. He has  used 

every one of them to teach, train, strengthen, and pre-

pare me so that I might fulfill His plan and purpose for 

my life. 

We see in the Bible, another man whose name was Moses. 

He was leading the Israelites  to the Promised Land. We 

see (Numbers 13:27-33) he sent 12 spies to scout out the 

land that God had promised them. When they returned 

back, 10 of the spies  reported that the land was  beautiful 

as  God promised but that there were giants  in the land. 

They were fearful and recommended turning back. 

We must understand that when God gives  a promise, 

there is  usually a fight in the natural and spiritual realm to 

get it. God is  expecting that we believe His  promise and 

move forward in faith and overcome. He says  "My right-

eous  one will live by faith and if he shrinks back, I will not 

be pleased" (Hebrews 10:38).

Chapter One - He Who Overcomes
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The other two spies were Caleb and Joshua. Caleb said, 

"We are able" (Numbers 13:30).  Joshua said "The enemy 

is a bread unto us.”  (Numbers 14:9). God said of them, 

they have a different spirit, and they were the only two 

who got to go into the Promised Land.

Many times as people, we want the promise fulfilled with-

out having to do the work or fight through the challenges. 

However God has a broader perspective. He wants us to 

overcome the challenges  so our faith and our skills can 

grow to be prepared for His next promise.

Jesus said “Blessed is he who overcomes". How do we 

overcome? By the blood of the Lamb and the mouth of 

our testimony. (Revelation 12:10-11).

Seeds of  Faith                                                           David Turner
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My Sheep Will Hear My Voice
John 10:3-4

It was  a dark, cold and rainy night as  we drove through 

the streets of Amsterdam.  It had been 8 weeks prior that 

I was  on the phone with a business  associate, Gerard, 

zealously describing the miracles of Jesus  that I was see-

ing and experiencing. He listened intently and then began 

to explain that he also was a Christian and believed for 

healing but that his church did not believe that Jesus  does 

the same works  today that He did in Bible times. He went 

on to tell me that he had a sickness  which had caused 

bleeding for 12 years. He had dropped from 185 to 135 

pounds and doctors could not help him. He was at risk of 

Chapter Two - My Sheep Will Hear My Voice
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dying. I encouraged him; Jesus Christ is  the same, yester-

day, today, and forever (Hebrews 13:8). The same way He 

did miracles then, He will do it for you now; only believe!  

He called me one week later, discouraged, telling me that 

he sent a letter to the elders  and pastors  of the church he 

attended and asked them to come and pray according to 

the word (James 5:15...If anyone is  sick, call the elders 

and pray a prayer of faith and the sick will be healed).  

He said they refused to come, saying they did not have 

the faith and believed it to be impossible. I encouraged 

him to keep believing. With God all things are possible 

(Matthew 19:26). 

Another week went by and he called me again, this time 

with excitement in his  voice. He said, "I pressed the 

church leaders  and insisted that they must come and fi-

nally they agreed!" Rather than being excited with him, 

my heart sank. The Bible says to pray with faith. I knew 

this  would be an exercise in futility, because they did not 

believe.  It was at that moment I clearly heard the voice of 

the Holy Spirit say to me, "Then you go and pray for 

him." I immediately opened my mouth and said to Ger-

ard, "I will come to Holland and be at the meeting to 
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pray for you." (The best way to be obedient before God is 

to act immediately).  His  faith went through the roof just 

hearing that I would be willing to do such a thing. 

I fasted for 10 days before getting on the plane to Hol-

land. I kept praying, "God, you said (2 Thessalonians 

1:11) that you will come along side and fulfill every good 

work prompted by my faith. I am only going based on 

your leading. I believe the moment my feet touch the 

ground in Amsterdam, in the name of Jesus, he is 

healed!" When the plane landed, filled with faith, I went 

to his  house and met his  wife and small children. Even 

though the prayer meeting for his healing was that night, 

I wanted the time with his family as I felt that would be 

the time of  faith, powerful prayer and healing. 

When night came, all the elders and pastors  gathered. We 

held hands  and went around the room giving time for 

each one to pray. Most prayers were more about comfort-

ing the family and asking God His  will rather than pro-

claiming healing according to God's promise. I was not 

critical how one prays as much as I was sad for their lack 

of relationship and understanding of their Heavenly Fa-

ther. When it came my time to pray, I prayed a powerful 

Chapter Two - My Sheep Will Hear My Voice
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and faith-filled prayer, but I also wanted to be respectful 

of the others in the room. I also knew I had my time with 

Gerard in the afternoon and believed that he was already 

healed.  As  I prayed, the woman next to me began to 

shake. I did not know who she was or think much of it 

until afterwards when I was told that she was  there to take 

me to a meeting of believers at her house where 40 peo-

ple had gathered because they were so hungry to hear 

about the real miracles of  our living God. 

I sat quietly, shivering in the dark as we drove. Finally, I 

broke the silence, "Annette, why is  it that you seem to 

have more faith for healing than the elders and pastors?" 

She began to explain, "I contracted a disease in Africa a 

few years back, so I can barely eat, I can't travel, and doc-

tors say I won't be able to conceive and have a child. So 

the only thing I have left is  to hope in Jesus." We were 

pulling up to their house as  she finished speaking, but as I 

got out, I answered, "Even if there were other options, 

you are putting your hope in the right place." I went in 

and shared the good news of our living God and His 

wonderful grace and miracles with them. When the meet-

ing was over and everyone left, her husband was  about to 

take me back to the airport. As I was  walking out the 
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door, I turned to her and said, "How about you, Annette, 

are you ready for your miracle?" She said, "Yes" so I took 

her husband's hand and put it on her stomach and put 

my hand on top of his. I said, "God sent me here from 

America to tell you, he who the Son sets free is free in-

deed. I declare you healed and free in the name of Jesus." 

She started yelling, "It's so hot!  I feel tremendous heat! I 

am healed, I am free!" 

I felt like I could fly back to America without a plane!  

When the glory of God and the love of God touch a per-

son, there is  no experience like it!  Two months  later, I 

received an email from Annette saying that her stomach 

was  healed, she was eating normally, and she was 

PREGNANT!  Glory to God!  Gerard did not receive an 

instant miracle, but a healing (I will explain the difference 

later). He could have been discouraged and given up, es-

pecially when others around him were saying, "See I told 

you so." But God is so good; because of seeing Annette's 

miracle, he held on in faith and sure enough, within 8 

months time, he was  off all his medications. The doctors 

could not understand what happened, but he is com-

pletely healed and living for Jesus today!  I heard the 

voice of God and obeyed. I spent my own money to fly to 
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Amsterdam for one day to pray for one man. God gave 

two miracles!  The Bible says, (2 Chronicles  16:9) that His 

eyes are looking to and fro for those whose hearts are 

loyal unto Him, that He may show Himself strong on 

their behalf !

Another time, I was standing at the front of our church 

praying for people after the service had ended. I had just 

returned from a crusade in India and my faith was soar-

ing from seeing so many miracles. As  I looked up, I saw a 

man walking toward me. It was not him that I saw, but 

rather, the sickness caused by the demonic spirit that was 

holding him.  I yelled, "Come out devil in the name of 

Jesus!" from 15 feet away, the man passed out and 

dropped to the floor. When he got up, he explained that 

he had Hepatitis C and his life was in jeopardy. He was 

crying, saying he wanted to be a better husband and fa-

ther. I did get a tongue lashing from [church] leadership, 

saying that I should be quieter because new people might 

be offended. One week later, this man came back and 

gave the report that the doctors could not find a trace of 

the Hepatitis C.  He was completely healed!  Today, more 

than ever, people need to see the power of  God!
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My sheep will hear my voice. (John 10:3-4). These are the 

words  of the good shepherd Jesus  Christ while He was 

sojourning on the earth. On the one side, Jesus Christ is  a 

shepherd. On the other side, God has chosen some peo-

ple to be a shepherd. Before they can become a shepherd, 

they have to hear the voice of the Good Shepherd and 

become sheep. We see the example of Cyrus, King of 

Persia (Isaiah 44:28). God said, "He is my shepherd, he 

shall perform all my pleasures."  Because of that, (Isaiah 

45:1-3) God “has  given anointing to Cyrus  to break the 

chains of iron and the doors of bronze and given the 

treasures of  darkness and riches stored in secret places.” 

Because of this blessing, in turn, God moved the spirit of 

Cyrus  (2 Chronicles 36:22, Ezra 1:1) What happened in 

response?  (2 Chronicles 36:23) Cyrus said God has 

commanded me to build Him a house in Jerusalem. At 

the same time God also stirred up the hearts  of the peo-

ple to build the temple (Ezra 1:5-6).  God's kingdom was 

built. Why do we have to hear the desire of God's heart?  

To build up His kingdom. 

His  kingdom is  not a matter of eating or drinking. It is a 

matter of peace, joy, and righteousness. (Romans  14:17).  
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When we hear the voice, we in turn reflect the voice of 

the Lord and are able to carry on the work of the Good 

Shepherd to build up His kingdom. When we hear and 

obey the voice of the Lord, we create peace, joy and 

righteousness for many. 
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Surrender
Exodus 20:24

God Almighty said, "Make an altar of earth and put 

your burnt offerings  and peace offerings  upon it. Where 

you record my name and remember my name, I will 

come to you and bless  you." (Exodus 20:24). When we 

surrender, wherever we are, God will come to us and bless 

us. Like an altar, we are to surrender our life everyday.  

(Romans  12:1-2) We are to give our bodies  as a living sac-

rifice so that we will be transformed, renewing our minds 

in the likeness of  Jesus Christ. 

When you see the life of Abraham, he built an altar and 

called upon the name of the Lord. This is why God 
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blessed him mightily (Genesis 12:8, 13:4, 21:33). God 

made Abraham exceedingly rich (Genesis 24:35). In the 

same way, we see the life of Isaac. (Genesis  26:25). He 

also built an altar and God gave him a 100 fold increase.  

When you see the life of Jacob, he also built an altar 

(Genesis 33:20, 35:7). Because of this, Jacob also became 

exceedingly rich and blessed the 12 tribes. God will use us 

in the same way when we surrender our life more and 

more; without the pride, without the fear, without the self. 

When we overcome these three aspects, we surrender 

100% unto God and God will lead our life. Abraham, 

Isaac and Jacob became blessed people because they built 

an altar and surrendered before God. In the New Testa-

ment the altar of earth is  our life and our body. When we 

surrender before God we will also be blessed like our fore-

fathers. 

Jacob, at the river of Jabbok, surrendered to God and 

God called him Israel. (Jabbok means  emptying place). 

(Genesis 32:24-29).  When his father Isaac blessed him 

(Genesis 27:27-28) he said, “My son will smell like the 

smell of the field, he is like a dew on the grass." He strug-

gled and wrestled with God. He had no one else to de-

pend on   so finally he surrendered and prayed. Because 
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of this, his  prayer was an incense. What his  father said 

became a reality. (Psalms 141:2) Prayer is  an incense. (2 

Corinthians 2:15-16) We are the sweet smell to the perish-

ing and a sweet aroma to the saved. Until the time of his 

surrender, we see that Jacob was  a supplanter.  He was a 

heel grabber of his  brother, and was known as a deceiver 

(he deceived his father, his  brother for his birthright, his 

father in law). But when God asked him, "What is your 

name?" He did not hide anything. He said I am Jacob (a 

deceiver). He admitted...That is the real surrender. God 

knows our life. Many times we try to hide before people. 

We do not want to be transparent and admit the truth. 

This  is  not real surrender. The moment he said, “My 

name is Jacob; I'm a deceiver" God said no more will you 

be Jacob (a deceiver).  You will be known as  Israel. Be-

cause of this, what his  father said became reality when he 

prayed. His  father said his smell would be like the dew on 

the grass. The dew represents the king’s favor. (Proverbs 

19:12).  When Jacob was taken by Joseph to Pharaoh, Ja-

cob blessed Pharaoh. (Genesis  47:7-9) Both blessings of 

his father became reality only when he surrendered. He 

blessed the king and the 12 tribes of Israel. After this, 

God created a nation which is  most powerful even today. 

The surrender always brings us  unto God's  plan. At one 
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time, Jacob was  forsaken by everyone but God made him 

a chosen one. Is it not wonderful when we surrender? 

It was the end of my freshman year in high school. I was 

at the varsity sports banquet. As a freshman, I was on the 

varsity swim team. I came in 6th place at the tri-state 

championships for New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylva-

nia.  Most of the hundreds of competing kids were jun-

iors or seniors  in high school.  When my coach stood up 

to introduce me, he said, "If this  young man is not the 

premier swimmer in New York State by the time he is  a 

senior, I will eat my hat!" That night, when I got home, 

my parents  sat me down and told me we were moving to 

New Jersey. For the first time, I loved where we lived. I 

had made some friends, I had my first girlfriend, and I 

believed I could get a swimming scholarship in the future. 

The place where we were moving did not have a pool or a 

swim team.  I was crushed. I screamed, cried, threatened, 

negotiated, and even locked myself to a pole in the ga-

rage at one point.  My brother, who was a senior, got to 

stay in Buffalo and live with a friend of the family until he 

graduated, but for all my fighting, when the moving van 

pulled out with our car behind, I was in it. 
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It was the beginning of another very lonely season of my 

life, but looking back, it was the impetus for putting me 

on the plan and path that God had for me. I learned the 

lesson of surrender. I have taught my children from a very 

young age; you can go the easy way or you can go the 

hard way, but you're still going!  

God will use all things together for good (Romans  8:28). 

When we love Him and believe Him, it is  easy to trust 

Him and surrender.  Looking back, I have come to under-

stand another life lesson...anxiety in our life can be de-

fined as  the distance between God's plan for our life and 

our own plan for our life. The greater the chasm between 

the two, the greater the anxiety in our life. The moment 

we surrender to the plan and will of God for our life, the 

anxiety will depart and peace will come.  The moment we 

surrender, we may still have to go through the same cir-

cumstances, but we can go through them with the peace 

of God that surpasses all understanding. (Philippians 

4:6-7). 

It was  in 2008 that I experienced a whole new under-

standing of surrender.  I was four years  down the road of 

praying for the sick and seeing miracles  and healing.  I 
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knew I had a health issue because I was sleeping 12 hours 

a night and even then, could barely wake up.  When it 

persisted over time, I went to see a doctor to have some 

tests run. Days later, I was in Kentucky doing a healing 

service on a Friday night. Right before I got up to share 

the message, my cell phone rang. It was  my doctor. You 

may be thinking like I was: when your doctor calls you on 

a Friday night on your cell phone, it is not usually good 

news. He told me I needed to come home right away. I 

told him I was  ministering and could not leave but I 

would be there on Monday. I got home and went to see 

the doctor. He asked me "Do you want the good news  or 

the bad news?"  I opted for the good news first!  He said, 

"The good news is your blood pressure is  180 over 105" 

(levels that indicate you are a good candidate for a heart 

attack). He continued, "The bad news is  that you have 

diabetes. Your sugar levels  are at 400 points and beyond - 

levels that could put you in a coma." No wonder I could 

barely get off the bed after 12 hours. He went on to tell 

me that I would be on insulin and blood pressure medi-

cine for the rest of my life. I told him that I was a healing 

evangelist and that Jesus  heals. He told me, "I don't think 

you are hearing me. Your pancreas has  completely shut 

down. It won't restart. Your organs are in an acid bath 
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and if you don't take insulin, you will die in four months." 

He was  furious when I left the office telling him I would 

think about it. 

I called my spiritual father, Brother Harry Gomes, and 

told him what was  happening. He asked what I wanted to 

do. I told him I wanted to stand in faith and believe for 

my miracle. He agreed and said we would stand and be-

lieve together.  The next few days I stopped eating ice 

cream but I realized after one week I had better take this 

seriously, so I went to the drug store to buy a tester where 

you stab your finger and get your blood sugar reading. 

When the woman at the pharmacy taught me how to use 

it and tested my sugar, her face became pale. She said, "I 

have not seen sugar levels this high. You are in danger 

and need to go to the hospital." The look on her face 

brought instant fear into me. I walked outside and again 

called my spiritual father and told him that I would go 

Monday and get the insulin and take it until Jesus healed 

me. The next day was Sunday. I was  in church and I 

started to cry. Tears  pouring down my face, I said, "Jesus, 

I have a big problem. I can take the insulin and live a full, 

normal life and be a businessman but I can't take the in-

sulin and be a healing evangelist. How can I tell people to 
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stand in faith and believe Jesus and then step off the stage 

and take insulin? I would feel like a phony and a 

hypocrite...the very thing I can't stand.  On the other 

hand, after seeing the miracles  of Jesus, the only reason I 

want to be in business is to fund the ministry. Without the 

ministry, I don't care about the business anymore. How 

could it compare to seeing the glory of God? In that 

moment, I quoted the Bible to Jesus. (I love to quote the 

Bible to Jesus...I think He loves when we do that too!)  I 

said, "I'm pressed in but not crushed, persecuted but not 

abandoned, perplexed but not in despair, struck down but 

not destroyed." (2 Corinthians  4:8). And I continued, (Job 

13:15) "Even if you slay me, I put my trust in you. Jesus, 

the doctors  said I have four months  to live. That means 

you have four months to heal me. I won't take the insulin. 

Either heal me or I will see you in Heaven!" 

Each day I would take a teaspoon of olive oil and say, 

"Blood of Jesus, healing to my blood pressure and healing 

to the diabetes.” There is  no magic to the oil. The Bible 

says in James 5:15 to pray with faith, anoint with oil and 

the sick will be healed. After three days  my blood pressure 

was  120/80!  Absolutely perfect!  My sugar however, had 

not changed. All of a sudden on the 10th day it started to 
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drop. From 400 to 320; it was still at coma levels  but I was 

excited. God was working!  Each week it started dropping. 

The next week was 285; then one week later 245. One 

more week 215; then 183. After 6 weeks  my sugar was at 

the normal range of  120 points!  I was healed!

I am not advocating people dumping their medicine 

down the drain. The medicine is not the issue.  The ques-

tion is  where are we putting our faith?  I always say, 

"Medicine cleanses, Jesus  cures!" God was  using the cir-

cumstances in my life to bring me to a whole new level of 

faith and surrender. 

Joshua also surrendered before the commander of the 

armies, whose name is Jesus Christ (Joshua 5:12-14). Be-

cause he surrendered, what happened?  He was able to 

walk around Jericho and with one word, the walls  came 

down and he defeated Jericho.  Precious people of God, 

when we surrender before our God...one word will defeat 

your enemies; will make the demons  flee; will establish 

righteousness; will heal the sick!
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Apart From Faith
Hebrews 11:6 

Apart from faith we can't please God. We must believe 

that He not only exists, but that He is  a rewarder of those 

who seek Him. Believing God exists  is  not enough. Even 

the demons  know God exists!  Many times, when people 

want to be healed, they will ask me, “How long do I have 

to stand in faith?"  I explain to them, you already have the 

wrong perspective; we don't stand in faith to receive our 

healing, we stand in faith to please our God!  

God never said, "Beg me to heal you." He said, "I have 

given you the authority, go and heal the sick!" (Matthew 
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10:9).  Jesus  said we could do greater works than he, if we 

believed! (John 14:12).  It is  not that we are greater than 

Jesus.  Jesus  said, "I do not speak on my own authority, 

my Father who dwells in me does the miracles" (John 

14:10). When we believe, we can do greater works  (mira-

cles) only by the Father who dwells in us, who is  the Holy 

Spirit. 

So many will pray, "God if it's your will..." This is a faith 

breaking prayer. Anything that is  not of faith is  sin (Ro-

mans  14:23) and does  not please God. Instead of praying, 

"God, if it's your will" we should read the Bible, which is 

God's  will, understand what it says, and pray accordingly.  

When the leper came to Jesus, fell at his feet, and said, 

"Lord, if you are willing, you can make me clean" Jesus' 

response, not only to this  man, but to all of us  was, "I am 

willing."  (Matthew 8:1)  

In the beginning moments  when I experienced the mira-

cles of Jesus, many people were being healed. Headaches, 

torn ligaments, digestive problems were all disappearing. 

Then someone brought a man to me who had 4th stage 

cancer. I thought, "Oh God, don't make me pray for this 

man." It was not as  if I did not understand that God was 
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the healer, and that it was His responsibility, not mine, but 

it still seemed so impossible.  In that moment, I heard the 

voice of the Holy Spirit, "If I can cure a hang nail, I can 

heal the cancer and raise the dead. It’s neither or both, 

you decide!" Immediately, I dropped to my knees  and 

proclaimed, "You are the God who can do all things!" I 

went and prayed for the man and he was healed from the 

cancer!

We see the life of Enoch and Noah and many other peo-

ple who walked with God. They each have their own tes-

timony.  Enoch (Genesis  5:22-25; Hebrews  11:5-6) and 

Noah (Genesis  6:8-9, Genesis 7:1, Hebrews  11:7). They 

both walked with God.  Noah feared God and Enoch 

pleased God. That is the testimony they carried and that 

is  why they were able to walk with God, and why God 

considered them righteous. When we have the same kind 

of faith, God will make us  to walk with Him in a pleasing 

way. When we please God and walk with Him we shall be 

known as  sons and daughters  of God. The Holy Spirit 

will witness with our spirit and once that happens we have 

the confidence that we are children of God so we become 

heirs with God and co heirs  with Jesus Christ. (Romans 

8:14-18). This is the confidence we have by faith in Jesus 
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Christ (John 1:12) that also we will be known as sons of 

God and how it is a great privilege. 

I received a phone call from a pastor I knew asking me to 

come pray for a married couple who wanted children and 

were not able to conceive. They had been to many doc-

tors who determined that they were barren.  Before I 

went to pray, I inquired of the Lord. The Holy Spirit 

showed me that the cause of the barrenness was  a genera-

tional curse that came from the father on the husband’s 

side because he (the father) had committed adultery. 

When I met with them to pray, they expressed that they 

not only wanted children, but twins, and not only twins, 

but a boy and a girl!  I guess the Bible says, "You have not 

because you ask not!"  Before I prayed for them, I shared 

what the Holy Spirit had shown me. The man started to 

cry and the wife looked confused. It turned out that not 

only was it a true word from the Lord, but it was  a secret 

about his  father  that he never shared with anyone, not 

even his wife until that moment when God revealed it. 

Their faith went through the roof ! I prayed and broke the 

generational curse. I received a phone call two weeks 
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later...they were pregnant!  Oh, by the way, it was with 

twins...a boy and a girl! 

Three months  later I received a call from the same cou-

ple.  After an ultrasound, the doctors  had determined that 

the boy baby was fine but the girl had downs  syndrome. I 

went to pray with them again and I told them, "Do not 

fear, the same God who removed the barrenness will cure 

the downs syndrome."  Another month went by and I was 

in India going on stage to preach at a crusade when I got 

a text message from them, "We just came from the doc-

tor’s office...the baby is healthy!"

Oh how the devil tries to steal God's  glory!  I was working 

at my desk in my office that September morning when 

the call came. Once again, it was the husband, Edward, 

but this time his  voice sounded panicked, “David, don't 

say a word, just listen. We went into labor and the baby 

boy was born fine, but the girl stopped breathing and they 

have rushed Lori into surgery for an emergency C-

section.  As  they took her in, she said, "Get your cell 

phone and call David Turner."  They got the baby out but 

she is  blue and there is no breath or heartbeat." I heard 

all the commotion of doctors yelling orders and giving 
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direction. I responded immediately, "Be at peace, God is 

with you," then I began to pray. As I was  praying, I heard 

screaming, "We got a heartbeat! She is  breathing, she is 

alive!”  It had been almost seven minutes without breath-

ing. The doctors were cautiously optimistic but warned of 

impending brain damage. I want to tell you, our God, 

Jehovah Nissi...He is  our victory and our banner!  There 

was  no brain damage. The little girl is  a perfectly healthy 

child, four years old. Her name is Selah...which 

means...Amen!

There is a difference between miracles and healing. A 

miracle is when God does something instantaneously and 

out of the bounds  of natural law. A healing may take an 

hour, a day, a week, or a year.  We must believe in faith 

and not give up. The Bible says  in James 1:6-8, "We must 

believe and not doubt, otherwise we are like a wave tossed 

about by the wind on the ocean, we are double minded 

and unstable and should expect nothing from Jesus." 

Sometimes we have to fight for our healing. 

We have a worship leader at our church, her name is  Joy. 

Although young, Joy was having severe pain and was di-

agnosed with a rare problem in her heart. Her heart was 
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racing and the beat was  irregular. The doctors  wanted to 

do a shock treatment to her heart, and while necessary, 

they warned her, could cause her to have a stroke or need 

a pacemaker.  She has three small children and was in 

such a state she could not drive, wash dishes, or hold the 

baby. She was dizzy most of the time.  She describes sit-

ting and holding the phone, waiting to dial 911 at any 

moment, knowing even if she called them, it would be too 

late. 

I was asked to go and pray for her.  When I prayed, she 

immediately felt better. Her heart stopped racing and 

"flip flopping" as  she described it, and she was  able to 

stand up.  She had a miracle and by the next day she was 

back to her normal routine.  This lasted about a week but 

then the problem came back with a vengeance.   Over the 

next two months, I would pray with her over the phone. I 

was  teaching her the authority God has  given us  over the 

enemy. Greater is  He who is  in us  (the Holy Spirit) than 

he who is in the world (the devil).  (1 John 4:4).  She was 

convinced of my authority in Jesus, but not her own.  

Each time I would pray, she would get better, but then it 

would return.  Many close friends and family would mean 

well but would bring fear into her life, saying, "I know 
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what David told you but maybe you should have the sur-

gery anyway.”  I encouraged her to stand in faith and be-

lieve Jesus...to fight the good fight of faith. Each week she 

got the upper hand and the attacks became weaker and 

less frequent. Finally, three months later, she got the vic-

tory and was completely healed!  Apart from faith it is 

impossible to please God. When we please God, we walk 

with Him. This is  the experience that God Almighty has 

given so that He can prosper His  children and that they 

may be known as the sons and daughters of  God. 
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The Plans I Have For You
 Jeremiah 29:11

My definition of wisdom is a whole lot of, "Boy, I'll 

never do that again!" So often, our agenda is  to get to our 

desired destination as quickly and effortlessly as possible, 

but with God, it is  the lessons  and the character we obtain 

through the journey that prepare us  to fulfill His  plan and 

purpose for our life. 

At the age of 19, I graduated from college in 

Pennsylvania and spent the summer California dreaming 

and making plans to go west. During this time I wrote a 

business  plan to open a restaurant since this was  my area 
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of experience. I don't know where I was during the 

business  class that taught the statistics  9 of 10 restaurants 

fail in the first year.  At some time during the process, I 

realized that it would be much more expensive to start a 

business  in California than in New Jersey where I lived.  

After putting myself through school and buying my first 

car, I still had half the money I needed to initiate my plan 

and open a restaurant on a shoe string budget. I went to 

my grandparents  who had owned a famous  restaurant in 

Florida called "Wolfies." When I told them my idea, they 

told me if I did not go in the restaurant business, they 

would give me the money as a gift. If I went into the 

restaurant business, they would loan me the money at 

15% interest.  My first mistake...I took the loan!

"Heaven on Rye" my first business, was a New York deli 

modeled after the famous Stage deli.  The concept was a 

sit down restaurant in a commuting community one hour 

and fifteen minutes from New York where the current 

choices  were fast food or formal dining, nothing in be-

tween.  It was a 40 seat restaurant with a take-out deli. I 

spent three months gutting and renovating a defunct do-

nut shop.  Having limited resources, I had to be very crea-

tive. I drove to the Bowery in New York where you could 
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haggle with used restaurant equipment vendors like it was 

a Middle Eastern bazaar. The salesmen admired my vi-

sion and courage at such a young age and gave me great 

favor. I heard about one chain restaurant that had just 

remodeled with brand new furniture and did not like the 

colors so they sold it to me at pennies on the dollar. 

I always strive for excellence in all I do so I bought the 

best quality food and planned for top quality and great 

service at low prices.  I put free buckets  of all-you-could-

eat homemade coleslaw and traditional sour pickles on 

every table. I served mile high corned beef and pastrami, 

baked potato knishes, real Nathan’s french fries, old fash-

ioned milkshakes, egg cream sodas, and bagels imported 

daily from New York City. Everything fresh; everything 

homemade...Heaven on Rye!

I had a dream before the opening that the grand opening 

would be so successful that people would be lined up out 

the door. This would be difficult because I had no money 

for marketing after all the expenses to get the place ready. 

I had an idea!  I went and met with the local radio sta-

tion, shared my dream and dilemma, and asked for a 

miracle. I told them I had no money but if they would 
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talk about my restaurant in between songs, I would feed 

the DJs for three months and become an advertising cus-

tomer when I could afford it. 

My mother told me she thought I was being a bit ambi-

tious  with the date I had chosen being so soon. I remem-

ber telling her, "Not only will I make it, but I am going to 

take a 7 day vacation right before we open!" I worked 22 

hours a day right up until the minute we opened. No one 

thought we would make it. I always say, "The difficult we 

do right away, the impossible takes a little bit longer!"

The day of the grand opening was here!  I drove to the 

restaurant with butterflies  in my stomach. I turned on the 

radio and heard the announcer talking about Heaven on 

Rye. "Who has heard about the new restaurant opening 

today?" He went on and on. In between every song, he 

even read from the menu. Every time they mentioned the 

name, Heaven on Rye, they would play a harp or blow a 

trumpet. They had fun like this  for days.  When I arrived, 

we opened the doors  and within thirty minutes  the res-

taurant was full and there was a line out the door and 

down the driveway. I had to call the radio station and beg 

them to stop talking about it!  That day we ran out of 
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food!  I was scrambling to get my suppliers  to bring food 

for the next day. This  happened for three days. After this, 

I put an ad in the local newspaper, "We are sorry, our 

grand opening was  so successful that we ran out of food." 

This  brought another whole wave of people I was not 

prepared to handle. Looking back, I cry when I think 

about it because I realize the hand of God was upon me; 

helping me, blessing me, giving me favor, rejoicing over 

my victory and the start of my journey and yet, I did not 

even know Him.

It was not all roses...I learned so many lessons in those 

early days.  I worked seven days  a week, 20 hours a day. 

Most weeks  I did not know what day it was. I cooked, 

cleaned, waited tables, washed the dishes, and waded 

deep in the grease trap to clear the lines  when it was stuck 

so I wouldn't have to call a plumber. There was a big hose 

over the dish washing system and a drain on the floor.  I 

used to call this  my shower massage because I would work 

most days for twenty hours, sleep in the back and then get 

up and hose myself off, get dressed and go back to work.  

I learned hands-on accounting, purchasing, marketing, as 

well as management of personnel and human resource 

issues. As a small business entrepreneur, every job and 
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every area becomes your responsibility.  Whether you are 

sick or tired, the buck stops  with you and there are no ex-

cuses.  

After three years, I decided to sell the restaurant and fol-

low my dream to move to California. When the restau-

rant sold, I paid all my debts including the loan from my 

grandparents  and made a small profit. The money I 

made must have equated to about five dollars an hour if 

you calculate all the hours  I worked over the three years, 

but the lessons in business and life were the foundation 

that prepared and equipped me for the rest of  my life. 

With all that I owned packed in the back of my car, I 

drove cross country to Los  Angeles, California.  When I 

arrived, I saw beaches and palm trees but something was 

distinctly missing. There were no hot dog carts on every 

corner like there were in New York. When I inquired why, 

I was told that it was illegal to vend. Upon investigation, I 

learned that the people who paid big rent to their land-

lords for restaurant space in the office buildings did not 

appreciate losing business to a vendor on the street. When 

they complained to their landlords, the owners  of the 

buildings raised the issue with the city politicians, and a 
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law was passed banning the vendors.  I began to 

contemplate...the state allowed vending but the city did 

not allow it. Isn't it unconstitutional for a city to overrule 

a state law just like a state can't overrule a federal law?

"Top Dog" hot dogs  was launched. I began my second 

venture buying four beautifully appointed hot dog vend-

ing carts and putting them in downtown Los Angeles. I 

used the balance of my money from the sale of my res-

taurant to hire the foremost vending lawyer on the west 

coast.  Within moments  of the umbrella being opened, 

the police had arrived and the beginning of a two year 

battle ensued. While my employees  worked the carts, I 

would go from one to the other arguing with the police at 

each location. Being young and slightly arrogant, not yet 

humbled by the beatings  and trials of life, I would argue 

with the police.  When they threatened to arrest me, I was 

daring, pointing out that vending was  an infraction, not a 

misdemeanor (the equivalent of a parking ticket). With all 

the crime and issues in the city, I could not figure out why 

I was such a big issue. 

One of my carts was at the federal building. This was the 

time that amnesty was  granted to the Mexican people. 
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They were lined up around the block from 5 am until 5 

pm and could not leave.  That one cart alone was  making 

a tremendous profit.  No one could figure out how I was 

able to stay there. My lawyer was getting the citations 

dismissed as fast as they were giving them to me.  My 

downfall came two years later...I won my case in court. 

The moment I won, every food vendor poured into 

downtown with a truck, cart, grill or hibachi on every 

corner. It became such a fight with people threatening us. 

This  was the time I sold my carts and got out of the busi-

ness. 

Six months before I won my case, I saw what was coming, 

so I started making new plans. I wanted to be in the food 

business  but no longer in retail food. I heard about a 

company that imported nuts, seeds, and dried fruits  from 

around the world. They were based out of New York but 

had a satellite office in Los Angeles. I went and asked 

them to hire me to do sales. They were not interested in 

hiring a sales person but they were hiring for a secretarial 

position.  I was not concerned about money since I still 

had my vending business, so I asked them, "What about 

hiring me for the secretarial position and I will sell com-

modities  during the day and do the secretarial work at 
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night. I will take the secretarial pay and when I make 

sales, you can pay me what I am worth after 6 months." 

They took me up on my offer, so for 6 months  I was mak-

ing sales, doing the secretarial work, and still overseeing 

the vending business. It was the only time in my adult life 

that I worked for someone else. 

I always believed the verse, "It is more blessed to give 

than receive," (Acts 20:35).  I was  always willing to show 

someone what I could do to help and prosper them be-

lieving that in turn they would value and bless me. Many 

people seek the up front guarantee and immediate finan-

cial payoff, but I always valued situations where I received 

wisdom and great teaching, understanding that it would 

have a tremendous  long term impact and reap huge divi-

dends in my life. 

God gave me a unique gift, perspective, and ability to un-

derstand and trade agricultural commodities. After the six 

months, I found myself disliking the adversarial relation-

ship between suppliers and buyers. The buyer always 

wanted the lowest price and as a supplier wanting to 

profit, we always had to try to get a higher price. If our 

company owned a large quantity of a product and the 
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market price started to drop, how could I tell the cus-

tomer to buy so we could sell our product when I knew 

they could wait and get a better price later?

It was with this  struggle in mind that I came up with the 

concept for my next business, Southwest Commodities.  I 

formed what I considered an "agricultural clearing 

house." It was a new form of a brokerage company. In 

those days, most brokers  represented one company in the 

form of an outside sales representative. Calling them 

would get you a quote from that specific company and the 

market information would still be biased toward their po-

sition. As an agricultural clearing house, I would be an 

extension of any company's  purchasing department. I did 

not own the product so I could give them neutral buying 

advice and when they were ready to buy, I would repre-

sent many suppliers for the same item. I found many 

small-to-medium farmers, growers, packers, and traders 

in each commodity that did not have the resources for 

sales  and marketing teams and helped them sell their 

products  to my customers. I was paid a small commission 

by the seller on a per-pound basis so my best interest was 

to achieve a great relationship between buyer and seller so 

I could build volume and do well. 
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The first year, I hoped to generate five million dollars in 

sales  and not to have to go out and get a "real job." I 

never worried about my goals or what I needed. I just 

wanted to help people. Many weeks  I would reach my 

weekly sales goal by Monday afternoon, yet on Friday at 5 

pm I was  still frantically dialing the phone trying to move 

product.  It was not because of my need, but I would 

have a supplier call and say, "Please help move this  inven-

tory because I have a bank payment due," or a customer 

that said, "My current supplier did not deliver and if I 

don't find product my production lines will be down." I 

was  not a salesman, I was a problem solver!  Putting 

someone else first, caring about their success and wellbe-

ing above your own, solving problems, and working hard 

may sound old fashioned, but it is  a recipe for success. My 

first year I didn't do five...I did fifty million in sales. I was 

25 years  old, heading what seemed "accidentally," into the 

path God had prepared me for and laid before me.

In the book of Jeremiah (29:11), God said, "I know the 

plans I have for you, plans to prosper you and not to 

harm you; for a hope and a future."  We see the life of 

Paul (Galatians 1:15) who said, " When it pleased God, 
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who separated me from my mother's womb, called me to 

His  grace (verse 16) to reveal His  son to me, that I might 

preach Him among the Gentiles.  I did not immediately 

confer with flesh and blood, nor did I go up to Jerusalem 

to those who were apostles before me; but I went to Ara-

bia, and returned again to Damascus. Then after 3 years, 

I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter.”  

When we obey, God almighty will reveal His  plan and 

purpose to us.  Paul was at one time a chief sinner (1 

Timothy 1:15). He persecuted the church beyond meas-

ure (Galatians  1:13), but in the midst of that, once God 

chose Paul, God used him and declared that he was an 

apostle.  He accomplished so many great things through 

Paul's life (2 Corinthians  12:12, Romans 15:18-19, Acts 

19:12). As an apostle, God did wonders, signs, and mira-

cles so that the Gentiles  became subjected to the gospel of 

Jesus Christ. In the same way, God is  taking me to preach 

the gospel to unsaved people; He is  doing miracles, signs 

and wonders, and the people are also becoming subjected 

to the gospel. 
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Many times, people ask, "What is God's  will for my life?"  

God is  expecting us to obey His  general will (his  com-

mands in the Bible) and then He will reveal His specific 

will for our lives.
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My God is Dreaming About You
Jeremiah 1:5-6

Every man can count the number of seeds in a fruit, but 

God alone can count the number of fruit that will come 

from a seed! We see in the Bible...The people saw Joseph 

as  a dreamer but God saw him as a man of influence! 

The people saw Daniel as a slave, but God saw him as a 

prime minister! The people saw Jephthah as  a vagabond 

and a lawless man, but God saw him as  a judge. The 

people saw Jabez as  a pain and a sorrow, but God saw 

him as  a fortified city. The people saw Esther as  a for-

saken orphan girl, but God saw her as a queen! The peo-

ple saw David as a shepherd boy, but God saw him as  a 
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king! Jeremiah saw himself as a little boy, but God saw 

him as  a prophet! The people saw Moses as  a murderer, 

but God said, “He is  my friend and will lead my people.” 

The people saw Paul as a man who consented to murder 

and a reproacher of the Christians, but God saw him as 

an apostle! Precious people of God, whatever the people 

are thinking about you based upon your past, my God is 

dreaming about you and thinking about your future! 

Even in Buffalo, the sun will come out eventually!  In a 

gray and dreary childhood, I remember that sunny day...I 

loved football.  As  a thirteen year old boy growing up in a 

poor family, I had never been to a professional sporting 

event. Even having to watch on TV, a Buffalo Bills  game 

was  a seven day event. We would start talking about it on 

Monday and the hype would build all week, culminating 

with the game on Sunday. My emotions and outlook on 

life would rise and fall with the fate of our team winning 

or losing.  (I don't want to tell you how long it took me to 

get over the tragedy of the four Super Bowl losses  includ-

ing the first one in Pasadena, California where I was at 

the game...and yes; I was a crazy fan with my face 

painted blue and red)!  It was a brisk September morning. 

I was at church, filled with excitement. It was  the first 
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week of football season. The Bills were playing their arch 

division rivals, the Miami Dolphins, whom they had not 

beaten in seven years. As I was  sitting in church, someone 

came up behind me and summoned me to the church 

office for an emergency phone call. Not knowing what 

had happened, I slipped out quietly and went to the office 

and picked up the phone. It was my mom on the line, tell-

ing me to meet her in the parking lot outside. As  I got in 

the car, she explained that as she was walking out the 

door to join us at church, she got a call from a member in 

the church who had a season ticket to the Bills games. He 

was  ill and could not go to the game so my mom asked 

him for the ticket, even though he only had one. She pro-

ceeded to tell me that she was going to drive me out to 

Orchard Park where Rich Stadium was located and drop 

me off to go into the game by myself !  Greater love has 

no mom than to trust her 13 year old son in a crowd of 

80,000 people by himself !  Only knowing what this would 

mean to me could calm the fears  and quiet the voices  that 

must have gone through her mind that day. She dropped 

me off and told me exactly where to meet her after the 

game. 
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Being there seemed larger than life!  The seat was 20 rows 

off the field on the 20 yard line. The sky was  blue and 

there was a light breeze. I could smell the bratwurst and 

hot dogs, the announcer was loud, and the atmosphere 

was  electric!  This  was  the year, this was the moment, and 

I knew they would do it. The game was incredible!  the 

Bills won the game 17-7. When the gun went off at the 

end of the game pandemonium broke out. Fans rushed 

the field, climbed the goal posts, ripped them to the 

ground, tore them apart, passed them up through the 

bleachers, out the top of the stadium, and down the 

street. The fans  next to me were picking me up and hoist-

ing me on their shoulders. Being a responsible young man 

and not wanting to abuse the trust my mom had placed in 

me, I did not run onto the field but watched the riot and 

bedlam from my seat in the stands  and rejoiced. No one 

moved for over two hours and cars could not get in or out 

of Orchard Park. My mom found me in the street in the 

dark at 8 pm that night. This was  so out of character for 

her but she subdued her fear enough to allow me the 

greatest day and memory of  my childhood. 

God is not a respecter of persons  (Romans 2: 11).  Hope 

in Him does not disappoint. (Romans  5:5).  What He did 
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for so many in the Bible, He will do for you. He lifts  the 

poor and needy out of the dust and the ashes and sets 

them before kings  and princes. (Psalms 113:7-8).  He can 

turn your mourning into dancing, (Psalms 30:11) He can 

turn your sorrow into joy. (John 16:20). 

I was speaking for the first time in my home church sev-

eral years back. It was to be a special healing service. 

That afternoon before I went, I was praying and I heard 

the Holy Spirit tell me that there would be a 20 year old 

girl in the service who had been sexually abused, was feel-

ing shame and condemnation, and was  on the verge of 

committing suicide.  I should call her forward and share a 

word from the Lord that He would give me, and then 

pray for her before I pray for the rest of  the sick. 

I used to get so nervous when things  like this  would hap-

pen. I had holy fear. What if that person isn't there?  

What if they are there but won’t come forward?  Won't it 

break the people's  faith?  I know and trust that God is 

never wrong, but what if I didn't hear Him correctly. I 

used to pray, "God, if this is  from you, please confirm it 

three times because if I am wrong, I won't ever want to 

speak this way again." 
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After my message, I shared what the Holy Spirit showed 

me. No one moved for what seemed like an eternity. Did I 

get it wrong?  All of sudden a twenty year old girl came 

crawling to the altar sobbing hysterically!  I felt such a 

supernatural love flow through me that it felt like she was 

my child. I shared the words  of Jesus for her, "My child, I 

have seen your pain and I want you to know you did 

nothing wrong. Don't you know who you are?  You are 

my princess. There is  no shame and no condemnation. 

From this day I speak life over you and break the spirit of 

suicide." Immediately she was able to rise up and her face 

started to radiate the glory of God. The devil came to 

steal, murder, and destroy, but Jesus came to give life and 

life abundantly. (John 10:10).  God had a dream for her 

life and He intervened that night so it could be fulfilled.  I 

received a letter from her two years  afterward telling me 

that night saved and changed her life!

So many times over so many years, no matter what 

business  success  I attained, no matter how people saw me, 

no matter what miracles God did through my life, I saw 

myself as a kid, just trying to make my way in this  world. 
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Then God spoke to me by the words He spoke to 

Jeremiah...

Jeremiah the prophet said, "I am young" but God said, 

"Don’t say you are a child; I will touch your mouth and I 

will put my words  in you, I will make you a prophet to the 

nations." The spirit of prophecy is the testimony of Jesus 

Christ (Revelation 19:10). When the holy men of God 

moved with the Spirit, they prophesied. When we speak 

by the Spirit, things will happen (1 Peter 1:12). God wants 

us to represent His words and His dream in this world. 
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Seeds of  Faith
Matthew 13:37-38

Jesus Christ said (Matthew 13:37-38, Mark 4:14) We are 

to sow the seed. The seed is the word of God. The one 

who sows the good seed is  the son of man whose name is 

Jesus Christ.  The field is the world and the good seeds 

are the sons of the kingdom.  The Sower sowed the word. 

Once we purely depend upon God's word we are creating 

so many children in the kingdom of God in order to build 

His  kingdom.  We are creating and activating the faith 

because Romans 10:17 says, faith comes  by hearing and 

hearing the word of God.  Once we release that word of 

God by seeds of faith, the Bible says (Romans 10:18) their 
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sound has gone out to all the earth and their words to the 

end of the world.  So, anyone who depends purely on the 

word of God and in the life and spirit of Jesus  Christ, 

when they believe, by faith, the word and the message will 

spread through them. No one will be able to contradict 

the pure word. When the original apostles preached the 

word, it was accompanied with wonders  and signs  (Mark 

16:20).  Wherever they went God performed through 

their lives, signs and wonders  (Acts 4:29-31). That is why 

the sons  in the Kingdom of God are the seeds of faith. We 

have to continually sow the seed of the word of God 

alone. This is the basic understanding in my life and min-

istry. 

I walked back through the doors of a church in my mid 

twenties. Six months  later, I believed Jesus and accepted 

Him in my heart. I went faithfully to church, listened to 

messages, gave my tithe, and at one point, even taught 

Sunday school. I always say, "Just because you are in a 

garage, it doesn't make you a car!" It was not until 14 

years  later, when I saw the true miracles of Jesus, that I 

knew He was  real and present. He is power and love, and 

every word in the Bible is  true!  It overwhelmed me to 

think I was sitting in a church and even serving for so 
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many years, and yet looking back, I couldn’t say I truly 

knew Him. This real transformation is  why I love to 

demonstrate the miracles, signs and wonders  of Jesus, not 

only to the unsaved, but also to Christians; that they may 

truly taste and see that He is good! (Psalms  34:8). I teach 

people that experiencing Jesus is not about falling down. 

There are many times  when I pray for people and it may 

look like nothing is happening; there are no fireworks and 

no show, but they simply get healed. There are also many 

times when I pray for people and they pass  out to the 

floor. It is because God is  doing a work in them. I liken it 

to anesthesia before surgery. When I pray and this hap-

pens, it is  like someone pulled the persons' skeleton out 

and they collapse to the floor. It is  not something of 

which to be afraid. I tell people all the time, "There is  no 

need for catchers.  When God does  it, there is  always  a 

transformation that takes  place and you will not get hurt. 

I would never push anyone down, and if you fall to act 

spiritual, you deserve to get hurt!"  I have prayed and 

watched a person collapse, hit their head on a metal chair, 

fall on concrete, and get up healed!  There is no need for 

phoniness. “When the Holy Spirit is demonstrative, He 

never offends; when man moves  in the flesh, it is  always 

offensive.”  
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Let's contrast Apostle Paul with the soldiers in the garden.  

When Paul encountered and experienced Jesus on the 

road to Damascus, he fell to the ground and got up trans-

formed. He went from persecuting Christians to preach-

ing Jesus. (Acts 9: 3-5). The soldiers went to the garden to 

arrest Jesus, and when they asked for Jesus of Nazareth, 

He said, "I am He". They drew back and fell to the 

ground. However, when they got up, they still arrested 

him.  (John 18: 4-6)  There was no transformation in 

them.  It is  the transformation, not the falling down that is 

significant!

I met my wife when I was not looking. When we keep our 

eyes on Jesus, He will do exceedingly and abundantly 

more than we can ask or imagine. (Matthew 6:33, Ephe-

sians 3:20). My prayer was, "God, I want whatever and 

whomever you have for me. Let your will be done. If it is 

right with you and from you, it will be right and more 

than enough for me." It was as  if I was blinded and 

shielded. When I met Jennifer, she was "one of the guys" 

in a group of people with whom I spent my little bit of 

free time. I never looked twice at her or thought of her as 

more than a friend. She was a sweet southern girl from 
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Memphis, Tennessee. I took note of how she was always 

so kind to everyone and never said bad things  about peo-

ple, even when it could have been warranted. She was soft 

and gentle, simple and genuine. There was no manipula-

tion, no guile, no pretenses or falsehood in her and she 

had the faith of a child.  After a season of time, I found 

myself saying, "This person is not like Jennifer, that is not 

like Jennifer." All of a sudden, I realized she had become 

the standard against which I was  comparing all people 

and things!  After our first few dates, I thought I was dat-

ing my brother!  She became my best friend. When we 

got engaged, it was as  if God opened my eyes  and I saw 

how beautiful she was.  My initial question was  comple-

mentary yet unintentionally slightly insulting, as I would 

look at her and say, "Did you transform or were you al-

ways this beautiful and I just didn't notice?" I believe that 

God had blinded my eyes to test my heart. Sometimes 

when we say, "God, I want whatever you have and what-

ever you want for me," He will give us "broccoli" to test 

the truthfulness  and integrity of our heart. (Something 

which may be good for us but not always  what we think 

we want). When we eat it out of obedience, He gives us 

an acquired taste and we begin to enjoy it. The moment 

we enjoy it and become thankful, He makes it taste like 
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burgers and fries...Jennifer became my best friend, the 

love of my life...my broccoli (so good for me) yet tasted 

like burgers and fries!
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The answer is, "Yes," to the question many women are 

asking right about now. Yes, there is  a romantic 

engagement story. There has to be one! I always  tell the 

girls, "If he can't be romantic, creative, and loving while 

proposing to you, it probably won't get better later!" I also 

tell the guys "Make it good because you will be hearing 

this story for the rest of  your life!"

I wanted to surprise Jennifer with our engagement. As a 

Christian desiring to honor the word of God, it was  not 

easy. We were discussing marriage and going to pre-

marital counseling together. That along with six of her 

friends  constantly asking me if I was  going to propose 

made the element of  surprise difficult to achieve!

I began by dropping hints that I wanted to wait six 

months before getting engaged due to a busy time in my 

business. Jennifer was flying to Hawaii to visit her mother 

who lived there. I decided that would be the perfect time 

and place to get engaged. I told her I would take some 

time off and visit her for part of the trip. It seemed too 

obvious to me that this would be the time for me to 

propose, so I told Jennifer that her friends were 

questioning me and pressuring me about engagement 
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plans. I figured complaining to Jennifer would get her to 

convince her friends it was not the time and would 

reinforce the point with her.

I joined her for a few days  on her trip in Oahu to meet 

her mother. Then I made arrangements to fly with 

Jennifer to Kauai. Upon arrival, I took her to an exclusive 

resort on the north shore of the island overlooking 

Hanalei bay.  

Before arriving, I had arranged for a private candlelight 

dinner to be set up on a private beach at sunset. The table 

was  ten feet from the water’s  edge and surrounded by lit 

torches. The waiter was in a tuxedo and a professional 

violinist, also in tuxedo, was  to play quietly all throughout 

dinner.

You must be thinking as  I was, "How can this  be a 

surprise? The moment she sees  this  it will have the look 

and smell of engagement immediately!" I had a plan! I 

would set it all up so Jennifer would think that she was the 

one who picked the dinner! I had spoken with the 

concierge and told them, "I will have Jennifer call down 

and ask about the different dining options. Tell her there 
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are three options for tonight; Italian, continental or 

romantic dinners  for two on the beach. Describe the 

dinner for two on the beach and tell her you highly 

recommend it! She will tell you that she will check with 

me and call you right back."

After checking in, I went and knocked on the door to 

Jennifer's  room. She asked what I wanted to do for dinner 

so I suggested she call the concierge and see what the 

options were for dining on or near the property. I heard 

her ask the concierge, get all the options, and then sure 

enough, she replied, "Let me check and I will call right 

back." After hanging up the phone, she told me the 

options were Italian, continental, or a private dinner for 

two in the beach. I could tell in her voice that she was 

giving me the choice but she was selling the last option 

pretty hard! I told her, "I'm a bit tired from travel, but it 

sounds like you want to do the dinner on the beach so 

that's OK with me."

The waiter, dressed in full tuxedo greeted us and escorted 

us to the private beach. I looked ahead and saw the most 

beautiful table set with flowers, candles, and lit torches 

right at the water’s  edge. The sunset was glistening off the 
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water and the mountains  were green and majestic! As  we 

walked up, the violinist, also in tuxedo was  playing Jesu, 

Joy of  Man's Desiring!

I still couldn't believe she wouldn't think this  was when I 

would propose, so just to make sure, wanting to remind 

her that she set all this up, I whispered in her ear, "This 

looks elaborate; did you happen to ask what they charge 

for this?" After her face turned red, she apologized and 

said, "Sorry, I didn't ask." I said, "Don't worry about it, 

we are on vacation. Let’s enjoy the night!"

After an incredible dinner, we went for a walk on the 

beach. Before dessert, I knelt down by the water’s edge 

and told her that I wanted to spend the rest of my life 

with her! She was surprised, shocked, and confused! 

Once she realized what was happening, she did say, "Yes!" 

While we were at dinner, I had the hotel staff fill her 

whole room with bright red rose petals!

 Our wedding was equally amazing but that story will 

have to wait for another time! Our lives are full with chil-

dren, businesses, and ministry but we do not neglect each 

other. It has been a romantic adventure!
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The Bible says  (Hebrews 4:16) that we can come boldly 

before His throne of grace and mercy!  The words of 

Jesus were life and spirit (John 6:63). Our words can also 

bring the life and spirit when we speak the words of Jesus.  

It is the Spirit who gives the revelation; the revelation 

produces the faith; the faith releases the life. When the life 

comes it is  tangible and real!  So, how does  this  practically 

work?  When you lift up the name of Jesus, the Holy 

Spirit comes (John 16:13-14). When the Holy Spirit 

comes you get the revelation. (We see in the book of 

Revelation 1:10-11, John the apostle was  on the island of 

Patmos. He was in prison, but he said, “On the Lord's 

day I was in the spirit.". Because he was in the spirit, what 

happened?  He got the revelation of the second coming 

of Jesus). It is the revelation that builds the faith. Once we 

have true faith, it will release life. All things are possible to 

him who believes! (Mark 9:23). 

I prayed for Amir for 10 years for salvation. He was  a cus-

tomer of mine who became a close friend through doing 

business. He was  born in America, a Muslim whose fam-

ily was  from Iran. Even though I prayed for him all those 

years, I never shared my faith with him even once. In fact, 
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before I saw the miracles of Jesus  and my eyes were truly 

open, I never shared my faith or witnessed to even one 

person - something I am not proud of. It was only after 

being filled with the Holy Spirit and seeing the miracles, 

that I became so bold, desperate for people to know the 

truth. 

He loved Scottsdale and would bring his  family to visit 

often.  He even bought a house and lived here for a sea-

son even though his business  was  elsewhere. One Sunday, 

about a year after the miracles started, I was driving 

home from church and the moment I pulled into our 

driveway, something came over me. I turned to Jennifer 

and said, "I have to go right now and share with Amir 

about Jesus." I went to meet with him and shared my 

whole story and my faith. I did not see a light go on and 

he was  not struck to the ground. He simply said, "I'm 

happy for you." Not exactly the response I was  hoping for, 

but somehow I felt  a great weight or burden lift off me; 

the seed had been planted.

 

Months later, he told me he was in extreme pain in his 

back from an old high school football injury. It had hurt 

him for over 25 years. I seized the opportunity and asked 
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if I could pray for him. He agreed, not expecting any-

thing but thinking, “How could it hurt?” After I prayed, 

he was shocked. The pain was gone immediately and he 

could bend and move like he could not in many years!  

Shortly thereafter, his wife was pregnant with twins. At 26 

weeks she went into labor and the doctors could not stop 

the contractions even with pitocin (a very strong medica-

tion). I went to the hospital and prayed and the contrac-

tions stopped. The babies, who had been in jeopardy, 

we're not born until 40 weeks!  God is  always right on 

time!

It still was  a season of months before he walked through 

the doors of the church; first to drop off his wife and 

children, then one week he agreed to stay. After nine 

more months, one Sunday morning, there was  an altar 

call and sitting there, Amir began to shake inside. He tells 

the story, "It was as if I was  compelled to go forward and 

I found myself standing at the altar." Weeks later he was 

baptized both in water and the Holy Spirit. He was  so 

filled with faith. Soon he had started a Bible study at his 

company. He barely knew himself what to speak but God 

was  with him. That small group turned into a church 

which now has over 900 people attending!
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The Bible is very clear about the issue of healing. We can 

emphatically see the will of God and His desire for His 

children. The Bible says...I am Jehovah Rapha (The Lord 

who heals thee. Exodus 15:26)...Forget not my benefits; I 

pardon all your iniquity, I heal all your disease (Psalms 

103:1-2)...I was pierced for your transgressions, bruised 

for your iniquity; by my wounds, you are healed! (Isaiah 

53:4-5)...I died for your sickness and your disease (Mat-

thew 8:17)... I bore your curse for cursed is the one who 

hangs on a tree (1 Peter 2:24)...Jesus came to heal the sick 

and set free those oppressed by the devil (Acts 

10:38)...Jesus heals you because He loves you (Deuteron-

omy 7:13-15).  These are the seeds, that when watered 

with faith, will sprout into life!
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For Unto Us a Child is Born
Isaiah 9:6. Luke 2:10-11

For unto us  a child is  born. Unto us a Son is  given! 

(Isaiah 9:6). Then the angel said to them, "Do not be 

afraid, for behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy 

which will be to all people. For there is born to you this 

day in the city of David, a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. 

And this will be the sign to you: you will find a babe 

wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger."

God so loved the world that He gave His  only Son, that 

whosoever believes  in Him shall not perish, but have ever-

lasting life! (John 3:16). This is not an ordinary love!
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Is it not wonderful? Should we not be filled with child-like 

wonder? Should we not ponder God's amazing love for us 

every day? I have always felt that God gives us children so 

we can get a glimpse of how He feels about us. The Bible 

says, "What man is there among you who, if his  son asks 

for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, 

will he give him a serpent? If you then, being evil, know 

how to give good gifts to your children, how much more 

will your Father who is  in Heaven give good things  to 

those who ask Him?" (Matt 7: 9-11). I know that I would 

do anything for my children. How much more will our 

Father in Heaven, who is perfect love, do for us, His chil-

dren?

The human condition seems wrought with selfishness and 

being self-centered. However, I remember the night my 

daughter Jessica was born. Instantly there was  a love and 

a bond that was completely unconditional. There was 

nothing I would not do for her. Every hope and dream for 

her life burst forth like a well-spring! Her name means, 

"God is  gracious." Most babies are sound asleep from ex-

haustion but not Jessica. I sat all night in the silence and 

darkness of the hospital room, holding her in my arms, 
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staring at this  tiny baby and watching her stare back at 

me with wide eyes. It felt like we were alone in the world. 

In the stillness of the night, I heard God speak to my 

heart, "My fingerprint is  upon her. All will be well. She is 

mine." From that moment, I have always had a super-

natural peace as I hold onto God's promise.

When she was almost four years old, I planned a special 

family outing. I bought tickets to take her to see her first 

musical, "Annie." We took her first to a local amusement 

park where we played games and rode a few rides. As  we 

were about to leave, she got her eye on a little plastic ring 

that was on the prize counter where you exchange tickets 

for prizes. She did not have enough tickets so I told her 

she could save her tickets and get it next time. In hind-

sight, it may not have been the best moment to draw the 

line and teach the lesson of delayed gratification as well 

as, "Be happy with what you have." A tremendous  tan-

trum ensued that lasted well into the car and miles down 

the road. All of a sudden, I got so upset and frustrated 

that I swerved the car off the road and onto the gravel 

shoulder, slammed the brakes and jerked to a stop. I 

turned to Jessica sitting in the back and said, "Can't you 
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understand that I planned such a special day for you and 

you are ruining it over a two-cent piece of plastic that you 

won't even remember or care about by tomorrow?" Im-

mediately, God dealt with me. As soon as  the words left 

my mouth, I heard a response in my heart, "Isn't it the 

same for you, David? So many times  I have such great 

plans for you and you also ruin them over a two cent 

piece of plastic. In my economy, your cars, house, busi-

ness, and issues are like a little plastic ring, yet I care be-

cause it is important to you." How we get our life lessons 

through our children!

For a season both Jessica and I took piano lessons  to-

gether. I did it to encourage her in the direction of music 

as  God showed me that one day she will be a worship 

leader. We had fun learning together but ironically, my 

piano career came to a grinding halt when our teacher, 

who was so excited about my willingness to learn with my 

daughter, asked me to play at a recital to encourage other 

parents to support their children, following their own 

dream they may have given up. I can’t imagine what 

came over me to make me think this was a good idea. 

Standing in a row with a group of seven-to-ten year old 
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girls  in front of a room full of parents who, in my mind, 

seemed to be wondering what I was  doing trying to steal 

the show from their children brought me to the pinnacle 

of embarrassment. It only became worse when I used my 

three minutes  to fit in sharing the gospel and gave glory to 

Jesus. Somehow this  idea played out much better in my 

mind beforehand than it did in reality. As  I sat at the pi-

ano, my hands started shaking violently and I played so 

poorly that all the little kids, including Jessica, played bet-

ter than I! I was very proud of Jessica, not only because 

she played boldly with poise and accuracy, but because 

she did not act like she didn't want to know me or be seen 

with me when it was over!

For each of our children, God gave me a personal song 

that I sing to them every night right after their prayers  

before they go to sleep. I did not know how profoundly 

and prophetically the song would apply to each of their 

lives. In the middle years  they seemed not to even pay at-

tention while I was  singing. The jokes about Dad not be-

ing able to carry a tune drowned out the words some 

nights, but I knew there was  a comfort, a peace and a 

promise released every night over their lives.
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Jessica's  song is..."I will seek you in the morning, learn to 

walk in your ways, Step by step, go where you lead me, 

and love you all of my days. O Heavenly Father, O, Light 

of the World. O Heavenly Father, Ooooo, Light of the 

World. By the sweet touch of your Spirit, make my heart 

ever true. Take my life into your keeping, until I come 

home to you. O Heavenly Father, O Light of the World. 

O Heavenly Father, Ooooo, Light of  the World!”

My son, Christopher, is  a perfect blend of the best of 

Jennifer and me. We have seen the grace and favor of 

God on his life from the time he was born. He has all the 

looks (that would be from Jennifer) intelligence, and a 

humble and compassionate heart!

When Christopher was two, the Holy Spirit told me that 

he would be a professional baseball pitcher. I could see 

tremendous  hand-eye coordination even as  a little child 

when he would sit on the pool table, throw one ball hard 

and make the next ball hit it on the way back. He started 

playing soccer when he was  three. He had such coordina-

tion that while most kids were tripping over the ball, he 

could run and dribble with two feet. He would score 7-8 
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times each game. They moved him up to play with five 

year olds when he was  three and he was  still the star of 

his team. I don't know if they moved him up because of 

his skill or because I was  on the sideline yelling, "Get ag-

gressive" after his  eighth goal! I don't understand why 

Jennifer would be concerned. I don't classify myself as 

one of those over-the-top parents. He is now 10 and I 

haven't even started to paint my face for his games, YET!

Some athletes have a natural gift from God; some have a 

tremendous  work ethic and a few have a great mind and 

understanding for the game. It is rare and special when 

we see all three in one person. Christopher is  one who has 

all three! When Christopher was  five, he could throw a 

baseball 30 miles an hour. He would spend hours trying 

to master certain skills  and would not stop until he could 

do it. He was a natural without any coaching. I'm sitting 

in the outfield, all by myself right now at his little league 

game as I write this  between innings. I wasn't banished to 

the outfield, it was just me being courteous to the other 

parents and it helps  me not coach from the sidelines! 

Christopher pitched incredibly today, striking out most 

batters  he faced. He made several great plays at second 

base, and just hit a double driving in the team's  only run. 
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I thought pro sports  were fun until I experienced watch-

ing my son play! When he pitches I feel like I can barely 

breathe! God is  so good and gracious. He is fulfilling so 

many promises in my life. I loved sports  as  a kid but did 

not get to participate often. Now God is  even fulfilling 

that passion through Christopher's life!

Christopher's name means "Christ bearer." God has al-

ready revealed that He will bear and bring glory to the 

name of Jesus in all he does. The song God gave me for 

him the day he was  born goes like this...We are standing 

on holy ground. There are angels  all around. Let us 

praise Jesus  now; we are standing in His  presence, on holy 

ground. What a great song for one who will also see and 

do the miracles of  God!
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Revelation
Jeremiah 33:3

Call upon me in the day and I will reveal to you great 

and unsearchable things which you do not know (Jere-

miah 33:3).  The greatest revelation in our life is knowing 

Jesus Christ. He is  the revelation! In the Bible; book of 

Revelation 1:1 (The revelation of Jesus Christ which God 

gave him to show His servants things which must shortly 

take place) He sent and signified it by His  angels  to His 

servant John who bore witness to the word of God and to 

the testimony of Jesus Christ and all the things that he 

saw. What is  the revelation of the testimony of Jesus 

Christ?  (Revelation 19:10) For the testimony of Jesus 

Christ is the spirit of prophecy. God almighty is testifying 

about the deeds of Jesus  Christ.  God is confirming it and 

accompanied by confirmation in the natural way and the 
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spiritual way; whatever the people are seeking through 

the man of God's  mouth. When the testimony of Jesus 

Christ constantly goes forth it will form like prophecy. We 

see the example of Samuel and how God revealed Him-

self in the book of 1 Samuel 3:1, 4:11; 19-21. The word 

of the Lord was very rare in those days. There was no 

widespread revelation at that time. God called Samuel 

three times and three times he went to Eli. Finally, Eli 

said, “When you hear the voice again, say, ‘Here I am, 

your servant’ ”. The moment Samuel said it, God said in 

verse 11, Behold I will do something in Israel at which 

both ears  of everyone who hears it  will tingle. Samuel got 

the message in his childhood. He was  chosen because he 

got the revelation. He became a prophet from that time 

forth.  His  words from that time never fell to the ground 

(1 Samuel 3:19), his  words never failed. Whatever he said, 

God always honored (verse 21). The Lord revealed him-

self to Samuel in Shiloh by the word of the Lord.  Deeply 

understanding the word and the significance of the word 

about the life of  Jesus...that is the revelation.

I used to counsel people against a small book called, The 

Prayer of Jabez. There was nothing wrong with the book; 
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the problem was the way people were interpreting its 

meaning. It was  based on 1 Chronicles  4:10 were Jabez 

calls  on God and says, "Oh God, that you would bless  me 

and expand my territory," and God granted his request. 

Many people were taking this and interpreting it as a type 

of magic formula, that somehow when you pray this  way 

God has to oblige and give it to you. I heard people pray 

this  believing for cars, houses, and relationships. I would 

explain, “It meant enlarge my territory for your kingdom 

and glory."

As I counseled people this way, I started to pray the same 

prayer, asking God to expand my territory for His glory. 

One day when praying this, I heard a voice answer me, 

but it was coming from inside me as if I were having a 

conversation with myself. I did not know it at the time, 

but it was  the Holy Spirit speaking to me. When you hear 

what He said, I'm sure you will also recognize a wisdom 

that could only come from God. He said, "David, you 

have territory that you own and you have not cleared it 

for planting. You have territory that you have cleared but 

have not planted it. You have territory that you have 

planted but you have not weeded or watered it. You have 

territory that has a crop but you have not harvested it. 
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Why don't you deal with what you already have and I will 

take care of  giving you new territory!"

Immediately, I thought, "What is  my territory?" I realized 

that I had two businesses with 70 employees. I decided to 

make this my mission field and started a lunch Bible study 

once a week for anyone who wanted to come along with 

neighboring office personnel from other companies. The 

church I attended at that time was so large; I did not 

know the pastors personally. One of my employees went 

to a small church and offered to invite his pastor to do the 

teaching each week.

After several weeks, 40 people were packed in the room 

listening. Each week people were getting saved and deeply 

touched. I felt life and victory coming from the words the 

pastor was speaking; different than what I had heard in 

all my time in church. I told Jennifer, "I think God wants 

to do something in my life and I think something is  hold-

ing me back. I believe it is  my past." She, along with the 

person who had invited the pastor, encouraged me, "Why 

don't you go and see the pastor. He will break that off of 

your life." I thought, "What is  it, an icicle or a barnacle 

that it can be broken off ?" It sounded silly to me.
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It took me three months before I would go see the pastor.  

Finally, I thought, "I will go and share about my life; an-

other counseling session." I already knew all the "right" 

things to say; things like, "If you are happy with who you 

are, you have to be happy with every person and experi-

ence because it all helped to make you that way.” When I 

went to see him, I sat down and he did not let me say a 

word. He took out the Bible and started showing me verse 

after verse about the baptism of the Holy Spirit. He 

showed me verses  that I'm sure I had read in the past, yet 

never saw them or understood them like I did in that 

moment.

When he finished, he asked me, "What do you think?" I 

said, "I'm exhausted, but I always pray two prayers; Jesus, 

I want all you have for me, and Jesus, I want to know you 

better." He said, "That’s good enough for me," and he 

asked me to stand up and raise my hands and he would 

pray for me.

When he started praying, he was speaking about things 

that happened in my life that he did not know.  I thought 

to myself, "How did he know that?" I didn't know at that 
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time it was  the gift of words  of knowledge. As he prayed, 

I felt a wind go right through me. It was as if someone 

hooked me up to an electric socket except it didn't hurt. A 

better way to describe it was the feeling of sitting too 

close to the door at a restaurant in the winter when I lived 

in Buffalo. Every time someone would open the door, a 

draft would blow right through you. It felt like that except 

the draft was on the inside.  As I was pondering this  feel-

ing, the pastor asked me, "What do you know about heal-

ing?" I said, "I know it happened in the Bible." He said, 

"Yes, but it still happens today." I replied, "no disrespect, 

pastor, but I will believe it when I see it." He said, "You 

won't see it, you will do it!" I laughed and said, "Why 

don't I see it first and then we can talk about doing it!"

I thought he tricked me!  Having seen so much phoniness 

in my life I was  quite realistic, practical, and skeptical.  

That night, Jennifer was out grocery shopping. I was 

alone in my bedroom. Pondering the events of the day, I 

thought to myself, "I know how I will prove he tricked me. 

I think he had me hold my hands in the air so long during 

the prayer that my arms  went numb and that is  why that 

feeling went through me!  I will hold my hands in the air 

for 20 minutes  and it will happen again. Then I will know 
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it was  not real." As I stood with my hands in the air wait-

ing for the feeling to come again, I thought to myself, "I 

feel like something is missing," but I did not know what 

was  missing. Was it my car keys or my phone?  All of a 

sudden, I realized, my past was  gone!  Now this may 

sound incredible and impossible but let me explain what I 

mean...at this  time, my daughter Jessica was six years  old 

and she had heard (and could probably recite) every bad 

thing that had ever happened to me during my childhood 

and youth. Jennifer would tell you that a day never went 

by without something bringing up a memory from the 

past and me reciting what happened. All of a sudden, my 

past was  gone!  Half the stories, I could not even remem-

ber - like they had been erased. The other half, I could 

remember but it was so different. The way I describe it is 

the difference between a person who was in Vietnam and 

saw his  buddies shot in front of him versus a person who 

was  at home and was reading about it  in the newspaper 

but did not know anyone over there. They would have the 

same information but there is no emotional attachment. 

From that day, a story from my past has not come up 

again. No years  of counseling, digging up or rehashing 

the past; simply one touch from Jesus and my past was 

healed! 
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At that time, I had a compressed disc in my back and it 

had made my right arm numb. I did not know this was 

the cause until a year later. I was in so much pain for over 

30 days. I had a car with a stick shift and I could not even 

shift with my right arm. I would reach across my body 

and shift with my left hand. I was not sleeping well be-

cause every time I would roll over on that arm it would 

wake me up. The Saturday morning after praying with 

this  pastor and the healing of my past, I woke up with my 

arm in pain at 6 am. As I lay there exhausted, I muttered 

a prayer that sounded a lot more like a complaint than a 

prayer. "Jesus, you could take this from me if you wanted 

to." Immediately the pain was  gone!  I ran downstairs 

where Jennifer was and I started banging my arm on the 

granite counter top. "It's gone!  The pain is gone," I de-

clared emphatically!  She said, "Jesus healed you!" I 

looked at her incredulously and said, "Stop that simple 

faith."

For over a year, I would share this testimony but say, 

maybe it wasn't so bad but nevertheless, it was a miracle. 

Then the same problem occurred on my other arm. I 

thought, "No problem, last time I had no faith and 
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received a miracle. This should be easy!" After 3 months 

and no healing, I was  perplexed. I decided I had better go 

to the doctor and make sure it was  not a problem with my 

heart or something worse. After an MRI at Mayo clinic, 

the doctor came in to the consultation room, put up the 

X-ray, and described my pain perfectly. He said, "You 

have a compressed 6th disc and you need surgery. But I 

don't understand one thing. You have the same problem 

with your 5th disc. It should be causing the same problem 

on the other arm and you have not had the surgery." I 

started to rejoice!  God was  waiting to heal me so He 

could confirm what He had done for me one year earlier. 

That night there was a praise and worship night at our 

church. As we stood worshiping and praising Jesus, I felt 

that "wind" go right through me. Jennifer leaned over and 

said, "I believe Jesus is  healing you tonight." I whispered 

back, "He just did!" I still had the pain but the next 

morning I woke up and the pain was gone, never to 

return again!

Let's rewind to that first week of miracles...first my past 

was  healed; now my arm was healed. Three days  later I 

started thinking all day about an NFL player named An-

dre Wadsworth. I did not know him other than watching 
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football on TV and I heard he went to the same church 

as  the pastor who had prayed for me. I knew Andre was  a 

high draft pick out of Florida State and played for the 

Arizona Cardinals. He had two knee injuries  that ended 

his career in football and had been on crutches through 

13 surgeries  and the better part of three years. I told Jen-

nifer, "I can't stop thinking about this man and I don't 

even know him. I think God wants  me to go and pray for 

him." I was  not willing to do this because I had been 

around a few celebrities and professional athletes  in my 

life and it seems  like they are a magnet for every crazy 

person who wants  to come up to them and say things like, 

"I have a word from God for you." So I refused. That 

Saturday night I was running on the treadmill in my gym 

and I collapsed and tore the ligaments in my knee. I could 

not move and had to be carried to my bedroom upstairs. I 

knew how bad it was because 10 years earlier I had re-

constructive surgery on the ligaments in the other knee. 

Anyone who has  torn a ligament knows if you even 

sneeze, you will be in excruciating pain.

Jennifer rubbed my leg for almost an hour. I knew I 

would be going in on Monday for surgery. Finally, I fell 

asleep but woke bolt upright at exactly 2:00 am. I thought 
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to myself, "Jesus, are you trying to show me something?  

What the pastor said about healing; my past, then my 

arm, this haunting feeling about praying for the football 

player, and now my knee." I'm not usually slow, but I was 

just putting all this  together. I said, "Jesus, I'm not trying 

to be skeptical or hard hearted. This is an honest prayer 

of my heart. I don't care about my knee.  It is  not life or 

death. I can have the surgery, but if you heal today, please 

show me and I will never forget it. The devil can tell me 

I'm crazy. People can tell me I'm crazy.  I won't care. I will 

know that I know that I know!  By the way, I am not bar-

gaining with you, but one more thing...if you heal me it 

will mean you were speaking to me this week and I will go 

and find Andre Wadsworth and pray for him." I paused, 

put my hand on my knee, and said, "In the name of Jesus 

and the power of the Holy Spirit, knee be healed." Im-

mediately, I leaped off the bed, jumping up and down like 

a pogo stick on one leg...the leg that I could not even 

move!  I started screaming!  Jennifer woke up startled, 

"What is happening?" I answered with one of the most 

profound things I have ever said, "I'm devastated; I have 

touched the hem of the robe of Jesus  Christ!  My life will 

never be the same!”
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The next morning was  Sunday. I told Jennifer, "We are 

going to find Andre." We drove to the church I was told 

he attended.  Sure enough, he was standing outside greet-

ing people and handing out bulletins. As  we walked up, I 

greeted him and said, "Andre, my name is David Turner. 

I am a business  man, not a crazy person; however I need 

to speak with you after the service." During the service I 

worshiped like never before.  It felt like my feet never 

touched the ground, my eyes were opened, and I was see-

ing the real living Jesus for the first time. Life was new!  

The understanding and rules that I lived under had all 

changed.   All things were now possible!

After the service, I met with Andre. I shared the full story 

of all that had happened and then said, "No disrespect, 

Andre, but who are you to me and yet I can't stop think-

ing about you. I think God wants to heal you." I learned 

over time that Andre was very low key and understated. 

He would not allow a person to pray over him unless he 

felt God had showed him it was OK. He allowed me to 

pray for him so I put my hands on his knees and began to 

pray. I don't always feel something, but on this  occasion, I 

felt heat go right through my hands. Afterwards, I went 
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home and told Jennifer, "At least I was obedient and did 

what I promised God I would do."

Three days later, I got a call, "David, It's Andre. I wanted 

to tell you; no major miracle, but the last few days at 

rehab has been the best days  I have had. Please keep 

praying." That night I had a dream that I should fast 

without food for seven days  and go back and pray for him 

again. At that point, I had never fasted a meal in my life, 

let alone for someone I don't even really know.  I remem-

ber thinking I would take off the last few days  so I could 

lay in bed with a cold cloth trying to survive for seven 

days without food!  It turned out it was the best I had felt 

in a long time.  During the fast, I had a dream that Andre 

would run again on a treadmill and play again in the 

NFL.  I told him about the dream and he said that he just 

wanted to be able to walk and chase his kids around.

When the fast ended, I met with Andre and prayed over 

him again. When he stood up, he said, "I don't feel any 

pain. I believe I am healed." That day Jennifer and I went 

to lunch with Andre and his wife. The restaurant had an 

upstairs dining room.  As  we walked upstairs, Andre, with 

a bit more excitement in his voice, said, "I can't walk 
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stairs  at all without pain and I just did and there is still no 

pain!"

The next day I had to go to Chicago on business. As I 

arrived at my hotel room late at night, I switched on my 

cell phone and checked my messages.  "David, Andre 

Wadsworth. Today I went to the clinic and they were 

amazed at my progress  all of a sudden. They are going to 

put me on a treadmill tomorrow to walk without a har-

ness." (A harness would help support his weight while he 

walked so his full weight would not be on his knees).  I 

was  so excited; I started jumping all around the room. 

Jesus, you are real; you are God; you are here with us!  In 

the morning I could barely sit through the meetings. On 

breaks, I started calling everyone whose number was in 

my cell phone, "Jesus, he's real!"  I would hear, "Aren't 

you a Christian?" "Yes, but I'm telling you, He is real!"

That night I flew home. The moment I landed, my cell 

phone was  on. "David, Andre Wadsworth here" (I 

thought, you can forget the last name each time, I know 

who you are)!  "Today was a miracle!  They put me on 

the treadmill and I ran 20 sprints...No pain!" From that 

moment he was completely healed and wound up playing 
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a full preseason for the New York Jets!  His  knees are per-

fect to this day!

After this experience, I began praying for people. I was 

overwhelmed and had very little understanding about 

healing but I would pray boldly with raw faith in Jesus.  

As I prayed, migraine headaches would disappear, 

ligaments were healed, digestive issues were healed, and 

people would put down crutches and walk; all in the 

name of Jesus!  I wrote names, dates, places  and 

testimonies  of each person and healing; 60 miracles and 

healings in total that year. 
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I Have Sworn by Myself
Isaiah 45:23

God said, “If anybody swears upon themselves, let 

them swear by the God of truth (Isaiah 65:16) If anybody 

blesses  himself; let him bless  on the God of truth.” When 

God has sworn, He never lies. It is  impossible for Him to 

lie because He has  sworn upon Himself, for there was  no 

greater than Him (Hebrews 6:12-18). The Bible says, 

what God swore upon Himself to Abraham, "Surely I 

will bless you, surely I will multiply you for it is impossible 

for God to lie." This is God's  covenant and God's  prom-

ise. When we enter into that covenant and trust His 

promise, through faith in Jesus, we are entitled to every 

covenant blessing. (Galatians 3:13-14). 
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There are five promises God has given me for my life...

Exodus  33: 14...My presence will go before you and I will 

give you rest.

Joshua 3:5...Sanctify yourself, for I will do miracles, signs, 

and wonders in your midst. 

Exodus  34:10...I will do wonders, signs, and miracles 

never before seen in any nation on the earth. The people 

you live amongst will see the works that I, the Lord will 

do for you. 

Zephaniah 3:17-20...The Lord your God is mighty to 

save. He will quiet you with His love, He rejoices over you 

with singing.  The sorrows I will remove from you for they 

are a burden and a reproach. I will deal with all those 

who have afflicted you and I will restore your fame and 

fortune before your eyes, says the Lord. 

Isaiah 45:1-3...Thus says the Lord to His anointed, Cy-

rus, whose right hand I take hold of, to subdue nations 

before him and strip kings of their armor. I will go before 

you and open doors so the gates  will not be shut. I will 

make level the mountains, break the gates of bronze, and 

cut the bars  of iron. I will give you the treasures of dark-

ness, riches  stored in secret places, so that you will know 
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that I am the Lord your God, who has summoned you by 

name. 

You can imagine how these verses, along with some very 

specific prophesies  over my life could seem impossible to 

believe. I was told by my spiritual father...

• That I would operate in all 9 gifts  of the Holy 

Spirit

• That I would have a national ministry preaching 

to hundreds of thousands  of people in stadiums 

(At that time the most I had ever spoken in front 

of  was 20 people).  

• That I would have a national and international 

TV show beginning in 2012. (By the way, he 

spoke this in 2005 and it happened exactly the 

first week of  2012).

• That even though I had already experienced Jesus 

doing miracles such as  opening blind eyes and 

deaf ears, that I had only waded up to my ankles 

in the knowledge of Him and that a day would 

come when I would wade up to my knees, then up 

to my waist, then up to my neck and eventually 

swim in the knowledge of  Him. 
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There were many other specific promises.  This all 

seemed surreal and outrageous to me.  My first reaction 

was  to say, "God, could you give me a few promises  that I 

could believe might actually happen?" I have since 

learned if the promise you are believing for is  something 

you can accomplish by yourself without Him, it was most 

likely your idea and not His. I never try to make a prom-

ise from God happen in my life. I simply hide it in my 

heart and say, "God this is something only you can do. 

Fulfill your plan, purpose, and promise for me your way 

and in your time. Let your word and your will be done. 

There was  a sixth promise that came in a very unique 

way. One time I spent two straight days pondering all my 

promises from God. Finally, in the depth of prayer, I 

asked the Holy Spirit a question to which I already knew 

the answer but wanted the comfort of hearing it again. I 

enquired, "Holy Spirit, are these promises actual and lit-

eral or are they metaphorical?" The Holy Spirit answered 

me, "Pick up your Bible." I thought that seemed very 

random, and I don't condone "Bible roulette" to get your 

answers  from God, but this  moment was  very unique so I 

asked, "Would that be Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Num-

bers," and I continued to name the books of the Bible.  
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When I got to Isaiah, I heard, "Stop." I asked, "Would 

that be chapter 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50." Again, 

I heard, "Stop." As I thought, is  it  41, 42, 43, 44, 45; I 

heard, "Stop." Finally, I thought, I don't know how many 

verses are in Isaiah chapter 45, so I just started counting. 

When I got to 23, again I heard, "Stop." I said, "Are you 

telling me to read Isaiah 45:23?  For all I knew it could 

say, "The wicked are condemned." However, I opened my 

Bible to Isaiah 45:23, began to read, and started to cry, "I 

have sworn by myself, my word has  gone out in right-

eousness, it will not return void!"
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The Lord Who Healeth Thee
Exodus 15:26

God said, (Exodus  15:26) I am the Lord who healeth 

thee. In Jeremiah 33:6, God said, I will cause my health 

and healing to come back to you again as  in former times. 

Whatever the Lord promises He will do. His  promises are 

Yes and Amen (2 Corinthians 1:20). He never fails  (1 

Kings 8:56). God never lies  (Hebrews 6:18, 1 Samuel 

15:29, Numbers 23:19). 

We must decide; whose report do we believe? (Isaiah 

53:1). Will you believe the report of the world or will you 

believe the report of Jesus  Christ?  Many people spend 

hundreds of hours researching their issue or potential 
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solution on the Internet yet very few stop and take the 

time to see what God has to say about healing. 

Here is what God says about healing...

Acts  10:38. Jesus  came to heal the sick and set free those 

oppressed by the devil. Matthew 8:17. Jesus  died for your 

sickness and disease. 

Isaiah 53:4-5.  Jesus  was  pierced for your transgressions, 

bruised for your iniquity; by His wounds, you are healed. 

Psalms 103:2-3. Forget not His benefits  for He pardons 

your iniquity, He heals your disease. 

1 Peter 2:24. Jesus bore your curse, for cursed is  the one 

who hangs on a tree. 

Deuteronomy 7:13-15. He heals  you because He loves 

you. 

Psalms 107:20. He will send His word and heal you. 

Proverbs  3:8. His word creates marrow in your bones and 

strength to your body. Proverbs 4:22. His  word is  healing 

to your flesh. 

Psalms 147:3. Jesus  came to bind up the wounds  and heal 

the broken hearts of  His people. 

When I first started to pray for people, I wanted them to 

receive a miracle or healing simply because I told them, 
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"Jesus heals," and I did not want to be embarrassed or 

look foolish if nothing happened. Over time, I wanted to 

see people healed because I was intoxicated with the 

power of God; praying and seeing a person put down 

crutches and walk or seeing the shock on their face when 

they proclaimed, "The pain is  gone!" Finally, Jesus 

brought me to the place of understanding the heart of 

the Father. I wanted to see people have miracles, be 

healed, and be delivered so they could experience the 

love, grace, and mercy of God.  The healing is to bring us 

unto salvation and a greater knowledge of Him. Jesus 

loves each one of us so much that He died to heal us 

(Deuteronomy 7: 13-15). Every gift is  activated by the 

fruit of the Spirit, especially love. When I pray for heal-

ing, there is  a supernatural love that I can feel flowing 

through me unto the people.  

In the book of John, chapter 5, Jesus  says  to the man at 

the pool of Bethesda, "Do you want to be made well?" I 

always  thought that was a silly question. Doesn't every 

sick person want to be well?  Over the years, praying for 

people, I have learned that Jesus' question was quite valid. 

Not all want to be made well for a variety of reasons and 

some want to be made well for the wrong reasons. Many 
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want to be made well so their arm pain is gone or they 

feel better. If this is your motivation, even if you receive 

the miracle it will encourage you for a moment or a day 

until you need the next miracle. However, when you say, 

"Jesus, I want to see you and know you through this mira-

cle; I want to raise my hand so I can worship and serve 

you," then you can have an experience that will transform 

and change you for a lifetime!

Many times, people want to blame God for their sickness.  

People will come and ask me, "Is  God punishing me with 

this  sickness because of my sin?" Precious child of God; 

God does not bring sickness. It is  the devil that brings the 

pain, sorrow, and sickness. Jesus came to bring abundant 

life. (John 10: 10).  Just as you would not wish or bring 

sickness upon your own child, God also does not want His 

children to be sick.  Once we ask for forgiveness and be-

lieve Jesus, He says, "What sin?" You may remember it 

and the devil may want to remind you constantly to try to 

get you to walk in guilt, shame and condemnation, but 

the one who matters, your Heavenly Father, not only for-

gives but does not even remember.  (Isaiah 43: 25). He 

removes your sin as far as the east is  from the west. 
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(Psalms 103: 11-12)  Though your sins  were as scarlet, 

you are now white as snow! (Isaiah 1: 18). 

So what is causing the sickness  and blocking the healing 

in our lives?  The whole world is in the sway of the 

wicked. (1 John 5:19). The Bible tells us...

Psalms 38: 3, 5 and 7: Sin causes  sickness in our lives.  

(Please don't hear what I am not saying. Sin may be one 

cause of sickness. Just because a person is  sick, it does not 

mean they are in sin. Many times sinners are healed and 

faith filled people are sick). Isaiah 54:16 Germs can cause 

sickness in our body. 

Exodus 23:25 Food habits can cause sickness in our body. 

Proverbs  11:17 Overworking can cause our bodies  to 

break down. (Even working at night, Psalms 104:22, can 

bring the sickness).

Exodus  20:5, Lamentations 5:7 Generational curses cause 

the sickness. 

Job 2:4, Luke 13:16 The devil brings the sickness.

These are a few of the reasons why we get sick. We must 

examine each area to make sure it is  not blocking our 

healing. For example, many times a person will come to 

me because they have arthritis. When I pray, if it  does  not 
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go away, I ask them, "Do you have any hurt or unforgive-

ness  towards  another person?" If they do, I ask them to 

forgive that person; not necessarily because they have 

asked or deserve forgiveness, but because Jesus asked us to 

forgive like He has forgiven us.  The moment they forgive 

I pray again and immediately the pain is  often gone. The 

hurt in their life had turned to bitterness, which opens the 

door for a spirit of  arthritis to enter. 

 

There are many reasons for the sickness. These are just a 

few. We must be careful not to determine for another per-

son what we think might be the root of their problem.  I 

was  at a five night crusade in India and each night I 

watched a young girl in a wheelchair get there early, sit in 

front, and listen intently to the message all 5 nights. She 

loved Jesus and had so much faith. So many people were 

healed and a few even walked out of wheelchairs, but she 

did not. Telling a person that they are in sin or don't have 

enough faith is  not from God and can damage people se-

verely. The moment we speak like this we are judging as 

only God can. I learned very quickly, God is  God and I 

am not. Our job is  to lift up Jesus, speak only the word, 

encourage people in their faith to believe, and pray in 

faith and power. The rest is up to Jesus!
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The good news  is  that the mercy of God triumphs  over 

judgment (James  2:13). God wants  us  to obey His com-

mands and believe His word.  With God all things  are 

possible (Matthew 19:26).  All things are possible to him 

who believes  (Mark 9:23). Only believe Jesus Christ!  

(Mark 5:36)

It was  Mother's Day, 2008.  The church service had just 

ended and I was walking to the Sunday school classrooms 

to pick up our kids. There was  a woman, whose name 

was  Elaina, speaking to Jennifer outside of the classroom.  

I saw she was sobbing, so I asked what was wrong. Jenni-

fer told me that she had constant severe migraine head-

aches and this  was  another day that she was suffering in 

terrible pain.  She was new to the church and had come 

from a Bible church that did not emphasize healing. I said 

to her, "Do you know that Jesus still heals  today and if 

you believe and trust Him right now, He will take your 

headaches  away?"  She looked at me incredulously as  if I 

had uncovered some new doctrine, but said, "Please, I 

need prayer."  The moment I began to pray, I could feel 

the Holy Spirit come and the darkness that was  holding 

her hostage lifted off of her!  Immediately, her sorrow 
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and anguish turned to tears  of joy!  She was  instantly 

healed!  One year later on Mother's  Day, she came up to 

me, gave me a huge hug, and said, "I don't know if you 

remember, (yes, of course I did) but one year ago today, 

you prayed for me and Jesus healed my migraines  and I 

have never had another one since!  I can't tell you what 

that has meant for my faith and my life!"

Another two years  went by, and again the church service 

had just ended. I was standing in front of the altar, pray-

ing for anyone who needed prayer, when I looked up and 

saw Elaina walking toward me with her 13 year old son, 

Adam.  As  I saw them, I heard The Lord speak to my 

heart and say, "This day I am setting faith in this young 

man’s  heart. When they stood in front of me I learned 

that he had fractured his  hand playing football and had a 

soft cast on it. I told him and his parents what the Holy 

Spirit had said and then asked if he believed. He said, 

"Yes," so I began to pray. After I prayed I asked, "How 

does  it feel?" He said, "a little better, but I can't move it 

fully." I continued to pray and all of a sudden he had full 

range of motion and all the pain was  gone. His eyes 

opened wide with surprise as he made the connection 

that Almighty God had just touched him!
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Healing has become such a concrete part of my life; it is 

as  real as any physical matter. I remember one time hear-

ing the Holy Spirit speak to me, "You (meaning you peo-

ple, not just me specifically) have to muster up all the faith 

you have to believe even for a moment that the miracle is 

possible. There is a place in the heavenly realm where the 

angels  could not fathom that it would not happen. Go to 

that place and you will see the miracle!" 

A few weeks ago, I was preaching a message and praying 

for the sick in Tucson, Arizona. There was a line of peo-

ple waiting for prayer and I came to a woman who was in 

a wheelchair and had not walked for almost 20 years. I 

asked her if she wanted to walk and she replied, "Yes," 

and started to cry.  It took two people, one holding each 

arm to lift her and hold her up. After I prayed, I told 

them to let her go, and when they did, she stood on her 

own. I told her to take a step and say, "Jesus." She walked 

all the way across the room and back.  People were stand-

ing, crying, and cheering for Jesus!  She walked down the 

aisle, her whole family hugging and crying!  That night, 

every single person (over 200 people) who came up for 

prayer was healed.  I looked back as we walked out the 
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door of the sanctuary, only to see her vacant and aban-

doned motorized wheelchair; the presence of God’s  glory 

permeated the atmosphere! Jesus said, "I lived, I died, 

now behold, I live forever." (Revelation 1:18).  The same 

resurrection power that raised Jesus  Christ from death to 

life is  available to quicken our bodies  also! (Romans 8:11).  

Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life. (John 14:6). He 

said, (Deuteronomy 30:19) "I set before you, life and 

death, blessings and curses; choose life.” Precious  people 

of  God, Whose report will you believe?
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Show Me Your Glory
Exodus 33:18

Moses  asked God (Exodus 33:18) Please show me your 

glory. God's response to him (verse 19) "I'll make all my 

goodness  pass  before you, I'll be gracious unto you, and 

I'll have compassion on you."  What happened when 

Moses asked to see God's glory?  God showed him His 

mercy and compassion. The glory of God is not a big ball 

of  light; the glory of  God means the goodness of  God. 

Apostle Paul also repeats  this  request in Romans 9:15-16. 

God said, on whom I show the mercy, I show the mercy. 

On whom I show the compassion, I show compassion. 
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What we get is  not because we willith or because we run-

neth, but because of  His mercy!

Once again, we see Moses. At one point he was known as 

a murderer (Exodus 2:13-15) but because of God's mercy, 

the same person, Moses, became a leader who led six 

hundred thousand men, plus women and children (Exo-

dus  12:37).  Moses  face was  never put to shame. On the 

contrary, his  face shone with the glory of God (Exodus 

34:28-29:35). God spoke to Moses as a friend speaks to a 

friend (Exodus 33:11; Num 12:3, 7).  The same God, how 

he showed Moses His glory! When our true heart's desire 

is to see the glory of God, His  goodness, even without our 

asking, will begin to flow all around our lives!

I received a call from my spiritual father, Brother Harry 

Gomes, (I affectionately call him "Brother") on New 

Years' Day, 2006.  He said to me, "David, the Holy Spirit 

told me it is time for you to do your first crusade." I did 

not want to argue with him or God so I simply agreed in 

blind faith!

That April, I flew to India. The crusade was  in a place 

called Nommical.  The area was rural and less than 3% 
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of the people were Christians. Most were Hindu. We 

rented a hall and gave out flyers that proclaimed, "Jesus 

heals." It was a three night crusade. The first night ap-

proximately 2,000 people filled the hall. Looking back, I 

called it my "night of faith." I stood up, shared a message, 

and then knelt down and prayed a mass prayer.  

I must tell you, a mass  prayer is  a completely different 

level of anointing. I had watched Brother pray several 

times at his  crusades.  Instead of praying for one person 

at a time and laying a hand on them, he would pray a 

mass prayer and people would get healed immediately 

and come up on stage afterwards  and give their testimony.  

In the Spirit, this  should not take a different level of faith 

than laying a hand on someone and believing for Jesus  to 

heal them, but in the natural it seemed to be more diffi-

cult.  Today, I have seen Jesus  heal through the individual 

laying on of hands, mass prayer, handkerchiefs, and 

shadows. It is never the same. It is  never about a formula, 

but rather about being in His  presence, hearing His still, 

small voice, and following His lead. Easier said eight years 

of lessons  later, but that first crusade night, I felt small 

and it was scary!
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After I prayed the mass prayer, only 7 people came up to 

give a testimony that they were healed. I say, "only" be-

cause my experience was seeing Brother pray and hun-

dreds would be healed.  However, even one miracle is  in-

credible! After the testimonies, as people left, I invited 

anyone who wanted to stay for individual prayer to come 

forward and during that time I laid my hand on them and 

prayed and over 100 people received instant miracles!

I called the second night my "night of the presence of 

God." This  night the crowd dwindled to about 1300 peo-

ple. When we do crusades in India, the crowds grow each 

night when word of the miracles  starts to spread through 

the villages. In this crusade, many people left before the 

miracles  happened the first night so there was not much 

excitement at the start of the second night.  After I shared 

my message, I became very bold by the Holy Spirit. (I 

have the holy fear of God and to this day I shutter at 

what I said).  I told the people after the message "Bring 

up every deaf and dumb person here tonight." Ten peo-

ple were brought forward. "If Jesus doesn't open the ears 

and mouth of all of these people, don't believe one word 

that I spoke tonight!"  I went down the row, put my hands 

in their ears, and said, "Deaf and dumb spirit come out. 
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Ephphatha...be open in the name of Jesus!"   Immedi-

ately, all 10 were able to hear and speak!  The people 

rushed the stage for prayer!  I prayed individually laying 

my hand on each person and over 300 people were 

healed that night. I prayed for a woman who was men-

tally retarded, deaf and dumb, with her tongue was  hang-

ing out of her mouth like a rabid dog. The moment I laid 

my hand on her head, she started to shake, her neck 

shrunk to normal size, her tongue went back into her 

mouth and she was able to speak and hear!

The third night I call my "night of the glory of God." 

The crowd swelled to over 3,000 people and there was an 

atmosphere of expectation. After my message, I was able 

to kneel down and pray a mass prayer, and this  time over 

300 people came up to share their miracle testimony. At 

the end, a woman brought up her 25 year old son, lead-

ing him by the arm, who had been born blind. I prayed 

for him and immediately he opened his eyes and was able 

to see! He walked off the stage and down the steps by 

himself !

At this point, I had prayed for people and saw healings 

and miracles  for over two years  and yet I was shocked!  I 
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experienced so much glory of God that I was  over-

whelmed and I just wanted to go home.  I started calling 

the people at home who had originally told me that Jesus 

heals today. They were so stunned and shocked at my tes-

timonies.  As they grilled me about the details, I thought 

to myself, "Why are they so surprised, aren't they the ones 

who said that Jesus heals  in the first place?"  I realized for 

the first time, that even many of those who say they be-

lieve, when confronted with the true miracles  of Jesus, 

find that they did not truly believe. 

I stayed for a second week to attend a 5 night crusade 

where Brother was speaking.  In the morning of the 

fourth day of the crusade, Brother came into my hotel 

room and said, "David, the Holy Spirit has  not allowed 

me to have anyone speak and pray for the people at my 

crusades, however, He told me to have you share the mes-

sage and pray for the people tonight, so get ready!"  I 

stayed in my room and spent the whole day praying and 

preparing.  Around 5:00pm as  I was getting dressed, 

Brother came to my room and began to tell me that 

Hindu fundamentalists  were demonstrating, putting chal-

lenging ads  in the newspaper and threatening our lives.  

As he was  speaking, I was  waiting for the other shoe to 
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drop.  "David, my son, it is  much too dangerous  so I can't 

let you speak tonight. I will speak instead." But those 

words  never came. Instead, he looked at me and said, 

"We live for Jesus, we die for Jesus, let's  go!"  Having sat in 

a western church all my days, this concept seemed foreign 

to me and quite radical!  The grace of God was  present 

and a tremendous  boldness  came over me.  As  we drove 

near to the crusade, the car was  pulled over and we were 

surrounded by over 50 motorcycles. I didn't know if we 

were being attacked or hijacked, but it turned out it was  a 

brigade of pastors trying to provide security. As we pulled 

into the crusade grounds, there were so many protesters 

yelling and blaring Hindu music. When we got to the 

stage (it was  an open air crusade grounds), Brother took 

me by the hand, led me behind the stage, and started to 

pray, "Oh God, please forgive me for my association with 

this  demonstration of lack of faith."  I'm thinking, "What 

has he done wrong that he needs  to repent?  He did not 

even know they were doing this." 

The crowd was  over 80,000 people. I had not seen 

anything like this. From the stage it looked like a rock 

concert. A sea of people as far as  I could see, sitting on 

the ground, smushed together like sardines.  After the 
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worship, I went forward, knelt down, and prayed.  I did 

not know if I would get shot standing on the stage, but I 

trusted God.  I stood up, thinking, "If I'm going out, I 

want to go out like Elijah," and with total boldness, I 

began to proclaim, "Are you the one or should we expect 

another?  These were the words John the Baptist sent his 

disciples  to ask Jesus.  (Matthew 11:1-5). Jesus replied, 

"Go back and tell John what you see. The blind see, the 

lame walk, the sick are healed and the gospel is  preached 

to the poor. Blessed is he who does not fall away on 

account of me." I tell you the same is still true. Jesus 

Christ is  the same yesterday, today and forever. (Hebrews 

13:8). You need not look for another.  Jesus is the 

Messiah, the risen Son of God. Tonight, the blind will 

see, the deaf will hear, the sick will be healed...all in the 

name of  Jesus!"  

I wish I had enough experiences  at that time to relish the 

moment and realize how glorious  that night was in Ra-

machindrapurim.  God almighty was  blessing the people 

and confirming His promise to me.  Thousands stood up 

to give their life to Jesus.  Over two thousand people were 

healed when I prayed the mass prayer. We took testimo-

nies  until the early morning hours. Children with stick 
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legs  from polio got up and walked for the first time; neck 

braces  were removed and thrown down; so many para-

lyzed people were able to walk and lift arms that were 

frozen; deaf could hear; blind received sight; tumors  dis-

appeared; and people were set free of demonic oppres-

sion.  The crowds  of people pressed into the stage and 

were cheering at every testimony, waving their hands, and 

shouting, "Jesus!"

It was  at another crusade in Chittor, India that I experi-

enced my first battle with the demonic.  Days before leav-

ing with Jennifer for India, I was walking through our 

kitchen and saw a book Jennifer was  reading laying on the 

counter. It was entitled, Spiritual Warfare.  I picked it up, 

glanced at it, and tossed it back on the counter.  I said to 

Jennifer, “Everyone wants to blame the devil for every-

thing wrong in their lives.  If people would stop blaming 

the devil and pull themselves  up by their bootstraps, they 

would be just fine." (By the way, as you will hear, even 

though I learned first hand that spiritual warfare is quite 

real, I still maintain that my initial observations are some-

times true.  Some think there is  a devil behind every bush 

targeting them, and I tell them, "Don't flatter yourself; get 
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real, you are so busy destroying your own life that the 

devil doesn't have to mess with you").

On the plane to India, I was reading a book by T.L. Os-

borne which very vividly described spiritual battles with 

the enemy.  Someone quicker and more observant might 

have gotten a clue that God was trying to prepare me for 

what was coming...

When we got to Chittor, I was  informed that the area was 

filled with a tremendous amount of witchcraft and idol 

worship.  I also found out when we arrived that Brother 

was  very sick with Malaria from his trip to Africa and 

could not come to the crusade.  In the early days, being in 

a land where very few people spoke English and freedom 

of religion didn't feel very "free," it was quite comforting 

to know Brother was  there, even when I was  speaking and 

praying.  I now know that God was using this opportunity 

to teach me to stand on my own faith and look to Him. 

As I called people forward for prayer, I noticed a tall, 

thin, older village woman dressed in blue, second from 

the front and second row in from the side. As  I shut my 

eyes and started to pray the mass  prayer, I heard a scream 
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coming from this  woman, "I won't come out. I won't 

come out."  It did not dawn on me at the moment that 

she was  speaking in English and she was an uneducated 

village woman who did not know how to speak English.  

As people lined up to give healing testimonies  after the 

prayer, I asked the assistants  to bring her to the side of 

the stage.  The moment I started to pray for her, she 

started to scream again and lunged at me like an animal. 

Finally, after what seemed like a huge battle, she passed 

out and fell to the ground.  When she got up, she was de-

livered!  That night, I faced so many demon possessed 

people. I was yelling, "Come out devil; Devil I break your 

power; Fire from heaven; In the name of Jesus, come 

out!” They would fall down, get up, hiss, spit, scream, and 

lunge at me. Each one was a terrific fight and I felt com-

pletely unprepared and unarmed.  Up to this point in my 

life, I did not even believe that things  like this  were real, 

and I certainly had not been trained to deal with some-

thing like this.  I was  trying to be at peace, and war in the 

spirit, and not in the flesh. Saying this, at that time, I did 

not even know what that meant!  I felt hate for this  en-

emy, but intuitively, I knew hate could not overcome hate; 

only love for this  person, (the love of Jesus  for His child) 

could overcome the evil and hate of the enemy.  One by 
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one, by the grace of God, they got delivered, but it was 

the hardest fight of  my life!

Arriving back at my hotel in the early morning hours, I 

fell into the bed and began to cry, "Jesus, I thought you 

promised that you would always be with me."  (I find it 

funny, looking back; how could I think He wasn't with 

me. Had He not been with me, I would have been 

crushed in an instant by the enemy)! As I sobbed, feeling 

the full weight of being completely unarmed, and realiz-

ing there is  no weapon in this  type of battle apart from 

the sword of the spirit and the shield of faith, I heard the 

voice of The Lord, "Be still." In that moment, it felt as  if 

someone draped a lead vest over me and put it on my 

chest like the ones they use when you are getting X-rays.  

I felt a peace come over me and I fell asleep. 

The next morning, Jennifer was speaking at a woman’s 

meeting for the pastors’ wives. I went with her for safety 

and also to pray for the women after she spoke.  When 

the women lined up for prayer, the first thing I heard was, 

"She is demon possessed."  This time, there was no shout-

ing and no battle. I simply raised my hand and spoke 

calmly and with authority, "Come out devil, in the name 
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of Jesus."  Immediately the person passed out to the floor 

and got delivered. So many got delivered, one after the 

other.  Finally, when I prayed for one woman who was 

also demon possessed, she turned and ran the full length 

of this long hall to the back of the room. Then she 

turned back and ran straight at me.  An Indian woman 

running at you full speed in a Sari is a perplexing sight!  I 

did not move.  It happened so fast I did not think that she 

might run me down.  When she got within a few feet of 

me, running at full speed, she dropped to the floor and 

prostrated in front of me.  Then she got up, ran all the 

way to the back of the hall, turned and ran at me again 

full speed. When she got close, again she dropped to the 

ground and prostrated in front of me. I immediately real-

ized what was happening. The devil in her was seeing Je-

sus in me!  I firmly commanded, "Devil, loose her in the 

name of Jesus."  I told her to rise up and immediately she 

was  free!  He who the Son sets free, is free indeed!  (John 

8:36) 
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Yes and Amen
2 Corinthians 1:20

Many times we are hoping and asking for a promise 

from God. If  we get one 
promise, we are asking for another. I will tell you, one 

promise from God contains  so many blessings!  Even one 

promise can take you a life time to fully uncover. We need 

not discover anything about our lives...our God is  the 

God who declares the end from the beginning (Isaiah 

46:10).   All you need to do is  uncover what He has al-

ready said about you!

Every 11 year old boy wants  a dog. I was no exception.  

That year I begged my mom night and day for a puppy.  
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"Please, I will take care of him!  I will pay the expenses!  I 

will walk him and clean up after him!"   I did not know at 

the time what "vexing" meant, but as it turns out, I was 

the poster child!  All my pleading was to no avail. My 

words  continued to fall on deaf ears.  At one point, I even 

resorted to asking my one friend’s  parents if I could give 

them the money and have them buy a puppy and give it 

to me for Christmas, thinking "My parents would have to 

let me keep it if it were a gift."  Instead, they unmasked 

my scheme by informing my parents of  my plan!  

Many months went by...one Saturday I was at home all 

day while my parents were out grocery shopping. I had 

finished all my chores and was very bored.  My brother, 

Mitchell was  at home but he was more of a studious 

bookworm and I liked to play games  and sports.  I tried 

to get him to play a game, but He would not play.  When 

he said, "No", I would resort to younger brother tactics 

such as bribery. When that did not work, I would resort to 

irritation, poking him with my drumsticks so he could not 

focus.  The day waned and my parents  were longer and 

later than usual.  Looking for a reaction from Mitchell, I 

sauntered to the back kitchen door, looked out at the 

empty driveway, slammed the screen door, and went into 
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our bedroom yelling, "Mitchell, Mitchell, Mom and Dad 

are home and they have a big St Bernard dog in the back 

seat!"  He got up from his reading, went to the back door 

and saw that there was no one there, and certainly no 

dog!  I got the older brother smack as  he went back to 

reading.  Two more hours  went by. It was getting dark.  I 

began to get hungry and started to wonder if something 

had happened.  Finally, I heard the car pull up in the 

driveway.  Head down, shuffling my feet to convey my 

frustration and boredom, I went out to help unload the 

groceries from the car.  As I looked up, I could not believe 

my eyes.  Taking up the whole back seat of our little 

green Dodge Dart was  a huge St Bernard dog!  I ran back 

into the house yelling, "Mitchell, Mitchell, Mom and Dad 

are home and they really do have a dog with them!". He 

grumbled, "Yeah right," as  if the game was  getting old 

and he wouldn't be taken again. Alexandra came bound-

ing out of the car, running through the house, slobbering 

on everything!  The sound of that deep woof, woof ring-

ing through the house took away my sadness  and brought 

instant joy to my heart.  My parents  went to get me a 

puppy, but when they got there, they saw that the mother 

of the puppies was being mistreated so they brought her 

home instead. She always  had droopy sad eyes, but my 
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mom reassured me that all St Bernard's do, and that she 

was  happy.  My joy was  short-lived because she had heart 

worms and died shortly thereafter.  It was not until recent 

years  that I look back on that moment and realize how 

our words  carry so much power.  We are made in the im-

age and likeness of Jesus Christ who spoke the world into 

place.  We are able by faith to call things forth that are 

not as though they are!

Several months  after the miracles  started in 2004, the as-

sociate pastor of the church I was attending called me. 

He was  in the process of buying a new house and because 

he knew I was a businessman, he wanted my opinion 

whether or not it was a good value. I told him I would 

look at it and let him know. This was  right in the middle 

of the housing boom and skyrocketing prices in Phoenix.  

When I saw the house, I knew it was highly overpriced.  I 

knew they were already attached, but I had to tell them 

the truth.  That night, I prayed, "God, it doesn't seem fair, 

they are moving from a nicer home for less money to a 

more expensive home that is not as nice.  Won’t you bless 

your servants?"  At that time, I was  working long hours 

(This  was  nothing new as  I have worked 80-100 hours a 

week most of my life.  I would not even leave my desk for 
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lunch.  I would bring a sandwich and eat while on the 

phone.)  God put it on my heart that I should help this 

pastor and his  family find a house. I told them to leave it 

to me and I would go find them a great house that was 

also a good value. Over the next four weeks I looked at 

80-90 homes for them. Most of the time I went by myself 

so they would not fall in love with a house that was a poor 

value. One day, they were with me as I had circled 7 more 

houses on the MLS papers and set up appointments with 

the realtor to tour them.  After rejecting several options, 

we pulled up to another house.  As we got out of the car, I 

could barely breathe. While the realtor searched for the 

lock box, I whispered to them, "I believe this  is  your 

house."  When we walked in, it was everything on their 

wish list. It was so beautiful with stone floors, beautiful 

wooden archways, a pool with a cobblestone back yard, a 

sports court and a separate little guest casita!  The people 

who owned it had already relocated and the house had 

fallen out of escrow three times because of lack of financ-

ing.  They bought the house almost $150,000 below mar-

ket in a market that had most homes  selling above asking 

price!  God was so good!  I was so excited; you would 

have thought I won the lottery!
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I had two hours left in the day and was too excited to go 

back to work. Homes are like a hobby to me, so I called 

my realtor and asked her to pull up the nicest home in 

four different neighborhoods. I told her, “We are not 

ready to buy a house right now, but I am just evaluating 

and looking.”  When we looked at the first home, I 

thought, "If this  is accurate, my house must be worth a 

lot more than I think."  The moment we pulled up to the 

second house, as I got out, again, I could not breathe. It 

was  the same feeling I had when we pulled up to the 

house for my pastor.  I told my realtor, "I think God is do-

ing something."  The two realtors who represented the 

owner met us  at the door and gave us a tour.  It was  an 

incredible Italian villa built into the side of the mountain.  

The tour took two hours to see the architecture, the fur-

nishings, and the views of mountain and city from every 

room.  It was stunning but my only thought was, "Even if 

someone gave me the house, it would take me five years 

just to furnish it."  I felt like an 18 year old kid dream 

shopping at a high-end sports car dealership.  I was  about 

to exit the front door when a man appeared from seem-

ingly nowhere.  He said to me, "What do you think of my 

home?"  I was not going to lie, so I said, "It's  magnifi-

cent," but in my mind I thought, "I'm out of here!"  He 
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said, "If you love my house, I have decided I want to sell 

it today and I will give you the deal of a lifetime."  The 

deal of a lifetime wasn't going to help me buy this  house, 

but how could it hurt to listen?  He shocked me when he 

said, "All I want are my clothes  and toothbrush; I will 

give you this house for half its  value and give you all the 

furnishings and everything in it for free."  I told him, "I 

think I better go home and ask my wife, but if she likes  it 

like I do, we will buy it tomorrow."  When I got home, I 

tried to describe the house to Jennifer but I could barely 

speak.  When I finished, I said, "I want to show it to you 

tomorrow and if you like it, we will get it."  She replied, 

"I don't have to see the house, I have seen your face; go 

ahead and buy it!"  (I told you she is  a Proverbs  31 

woman...) When we walked through the door and she saw 

how stunning it was, she pondered, "What were you do-

ing here anyway?"  God is so good and gracious! We 

never asked for a house.  My heart was to see the pastor 

blessed and help him and God turned around and blessed 

us in a way we never could have imagined.  This house 

became the perfect place to host pastors  from all over the 

world and it is the set from which we film our interna-

tional TV show, "The Gospel is the Power."  The Bible 
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says in Psalm 37:4, "Delight yourself in the Lord and He 

will give you the desires of  your heart.  

Every promise of God is  Yes  and Amen (2 Corinthians 

1:20). We see the promise of Abraham (Romans 4:18, 20-

23). Abraham, who, contrary to hope, in hope believed in 

God Almighty. Because of this, what happened?  (Ro-

mans  4:20) Abraham did not waiver at the promises of 

God through unbelief but was  strengthened in faith giv-

ing glory to God being fully convinced that what He 

(God) had promised, He was able to perform. Therefore 

it was accounted to him as  righteousness. It was not only 

for Abraham, but also for us.  The same "Yes and Amen" 

will happen in our life also because “Amen” is the name 

of Jesus Christ! (Revelation 3:14, 16). Every promise, if 

we do not waiver, God will fulfill!  We require the pa-

tience (James  5:11, Hebrews 10:36...) Through patience 

we obtain the promise and we must walk in the will of the 

Lord and every promise will fall in line!
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All Things Are Possible
Mathew 19:26

With God all things  are possible (Matthew 19:26).  

When we trust in God, even in the impossible situations, 

even in the drought, God will be able to make us prosper-

ous and fruitful.  Jeremiah 17:5-8 says "Cursed is  the man 

who trusts in the flesh, even when good things come 

around him, he can not see.  Blessed is the man who 

trusts  in the Lord. He shall be like a tree planted by the 

brook of the river of the water. Even in the drought he 

will not stop bearing the fruit." God is  able to make even 

the impossible things possible, however even in the diffi-

cult situations  we must hold fast. We must trust the Lord 
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Jesus and then we will be known as  the blessed people. 

When you see the life of Isaac (Genesis 26:12-13) even in 

drought he trusted God and put the seed in the ground.  

In the entire country, no one was willing to plough and 

put the seed in the ground because of the drought.  When 

Isaac put the seed in the ground, God saw it and that 

same year gave him a hundred fold. God was with him 

until he became exceedingly rich.  The entire world can 

be in a drought, but God is  able to prosper you continu-

ously. 

We see the account of Peter walking on the water to Jesus 

(Matthew 14:21-33). When he looked at Jesus he walked 

on water. The moment he looked at the wind and the 

waves, he got frightened and began to sink. The wind 

represents  our emotions; the waves  represent our circum-

stances. Whenever you look at your circumstances or go 

by your emotions, you are reacting in the natural realm. 

You will become fearful; things will seem impossible, and 

you will fail. However, the moment you look to Jesus you 

will be able to walk on the water! This  is  when you are in 

the spirit realm and all things become possible!
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I shared with you the dream I had that Andre (the NFL 

player whose knees  were healed) would run on a tread 

mill and play again in the NFL.  He was a few days from 

declaring that he would play again, getting in great shape 

for football when he tore his Achilles’ heel while running 

on a tread mill. I was  out of town when he called me 

from the hospital, just out of surgery, and told me what 

had happened.  

At the same time, I was asked to pray for a man who had 

fourth stage brain cancer and was  only expected to live 

for one week.  The night I arrived home from my trip, I 

had a dream. I saw myself sitting in my living room with 

Andre there and this  man who had the brain cancer. It 

was  so vivid. I saw that it was that coming Sunday. I knew 

where each person was sitting.  In the dream, I shared 

some Bible scriptures and encouraged the man with can-

cer about the miracles  of Jesus. Then I asked Andre to 

share his  testimony about the miracle with his knees. Af-

ter this, I asked them both to stand up and I prayed over 

both of them. Then I told Andre, "Take off your cast and 

walk."  He did and was immediately healed. The man 

saw this  and his  faith went through the roof and he was 

healed of  the cancer.  What a dream!  
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The next morning, I immediately called Andre and 

shared the dream with him. Having received the first 

miracle, he was eager and ready to come. Then I called 

the wife of the man with cancer.  I asked her to bring her 

husband for prayer on that Sunday.  She said that she 

could not bring him because it was his birthday and they 

were having some friends and relatives over to have a 

"birthday/funeral/good-bye" get together.  She expressed 

that he only had a few days to live and he was asleep most 

of the time.  He was also too weak to move around. I was 

heartbroken for them because he was  only in his  late thir-

ties  and they had three very young children.  I thought, 

"Why have a funeral party when you could bring him for 

prayer and he could be healed?"  Obviously, we all have 

different levels  of faith and we make the choice.  I called 

her three times that week begging her to come and bring 

him for prayer. I received the same answer every time, 

"No."  I was  out of town that Saturday and Jennifer was 

with me. I was so mad that they were not willing to come.  

Finally, in my frustration, I said, "Jesus, if this dream is 

from you and it is  your plan, then you make it happen!"  

An hour later, I received a phone call. It was the wife of 

the man with cancer. "The strangest thing happened," 
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she started to explain, "Every person coming tomorrow 

called and canceled so I guess I will bring him for prayer!"  

The next day, everyone arrived and was sitting exactly as 

I remembered in my dream.  I shared the Bible verses 

and taught on healing and then Andre shared his 

testimony of the healing of his knees.  When we were 

done speaking, I asked them both to stand for prayer.  

This  was  no small feat for the man with cancer. He had 

very little strength and had been virtually carried into the 

house.  I did not know until I was  informed later, but 

apparently I prayed for them for almost an hour.  

Normally I would only pray for a moment but I was 

afraid to stop praying because I did not want to say, 

"Andre, take off your cast and walk."  Finally, I mustered 

up the courage and told him to take off the cast and walk.  

He took off the cast and walked several feet. He had no 

pain!  Then he walked up and down the stairs!  He put on 

his dress shoes and went home. An Achilles’ heel surgery 

usually takes  up to a year to heal.  He received his second 

miracle and played football in the NFL a few months 

later!  I received a call the next day from the wife of this 

man with brain cancer. It seemed he had so much energy, 

they could not get him to sleep.  Weeks  later his cancer 
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was in "remission," explained the doctors!  When 

everyone left, I started to cry. Jennifer asked, "What is 

wrong?"  I began to explain, "I feel like I have no faith.  

Even though people might think it was tremendous faith 

to believe the dream God had given and actually follow 

through, in light of the glory and miracle of God, my 

faith felt so inadequate." 

There was a time Brother was  speaking at a church here 

in the US in Louisiana.  It was  a hectic time for me with a 

lot going on (of course that seems to be the norm) but I 

wanted to go and hear him speak. I made reservations to 

travel with Andre and Teju (Brother Harry's daughter 

who was staying with us). It was a holiday weekend and it 

had been a long, hard frustrating week.  We were late get-

ting to the airport and had to run for the flight. We 

stopped at the kiosk to print our boarding passes. They 

scanned theirs  and as I put my ID in, the computer 

showed the 30 minute time limit, locked me out and I lost 

my seat. They rushed through security and made the 

plane while I stood there feeling the frustrating weight of 

failure.  Missing that flight seemed to encapsulate and 

summarize my entire week.  Somehow, if we had all 

missed the plane, it would have been fine with me, but the 
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fact that they made it and I didn't make it seem like the 

world was against me!

I called Brother and told him what had happened. I was 

so frustrated I told him, "I'm going home to rest, relax, 

and stay home this  weekend."  He asked me why I didn't 

just get another flight.  I explained, “It is a holiday week-

end and the flights will be full.  The meeting is at 7 pm 

tonight and there is  no way I will get there.  He said, 

"Why don't you try?" and he quoted Job 42:1-2 "My God 

can do all things, His  plans and purposes  shall never be 

defeated."  Frustrated even by his optimism, I mumbled, 

"I'll try but it is most likely impossible."

After calling the airlines, I found all the flights  were full 

but there was one seat on a flight to Houston.  If I took 

the flight to Houston, I would have to drive over 3 1/2 

hours to Lafayette, Louisiana.  With the wait at the air-

port, the flight, the drive time, and the time zone differ-

ence, I calculated that all would have to go perfectly and I 

would make it exactly at 7 pm.  I called Brother to give 

him the unrealistic option and his  only response was, "My 

God can do all things, His plans and purposes  shall never 

be defeated!"
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Thinking God must have something big for me at the 

meeting - an amazing word to share or an incredible 

miracle - not to mention not wanting to disappoint 

Brother; I decided to give it a shot.  When I landed in 

Houston it was  pouring rain. I got soaked getting to the 

rental car and could barely see the road.  The highway 

was  flash flooding and most cars were pulling over to wait 

out the storm.  While driving, I called Brother to give him 

the grim update. Before he could respond, I interjected, 

"I know, I know, my God can do all things. His plans and 

purposes shall never be defeated!"

Finally I drove out of the rain storm and what seemed 

like moments  after getting up to full speed, I came to a 

construction zone that detoured traffic.  Back on track, I 

was  slowed down one more time due to a traffic accident.  

Every hour I received a call from Brother, "My God can 

do all things, His  plans and purposes shall never be de-

feated."  

Somehow, I arrived to the town at 6:55 pm, pulled over to 

the side of the road, changed into my suit, and made it to 

the church at 7:00!  The worship and the message were 
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great but there was neither a significant moment nor a 

person God had destined for me to meet and pray with.  I 

pondered, "What was  so important that I had to go 

through all of that?"  The answer I received from the 

Holy Spirit, "I can do all things, my plans and purposes 

shall never be defeated!"
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God is Able
Ephesians 3:20

God is  able to do more than we ask, think or imagine! 

(Ephesians 3:20)  We see the life of Saul in the Old Tes-

tament. He went to inquire about the lost donkeys  of his 

father (1 Samuel 9:3). The priest said to Saul "Arise and 

go look for the donkeys." He went to inquire about the 

donkeys  to Samuel the prophet at the word of his  servant 

(1 Samuel 9:18) He asked Samuel, "Where is  the house of 

the seer?" Samuel said, "I am the seer." When he (Saul) 

was  stationed there, Samuel took a flask of oil and poured 

it on his  head, kissed him and said, "Is  it not because the 

Lord has anointed you commander over His inheri-
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tance?”   He said, "The Spirit of the Lord will come upon 

you and you will prophesy and turn into another man." It 

happened exactly as  he said. Saul prophesied among the 

prophets. Is Saul among the prophets?  It became a prov-

erb (1Samuel 10:11-12). 

The same way, precious  people of God, God is  able to 

release the prophetic voice in ordinary people!  I was  pur-

suing business  but God opened my eyes  to pursue His 

kingdom. He gave me a prophetic voice. God is not a re-

specter of persons (Romans 2:11). What He did for Saul; 

what He did for me; He will do for you!

God said, "If you ask according to my will, and believe 

that I have heard, you shall have what you asked for." (1 

John 5:14-15).  The key here is that we must ask accord-

ing to His will.  

At the time I experienced the miracles of Jesus I knew 5 

Bible verses.  This was after 14 years  of calling myself a 

Christian.  Immediately after experiencing Jesus, I truly 

wanted to know him more.  What better way than to 

know His word since He is  the word! (John 1:1, Revela-

tion 19:13). 
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I began to pray, (according to God's  word and believing 

He was hearing me) "Oh God, the Bible says in Luke 

24:45 that you opened the mind of your disciples and 

poured out your word.  I remember that until that time 

they seemed very thick, slow, confused, and did not fully 

understand you.  After that moment, they understood and 

began to teach and preach your word boldly.  I also know 

that Brother Harry did not know your word and you 

supernaturally gave him not only incredible memoriza-

tion of the scriptures  but also divine understanding. Since 

you are not a respecter of persons and I am neither ask-

ing for silver and gold, nor for fame, but I am asking for 

your glory and according to your will and heart's desire 

for me; would you give me the same ability and under-

standing of your word?  Also, Lord, until I receive it, I 

will study my hardest in the natural."

My memory at that time was  not that good.  It would 

take me three days  to memorize one Bible verse.  Jennifer 

made me a ring with three by five cards on it.  I would 

write the verse on one side and the book, chapter, and 

verse on the other.  When I learned the first verse, I 

added a second.  Once I learned the second one, I would 
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start over and review 1 and 2.  After I learned the third, I 

would review 1, 2, 3, and so on.  By the time I learned 

500 verses, I had reviewed verse number one 499 times.  

When I was reviewing, if I made a mistake, I would "pun-

ish myself" and start over from the beginning.  After 6 

months I could learn one verse per day.  After one year, I 

could learn three verses  per day.  Now, eight years later, I 

can read verses, shut my eyes, meditate on them, and 

learn them in a matter of moments!  When our delight is 

in The Lord, He will give us the desire of our heart! 

(Psalms 34:8). 

I always believed that God was  able to do anything that 

He wanted.  I just didn't trust that what He wanted to do 

would line up with my plans  and expectations.  It was 

only when I came to understand the love of God that I 

realized that He designed me for a purpose and the mo-

ment I surrendered and walked in that purpose, whatever 

it was, that I would be happy and fulfilled.  When we feel 

empty and dissatisfied, it is a clear indication we are on a 

course set before us by the enemy.  We know we are on 

God's  path, even when things are hard, because we have 

peace, fullness, and satisfaction.  
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And when He had come into the house, the blind men 

came to Him, (Matthew 9:28-30) and Jesus said to them, 

"Do you believe that I am able to do this?"  They said to 

Him, "Yes, Lord."  Then He touched their eyes saying, 

"According to your faith let it be to you!" 
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Abide In Me
John 15:5   

"I am the vine, you are the branches" Jesus  said, “If my 

words  abide in you, you will bear much fruit." (John 15:5). 

We must abide in Jesus. We see the classic example of Ja-

cob and Benjamin (Genesis  44:30-31) their lives are 

bound together as one. This is how our relationship is to 

be with our heavenly father. God wants us to have it. We 

have to abide always in His  word and obey His com-

mandments. We will be known as  His disciples  and the 

life of the Word will manifest upon our flesh. (2 Corinthi-

ans 4:11). This  is why Apostle Paul was able to say (Gala-

tians 2:20) I am crucified with Christ, no more I live. I 

live in faith in Jesus  Christ, the son of God. That is the 
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same kind of faith in which we must abide; His word and 

the teaching of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. It will bring the 

blessing to us. (Zechariah 4:6) Not by might, nor by 

power, but by my Spirit, says the Lord. 

All the people carried the capstone saying grace and 

grace unto it; then Zerubbabel carried the capstone and 

placed it. God said, “O mountain, what are you before 

Zerubbabel? You shall become a plain.” What the hand 

of Zerubbabel started, his hand will complete. We must 

not despise the things of small beginnings. Zerubbabel 

was  able to build the temple, not having any resources  at 

that time, but by the Spirit and the grace, God used Ze-

rubbabel as a signet. (Haggai 2:23). 

In the same way, we see the life of Samson.  When he was 

born, (Judges 13:24-25) his  mother called him Samson. 

The Spirit of the Lord began to move upon him. We see 

(Judges  14:5) when he went to the land of the Philistines, 

a lion came roaring against him. He was able tear apart 

the lion with his bare hands as the Spirit of the Lord 

came upon him. This  is the power of the Spirit!  More 

than the physical strength is the spiritual strength.  The 

Bible says, (1Peter 5:8) the devil is  roaming around like a 
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roaring lion, seeking whom he can devour. Samson, by 

the Spirit, was able to overcome. In the same way, (Judges 

15:14) when the people bound him by ropes, the Spirit of 

the Lord came upon him and the ropes  on his  arms be-

came like flax that is burned by fire. The bonds broke in 

his hands. In the same way, when the fire anointing of the 

Holy Spirit comes, we are able to break the chains  and 

ropes  of the works  of the devil. (Matthew 3:11). Another 

time, when the Spirit of the Lord was upon him, Samson 

found a jawbone of a donkey and reached out his  hand 

and killed a thousand of his  enemies with it. In the same 

way, we are able to overcome. Not by might, not by the 

power of the strength of our physical body, but by the 

Holy Spirit power we are able to destroy the designs  of 

the enemy when we abide in His presence. 

At one point, there were so many things I wanted to do 

for Jesus.  However, I clearly heard the Lord speak to me, 

"David, you can't do anything for me.  All you can do is 

sit in my presence and abide in me, and my Spirit will 

glorify my name through you!"  

At an early age, I wanted to make money and build my 

own kingdom.   Then I came to the understanding that I 
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would do business to fund and build God's kingdom.  My 

next level of understanding was that I would do ministry 

to build God's  kingdom, seeing people saved, healed, and 

delivered for the glory of God. Finally, the Holy Spirit 

revealed my true purpose to me, "David, your ultimate 

purpose is to be a worshiper of Me.  If you make money 

or even pray and see miracles, signs and wonders, as well 

as  people saved, but you are not in my presence, it is  of 

no use.  If you are in my presence, then I will accomplish 

all the other things through you.  When you are a wor-

shiper first, you are successful no matter what else hap-

pens!

Brother was praying one day and he told me I would not 

come short in any of the nine gifts  of the Holy Spirit.  

Everyone gets  at least one gift, but all nine seemed in-

credible!  At that point, it was obvious that I was operat-

ing in the gifts of faith, healing, and miracles.  Even 

words  of knowledge were becoming apparent, especially 

when I was praying for the sick.  

Discernment (discerning of spirits) was  one gift that had 

definitely eluded my life.  I always  thought that everyone 

thinks  like me.  If I said I would pay someone back if I 
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borrowed money, it meant that even if I had to work 

three jobs and sell the shirt off my back, I was  going to 

pay them back and honor their trust.  Apparently when 

someone said the same words to me, it meant something 

different.  What they were really saying was, if they make 

a profit and all goes well, I would get my money back. If 

something went wrong, their problem was going to 

become my problem!  I always believed in putting 

someone else's  interests above my own. Taking the "short 

straw" in any situation knowing I would be blessed in the 

long run just like Abraham with Lot (Genesis  13:6-11) 

when Abraham gave Lot his choice of land.  Lot looked 

around and chose the better for himself and left the 

wilderness  for Abraham but God blessed Abraham.  This 

concept to me is  exciting to live under and I thought all 

people think like this.  Based on my life lessons, I have 

come to understand, it is  a lot less common than I had 

originally thought!  Many hard lessons in my life have 

come from transferring my heart, integrity, and sense of 

loyalty upon another person instead of being able to see 

the truth of who they really were or where they were at in 

their lives.  The people are good, but the devil working 

through their lives is what is  creating the chaos and havoc.  

Having the discernment to see and understand this  in 
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people and situations can keep you from falling into many 

pitfalls.  Without the discernment, we may be doing the 

right things in our lives but can't move forward because 

people all around us are messing up.  At one point I asked 

Brother, "I'm crying to Jesus for the gift of discernment in 

my life.  I'm getting devastated in so many areas  by not 

having it.  Why has God not given it to me?"  His reply 

was profound, "David, in my life I also had no 

discernment and cried to the Lord. It was the last gift 

God gave me.  He told me, if I give you discernment 

before your heart is fully mature, it will turn to bitterness 

in your life!"  

As if God were demonstrating to make the point clear, 

one day He turned up my level of discernment.  It felt 

like there was  a radio dial for volume that someone 

cranked too loud.  I walked into church one Sunday 

morning and someone said, "Good morning" to me but 

what I heard was, "I hate you, I'm so jealous of you!"  I 

was  taken back.  This was  a person that I had prayed for 

and they had received a healing!  As  people were speak-

ing to me, I was  hearing what their hearts, not their lips, 

were saying.  It shocked me!  I said to Jennifer, "I thought 

these people loved and appreciated me.  God has done so 
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many miracles  for them through my life, yet they hate me!   

God has to protect me from these people."  After several 

days, it was as  if God turned the volume down on the 

discernment and has  brought it back up slowly over the 

last several years  at a rate I could handle.   Used effec-

tively, doused with love, not judging people; it is  a great 

gift that will give understanding, direction and wisdom to 

advance your life and the kingdom of  God!

Understanding this gift made me marvel even more at the 

love of Jesus.  He sees  what is  in our heart (1Samuel 16:7) 

and yet He loves us anyway!

I don't always understand the ways of God and how 

things work.  I liken it to many new technologies.  Most of 

us use them all the time, yet could not tell you how they 

work.  However, that does not stop us  from using them.  

God is  infinite and we are finite.  He has vast wisdom and 

we have little understanding. Much like a sieve, it is large 

at the top and small at the bottom; when you pour out all 

the understanding, some gets through and what spills out 

is  what I call mystery!  What is important is  to focus on 

what we do know from His word and not let the lack of 

understanding of the mystery hinder us or keep us from 
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His  revealed wisdom. The Bible tells us in Deuteronomy 

29:29, "Revealed things belong to man, secret things be-

long to God."

One day I was out of town on business, in California, 

staying in a hotel room.   I was on the phone with 

Brother.  It was weeks after the greatest tragedy had hap-

pened.  Brother had a son, Shaswi, who was 18 years old.  

He was a quiet boy who was highly successful at every-

thing he did.  Everyone loved him.  When he spoke, he 

was  like Samuel in the Bible.  He was  raised in the pres-

ence of the Lord, he had favor before men and God, and 

not one word he spoke fell to the ground.  Whatever 

words  he spoke, the things  happened. Shaswi had a tre-

mendous  gift of prophecy.  He was  instantly killed in a 

tragic car accident.  For weeks, I would be on the phone 

twice a day with Brother and stay silent listening to him 

cry, not a word spoken.  What can you say to a person 

who lives for God and family and loses  their only son 

whom they cherish more than anything?  I'll never forget 

the first words spoken by Brother that broke the silence 

and taught me so much about him and what it means to 

be a man of God.  He said, "God has  given me the grace 

to not ask why."  Not only did he not question God in his 
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darkest hour, but he did not even fall into the sin of pride 

and take credit for not asking God why it happened.  

This  was the backdrop to my phone conversation in the 

hotel room that day. Inspired by the Holy Spirit, I humbly 

said to Brother, "As Jesus  said to His mother, Mary, who 

was  standing next to John while He was on the cross, be-

ing crucified, ‘Woman, behold your son; son behold your 

mother.’  I also say unto you, I can not replace Shaswi, 

but Father, Behold your son."  The moment I said this, I 

began to shake violently as  if we were having a massive 

earthquake. I did not know what was  happening and 

could not speak for several minutes.  Weeks later, I would 

get a feeling in my heart of something I could not have 

known and then find out the things would happen.  

Someone would have arthritis  and ask me to pray and 

without hesitation I would ask them, "Were you sexually 

abused as a child and do you still have unforgiveness to-

ward that person?"  The immediate response would be, 

"Yes," through the flowing tears.  So many words of 

knowledge and prophetic words would come.  I came to 

understand that God had transferred the gifts  of Shaswi 

to my life to help accomplish what God had ordained for 

him to do.
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I use the example of an ATM machine to describe the 

work of the Holy Spirit. If you do not make any deposits 

at the bank, when you go to the bank and try to make a 

withdrawal from the ATM, nothing will come out.  It is 

the same with the Holy Spirit.  When you spend time and 

hide the word of God in your heart, it is  like making a 

deposit. When the moment comes and you have a need to 

encourage or help someone, the Holy Spirit will search 

your heart and bring forward the verse (or verses) which 

will be a reima word from God and will touch the per-

son's  spirit and impact their life.  Opinions and stories 

may touch someone's  soul and help them for a moment, 

but the word of God will pierce their spirit and bring 

about the transformation that will last for eternity!

Many times people ask how to receive the gifts.  We must 

pursue the giver of the gifts, not the gifts themselves.  

Abide in Him and seek His presence in your life.  Only 

then will you grow in the fruit of the Spirit; love, joy, 

peace, patience, kindness, gentleness, goodness, faithful-

ness, and self control.  There are 9 primary gifts  of the 

Holy Spirit and nine fruits of the Spirit.  One or more 

fruit of the Spirit operates each gift of the Spirit.  As  you 
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abide in Him and grow in the fruit of the Spirit, the gifts 

God has given you will automatically begin to operate.
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Not By Might
Zechariah 4:6

When I returned from my first crusade in India, I was 

filled with the fire of God. I wanted to help unbelievers 

see the risen Savior and show Christians that Jesus  is 

alive!  When I shared my testimony, even those who 

seemed to believe that Jesus  still does miracles, would say, 

"Those are the things that happen in third world coun-

tries," I would respond, "Jesus does not have geographic 

or financial boundaries...He will go wherever there is 

faith!”

I wrote letters  to two hundred churches, "I am a busi-

nessman who has seen the miracles of  Jesus.  I am not 
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asking for anything except an opportunity to bless and 

serve you.  I do not want any money.  I will come anytime 

you are willing to have me; Wednesday service, Friday 

night, Sunday morning, whenever you want.  I want to 

share a message and pray for the sick."  You can guess 

how many responses I received...zero!  This is  the time 

the Holy Spirit spoke to me and said, "Sit in my presence 

and learn my word.  You need not ask anyone for any-

thing.  When it is time, I will open every door and make 

everything happen." 

I started to pray two hours a day and study God's  word 

every moment I could. Every other activity besides  work 

and family, such as TV, watching sports, and other forms 

of entertainment seemed permissible but not profitable.  

All I wanted to do was know Jesus  and make an eternal 

difference in the lives of  people.  

One time, as I was praying, I heard the Holy Spirit ask 

me, "If I teach you about healing and prepare you for 25 

years  so that when you are 60 I can have you meet one 

person, pray for their healing, and they will follow me and 

I will use them to affect a whole generation.  Are you OK 

with that?"  This is the moment I adopted my 
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philosophy...I am like a baseball pitcher; God Almighty is 

the manager and the owner of the team. He holds  my 

contract. Whether He wants  to use me as  a starter, a re-

liever, a closer or just sit on the bench is  up to Him.  My 

job is to be ready.  I know He wants to win.  It is  not a 

game...it is  for the souls of His  children for whom He 

died.  "Here I am, Lord, send me."

In 1997 I started another company called Suntree.  The 

name comes from "Son of God/Tree of righteousness."  

Fifteen years, eighty five employees, 750 weeks of 90 hour 

work weeks, and countless  wounds later, it has turned out 

to be a great blessing from God and the greatest area of 

attack from the enemy.  I am reminded of one of 

Brother’s  lessons, "God promises the victory but He never 

said we wouldn't get wounded in the battle!"

Suntree manufactures nuts, seeds, and dried fruit.  The 

idea was to be vertically integrated in the same industry 

as  Southwest Commodities.  We roast and flavor nuts, 

make trail mixes, and package the product in cello bags, 

stand up zipper bags, tubs, and PET jars, both private 

label and in our own Suntree brand, selling to major club 

stores and national grocery chains. 
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I backed into owning Suntree unintentionally.  While 

running Southwest Commodities, I met a woman who 

worked for a large nut company.  She wanted to open a 

small nut roasting facility and said that she had the cus-

tomers ready to buy from her and she knew how to run it.  

I knew I had a few customers from my business  selling 

raw commodities who also bought a few pallets  of roasted 

product. I might be able to get them to buy from this  new 

company.  I liked the idea because every time Suntree 

made a sale I knew Southwest Commodities business 

would grow because we would source the raw input mate-

rials.  Vertical integration in the business  I was already in 

seemed to make sense.  I became the financial backer and 

commodity buyer and I gave 33% ownership to this per-

son to run the company even though she had no invest-

ment in it. 

Even though I was the financial investor, I allowed her to 

fully set up, run the company, and be in charge of the 

money.   This  was because I was very occupied with my 

other business.  This  was  a huge mistake...I learned very 

quickly the new golden rule: He who controls  the gold 

makes the rules.  To this  point I never had a partner in 
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any of my ventures.  I thought a partner would be careful 

like I was, however a partner who has all upside but no 

investment is a bit different. 

She rented a facility in Orosi, California.  For those of 

you who have never heard of this place, don't feel badly.  

It is in the middle of nowhere!  Half way between Fresno 

and Visalia, California.  The idea was that the plant 

would be in the heart of the growing region of almonds, 

walnuts, and pistachios; three of the major commodities 

we would use. We needed about 10,000 sq feet to start.  

She rented a plant that was 80,000 sq feet.  The reason-

ing seemed to make sense.  It was cheaper to rent than 

most places that were less than half the size.  Of course 

we did not stop to think there might be a reason why! 

The building was  in very poor condition.  We only reno-

vated the 10,000 sq feet we needed to start thinking we 

could expand later if needed.  Even that amount of space 

cost us $200,000 to renovate and prepare for the food 

business.  The moment we sunk that much money into 

the leased facility, I found out why it was  such a good 

deal.  The people who leased it to us were going bank-

rupt.  Now I had to deal with the bank who wanted to 
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cancel our lease and have us  get out so they could sell the 

building.  

Not wanting to lose my investment, I negotiated with the 

bank and bought the building.  It seemed to make sense at 

the time.  Even though it was in very poor condition, it 

was  80,000 sq feet on 18 acres, fully fenced with a walk-in 

cooler worth half a million dollars if I had to put it in and 

I only paid $450,000 for the whole thing.  Hindsight is 

always  20/20!  A great deal on a building in a bad area 

that has no business  in it is  not a good deal at any price. If 

you are the only one who wants something, there may be 

a reason why. I learned that our biggest strength in life 

can also be our biggest weakness, especially when the en-

emy uses it against us.  One of my strengths  is that I can 

look at something, get a vision, and see it for what it could 

be, not for what it is  today.  (Much like how God sees us).  

Sometimes  that can work against you because you see 

great potential in situations that wisdom would tell you to 

be smart about and walk away.  Challenges are great but 

time is  limited and finite so you can only choose so many 

battles.  Herein lies  the next lesson in business  and 

life...things are always easy to get into and hard to get out 
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of.  Life has  taught me through many scars, to walk into 

things slowly and prayerfully!

Shortly after buying the building, my partner started the 

business.  She bought large-capacity, old, used equipment 

that did not run instead of good reliable new or slightly 

used equipment that would have had  less  capacity but 

would be reliable. She hired 70 employees from the be-

ginning and did not have the business she said she would 

have. In fact, she did not have one order or one customer!  

She also did not know how to run the plant.  Managing 

money and being responsible for a budget was  also not 

her gifting or strong suit!

Within 90 days, my little side business had turned into a 

complete train wreck. She had run up 1.7 million in debt 

for which I was completely responsible.  I had allowed 

someone control over my life and they used my money to 

frivolously build their fantasy.  Now I was  facing the loss 

of everything.  People around me tried to console me, tell-

ing me to walk away and not to worry; that I was smart 

and hardworking so I would recover at some point.  Any-

one who says  this has never had that much or lost that 

much. 
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I had to fly to California, shut down the operation, and 

lay off 66 people.  Looking into the eyes of each em-

ployee one at a time was  one of the hardest things I ever 

had to do.  I relieved the woman who had created this 

mess  from the business and then set out to save my in-

vestment. I kept four of the best people and told them I 

would guarantee them 40 hours of work a week but if we 

had no business they were to hang from the ceiling and 

clean if necessary and that we would build a business  to-

gether!  Three of the four wound up staying with me for 

almost 11 years!

My mom was semi-retired (with no money to retire on) so 

I asked her to go to California and sit at the plant and be 

my eyes and ears.  While running Southwest 

Commodities  in Phoenix, I would beg my current 

customers who might buy one or two pallets of roasted 

items such as  mixed nuts, to buy from Suntree.  When I 

got one order, I would buy the needed input product, 

send it to the plant, and sit on the phone with my mom in 

the middle of the night telling her how to receive it, roast 

it, pack it, and ship it.  Then she would direct the four 
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employees. I would fly to California half of the week and 

be in Phoenix the other half  of  the time. 

The first year we did less than a million dollars in busi-

ness.  How we did not lose money was  only the grace of 

God.  Anything we made at Suntree was more than lost 

at Southwest Commodities due to the diverting of my 

time.   We received one good opportunity from a broker 

for a sale to Kmart.  After we got the business, we found 

out that the broker had been less  than honest.  The order 

was  for double the product promised and had to be deliv-

ered in half the time.  I had to call the buyer directly to 

get the story straight.  When I told him it was not possi-

ble, he got mad and said that he had a national ad run-

ning for the product and that I had better deliver if I ever 

wanted to do business again.   I proceeded to tell him that 

what he was asking was impossible but somehow I would 

figure out a way to make it happen. I immediately flew to 

California.  I was buying packaging and product from all 

over while driving to the plant.  We could not wait the 

amount of time it would take for delivery so I rented a 10 

wheel truck that held 20,000 pounds of product.  I asked 

if anyone knew how to drive the truck and all I got was 

blank stares.  I told everyone, "Well, I drove a Honda 
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Civic back in '82 that had a stick shift.  How hard could it 

be?"  My new plant manager that dropped me off to pick 

up the truck thought I was  crazy.  At that time I did not 

know you were supposed to have a special license to drive 

a truck like that.  I guess  the people renting it did not 

think anyone would even try to rent it  without the proper 

license either because they did not ask me or check.  I 

climbed into the truck and strapped my two year old 

daughter into the passenger seat.  I noticed two sets  of 

gears on the truck. I never drove anything like this before!  

After grinding the gears a few times, I managed to get it 

in gear and pull out on the highway.  I had to drive all 

over the valley picking up the product we needed and 

bring it back to Suntree.  I was on the phone buying 

product and arranging for pick up, taking care of my two 

year old, and driving a huge truck all at the same time!  

We did not have any automated machines  for packing at 

that time so we set up tables for hand packing, hired tem-

porary employees, and worked 24 hours a day.  Things 

would run quickly when I was on the line packing, but the 

moment I stopped, production fell off.  I stood on the 

lines  and worked 24 hours a day, leading each team.  

When the next day came and a shift of people returned 

to work I was still on the line in the same clothes  from 
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when they left me the day before. Even without sleep, I 

was  the pace setter challenging all the people to keep up 

with me. On the seventh day, the last truck pulled out 

right on time and I collapsed to the floor in exhaustion!

I will never forget kneeling down at a little wooden coffee 

table in our living room with Jennifer.  Discouraged and 

tired, I said to Jennifer, "Tell me what you want to do. 

Whatever you want, I will do it.  If you think we should 

sell one or both of the businesses, I will do it. I can get a 

job.  Just tell me."  She said, "I want to help you follow 

your dreams, but first I want to help you figure out what 

they are."  We began to pray, "Oh God, please show us 

your will.  If you want us to sell, we will, and if you want 

us to keep going, please send the help and we will keep 

going."  Two weeks later, out of the blue, I got a call from 

a large nut company on the east coast that wanted a west 

coast processing facility.  I was not going to make any 

money but I was  going to recover all I had lost.  We had 

virtually agreed on a deal and were going to meet in Cali-

fornia at the plant to finalize everything.  I flew to Cali-

fornia the day before the meeting.  That night, I was on 

the phone with Jennifer praying, "God, please show me 

clearly what to do.  Sometimes I am a little thick and 
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don't always see clearly; make it obvious."  It was  a strug-

gle for me because on one hand, the business was so hard 

and I was worn out and tired from traveling and running 

two companies.  On the other hand, it was my baby and I 

loved the creativity of developing new products and 

packaging.  It was much more tangible and concrete than 

the brokerage company. Thirty minutes  after hanging up 

the phone with Jennifer, I got a call from the buyers, 

"We've decided to go in a different direction and purchase 

another company."  I called Jennifer back and told her 

that God had answered our prayer and made it very clear.  

I felt that I heard The Lord say to me, "Stop looking for a 

way out or a savior, I'm your Savior. Get on your horse 

and go make it happen, I am with you!"  From that day 

on I was no longer double-minded, always looking for a 

way out.  Instead, I focused on moving the company for-

ward.

The second year we grew to over 4 million in business. At 

this  point most of the old equipment did not run and we 

did not have any packaging equipment.  The USDA put 

out a bid to buy over two million pounds  of roasted and 

packaged almonds for a school lunch program.  To suc-

cessfully win the bid, the shipments would have to start in 
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four weeks  and be completely delivered in the 90 days 

following.  To that point in time we had not produced half 

of that volume in two years, let alone 90 days!  I boldly 

placed the bid with the faint ringing of, "You're crazy" in 

my ears  from all those around me, knowing that there 

were severe financial penalties for late shipment.  I nego-

tiated on a used piece of packaging equipment so I was 

ready to buy it the moment I was awarded the bid.  I had 

no money left to buy it unless we got the business.  By the 

grace of God, we won the bid!  I bought and installed the 

equipment but it took over 45 days to get it running.  The 

next two weeks the production was so slow as  we were just 

trying to learn how to run the equipment.  With four 

weeks left until delivery, we were barely 15% finished. All 

I heard daily was no, no, no.  Impossible, impossible, im-

possible.  I would tell people my grandfather’s saying, 

"The difficult we do right away, the impossible takes a lit-

tle longer!"  The Bible says, "With God all things are pos-

sible." (Matthew 19:26).  We worked 24 hours  a day and 

shipped the last truck exactly on time!  

The third year we grew to 10 million in sales.  I was run-

ning and doing most of the sales  for Southwest, the sales 

for Suntree, and flying to California two to three days  a 
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week to hire, train, and run the plant.  I learned to run 

the equipment and do every job myself.  Every issue, from 

accounting to legal to employee problems was my respon-

sibility.   That fall, I was run down and exhausted.  I came 

down with pneumonia which lasted for six weeks.  I 

worked 16 hours a day with my temperature over 103 

degrees.  I remember one night towards the end...I fin-

ished at the plant and had to fly back to Phoenix.  I do 

not remember how I got to the airport in Fresno or how I 

got home from the airport in Phoenix.  All I remember 

was  sitting in my window seat second row from the front 

on a small, regional jet.  I was burning up and sweating, 

my head leaning on the window, shivering to my core. I 

felt people staring at me as  they boarded the plane.  I 

can't remember the taxi, take-off, or the flight.  The only 

thing I remember clear as a bell...I started to sing that 

Rich Mullins song, "Hold Me Jesus."  The words  were, 

"Hold me Jesus, I'm shaking like a leaf, you've been my 

King of Glory, now be my Prince of Peace."  I sang this 

over and over and the next thing I remember was waking 

up the next day not knowing how I got home.

In the years to come, we grew to 17, 27, and then 35 mil-

lion in sales.  While I don't want to mention names of 
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companies (especially without permission) I want to say 

that the support I got from Kroger and Costco were in-

strumental to our success and I work so hard for them 

because I will never forget what they did for me.  Not to 

make everything about me, but it is  not lost on me that 

those two companies are two of the fastest and top grow-

ing food retail companies in the world.  God said, "I will 

bless those who bless you." (Genesis 12:2).

 

At this  juncture, I thought, "I'm paying so much money to 

so many managers; let them work for me instead of me 

working so hard for them."  The company started to level 

off and even decline.  I faced every issue from theft to 

poor management, fires in the plant to law suits for relig-

ious discrimination when I let someone go for horrible 

performance.  Even though I won, it took three years and 

cost me $100,000 to defend myself.  

In 2007 I thought I needed either to sell the company or 

take it to the next level. I had to get out or get all the way 

back in.  I got back on my horse and started building the 

company to 50 million in sales over the next two years. 
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In early 2010, the business was growing but so were the 

issues.  It was very hard to recruit good management in a 

very rural area so we always had to hire managers  who 

were highly under qualified.  This meant that I had to be 

over involved in every area of the business.  When I give 

my word to a customer and they put their trust in me I 

was  not going to let them down.  I cared about the jobs of 

each one of my employees and felt responsible for their 

families, even when it was obvious that many either did 

not care or could not understand that their job depended 

on the success of the company.   In March of 2010, be-

cause of all the issues surrounding the employees and the 

difficulties  and excess  expense of owning a company in 

California, a person said to me, "Why don't you move the 

company to Arizona?"  I quickly responded, "It's not pos-

sible," and I rattled off several reasons.  They said, "Why 

don't you pray about it?"  Why not?  I am willing to pray 

about anything.  It was  one of those asked-and-answered 

prayers; a question that if spoken in court, the opposite 

counsel would object, saying you are leading the witness!  

"Oh Lord, I know it is  not possible or realistic, but by any 

chance, would you want me to move the company to Ari-

zona?"  I was almost struck to the ground by the power of 
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the Holy Spirit.  I opened my eyes and declared, "We are 

moving Suntree to Arizona. 

Looking for a building was not as  easy as I thought it 

would be.  Even though the real estate market had been 

decimated, it did not affect commercial buildings  the 

same way it affected residential homes.  Even though 

owners were upside down on equity (they owed more 

than it was worth) they could not sell because banks were 

not allowing short sales on commercial property like they 

were on residential property.  Even if they would have, it 

was  considered "phantom income" for an owner.  (That 

means if an owner paid 10 million for a building and it 

was  now worth 6 million, if the bank "forgave” the 4 mil-

lion he would have to declare it as  income and write a 

check for 2 million in taxes from money that did not ex-

ist).  This  is why I knew the real estate market was, and 

still is, much worse than people imagine.  Many people 

can't sell even though they want or need to sell.  Finally, I 

found the most beautiful building which was in bank-

ruptcy.  It took 6 months of negotiating until it got to the 

price God showed me to pay so I bought the building.  It 

would normally take one year running two plants simul-

taneously to make a move like this.  God spoke to me and 
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said, "Ichabod; (which means the glory of God has  de-

parted) The moment you leave, my glory will depart. Get 

out of that place like the Israelites got out of Egypt!”  I 

built up as  much inventory as  I could and shut the plant 

down on December 31st.  January 2nd I had 120 semi 

truckloads  of product and equipment loaded on trucks 

and created a caravan to Phoenix. I had eight weeks  to 

build out the plant, hire all new employees, train the peo-

ple, and start running!  So many businessmen hear the 

story and shake their heads. It was an impossible task.  

The permits  from the city alone take longer than that.  

The miracle happened.  We were up and running by 

March 1st!  We did not miss  one order or lose one cus-

tomer.  If I recounted the stories, I would frighten you!  I 

had to keep my mouth closed because every time I 

opened it, all I wanted to say was, "We're going to die, 

we're going to die."  Instead of speaking death, I con-

trolled my emotions  and spoke by the Holy Spirit, "Just 

like when the Israelites  were delivered out of Egypt into 

the desert, they lost trust and thought they were going to 

die but God was taking them to the Promised Land. In 

the same way, God has  not brought us out into the desert 

to die, but to take us to the Promised Land!”
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Today, Suntree and Southwest Commodities  are thriving 

with a great team of people around me and we use the 

profit to fund the ministry as  well as  our orphanage and 

Bible College in India. It is not by might, not by power, 

but by His Spirit. To God be the glory!
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Seek Ye First
Matthew 6:33

Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and His righteous-

ness, and all the things shall be added unto you.  

(Matt6:33)  God said to Abraham, “I am your great re-

ward" (Genesis 15:1) When we truly taste and see God's 

goodness, (Psalms  34:8) everything else becomes  secon-

dary in our lives. We begin to live for His presence, not 

His promise (His promise is for provision and protection). 

We see again the example of King David who was  a man 

after God's own heart (Acts 13:22). He said, (Psalms 27:4) 

one thing I ask, O Lord, that you take not your presence 
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from me, that I might dwell in the house of the Lord for-

ever, to behold the beauty of the Lord and to inquire in 

His  temple.  In Psalms 84:10, he said one day in your 

courts is  better than 1000 elsewhere!  I would rather be a 

doorkeeper in the house of my God than dwell in the 

tents  of wickedness. O Lord of hosts, blessed be the man 

who trusts in you. Because of this, God anointed David 

king at 17 years of age (1Samuel 16:13) He married 

Saul's daughter Michal at a very young age. Then his 

marriage broke and he ran into the wilderness  and suf-

fered for a season. But God Almighty made him king over 

Judah when he was 22.  Very significant (2 Samuel 2:4, 2 

Samuel 5:2). God said David will shepherd my people 

and rule over Israel.  When he was 30 he became king 

over Israel.   Not only did he become king, but God estab-

lished His covenant with King David. (2 Chronicles 21:7) 

God said I will make a covenant of the lamp with the 

house of King David (2 Chronicles  13:5) God said I make 

a covenant of salt with King David. (Isaiah 55:3) God 

said, I make an everlasting covenant with King David. It 

is  because of this that we are known as the seed of David.   

Jesus Christ called us, (Matthew 5:13) saying "You are the 

salt of this  world and the light of this world!" Is it not 

wonderful?  When King David sought first the kingdom 
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of God (His  presence) everything was  added unto him 

and God's  covenant was established. In the same way, 

when you seek first His kingdom, the covenant made with 

David will continue to be fulfilled through your life! The 

lesson I learned as a child about delaying the immediate 

gratification in exchange for greater satisfaction and 

gratification later, turned out to be not only a childhood 

to adulthood truth, but a truth about an earthly versus 

heavenly perspective.  This life is short relative to eternity, 

however to think like this, you cannot hope, you must 

know by faith that Jesus is alive!  

For what Jennifer and I give to the orphanage and the 

ministry, we could go on weekly vacations or retire and 

not work for the rest of our lives.  Our vacations  have 

been exchanged for ministry trips. Cheering emptily at 

sporting events with rowdy fans  has been exchanged for 

hugs and screams as  children of God get set free and 

connect with their heavenly father!  This  is not to express 

that we are great, it is to say that we seek first the King-

dom of God. We travel to India one or two times  a year 

and do crusades and meetings in America and all over the 

world.  
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I always say that addiction can be a good thing; it is only 

the devil that has  perverted it.  Instead of alcohol, drugs, 

or other addictions  creating the negative dependence, we 

were designed to be addicted and dependent upon the 

love of Jesus!  When we experience the love and goodness 

of God we can not help but want to see more and more.  

The response is not, "I have to seek Him," it is, "I get to 

seek Him."  Walking out of a meeting a few weeks ago in 

Tucson, Arizona, I was the last one leaving the sanctuary.  

I looked back and in the shadows  of the empty room and 

saw a motorized wheelchair from which a woman crip-

pled for twenty years had risen and walked home; an 

abandoned cane lying across a chair; and a pair of 

crutches on the floor!  The whole place buzzed with the 

glory of  God.  What else could I desire? 
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Follow Me
1 Corinthians 11:1

Apostle Paul said, (1Corinthians  11:1) as I imitate 

Christ, imitate me. We don't follow a man; we follow the 

Jesus in a man. We require mentors and imitators  in our 

life. When we find a mentor who is truly following Jesus 

and we imitate him we will be blessed.  We see the lives of 

Moses and Joshua (Joshua 11:15).  What the Lord com-

manded Moses to do, he did. What Moses commanded 

Joshua to do, he also did. He left nothing undone of all 

that the Lord had commanded Moses. It is a wonderful 

example of mentor and disciple.  This  is why God used 

Joshua in such a high level and God divided the Red Sea 
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at Moses' time. God also dried up the Jordan River in the 

time of Joshua (Joshua 3:14-17). In the same way, the 

Jericho walls fell down and the sun and moon stood still.  

God used Joshua in such a great way because he was 

obedient to Moses. 

We also see a man named Elisha (2 Kings 2:1-15). Elisha 

was  the son of a farmer. In those days, a son learned a 

trade from his  father and became the same. (The son of a 

carpenter would also become a carpenter). So Elisha had 

the destiny of becoming a farmer. There were many sons 

of prophets  around Elijah the prophet but none had the 

hunger to follow after him. Elisha followed Elijah every-

where he went until one day, Elijah said he would be leav-

ing soon. He asked Elisha if there was  anything he 

wanted and Elisha replied "I want a double portion of 

your gifting." He saw Elijah leave and God honored his 

request and he received a double portion. He did double 

the miracles  of Elijah. Here is  the good news!  Today we 

are in the New Testament and we can receive (John 3:34) 

anointing without measure!

This  is why on one side we must obey God and on the 

other, we must listen to our mentors.  
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I prayed for over three years  for a mentor.  A few different 

times I thought it may be one person or another but it 

never came about.  I knew it would have to be a very 

strong and dynamic person for me to learn from.  God 

had prepared me for the benefits of mentorship because I 

had spent my whole life having to blaze my own trail and 

do things  without the benefit of having a father with wis-

dom, parents who could  guide me, or someone to teach 

and encourage me who had gone before me.  One of my 

favorite sayings when I teach something to a person is, 

"Do you want the lesson or the experience?"  After falling 

in countless  potholes  on the road of life, I humbly prefer 

the lesson without always having to go through the expe-

riences. 

One night in June, 2005, I was in Los Angeles on busi-

ness.  After a long day, I finished working at almost mid-

night.  My phone rang and it was Jennifer.  "The devil got 

a victory tonight," was all I heard.  I was  tired and con-

fused but that sounded unusually harsh for Jennifer's  tone.  

She continued to explain, "I heard a man speak at church 

tonight and you needed to be here to hear him.  He has  a 

gift of miracles and healing and spoke the word like we 
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have never heard before.  He is  staying in our guest house 

but he is leaving first thing in the morning."  Jennifer was 

emphatic because she knew how long I had waited and 

prayed, not only for a mentor, but for someone who could 

help make sense of these miracles that had been happen-

ing for over a year.  At that time we would allow pastors 

and evangelists from all over the world to stay in our guest 

house when they were in town.  It was like a sanctuary of 

peace and we tried to allow them time to rest and enjoy.  

After hearing Jennifer's tone, I got in my plane and flew 

straight home. (I am a private pilot and had my own 

plane at that time).  I arrived at four AM.  I went 

immediately to the guest house and knocked on the door.  

I knew I would wake him but I wanted to meet him and 

spend the time.  As I knocked, I thought, "I'm not going 

to say a word. I just want to hear what he has to say."  

Instead of sleeping, he was  up, dressed in his suit, 

praying!  He said, "Come in Brother David, you need not 

say a word. I have been in your house praying for a day 

and God has already shown me who you are and where 

He is taking you in the future."  He began to tell me 

things about my life that no one could have known and 

told me prophetically what was  to come (many of which 
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have already come to pass).  When he was finished, he 

told me one more thing. "By the way, God said you need 

not sell your aircraft.  He is  going to work everything out 

in the business."  I was shocked.  At that time we had a 

cash crunch in our business  and I had decided to sell my 

airplane.  Even Jennifer did not know I had made that 

decision at that time.  We spent hours together and he 

missed his flight that morning.  He left later that day but 

we asked him to come back in the summer and spend a 

week with us. 

Later in the summer, Brother Harry came back and spent 

a week teaching us the Bible like I had never heard be-

fore.  He could quote the Bible up and back hundreds  of 

verses at a time like he was reading scrolls in front of his 

eyes. The word was so alive my spirit was jumping. All I 

could think was, "I want to teach the word like that."  

The best description I have heard someone share, trying 

to explain Brother’s  teaching, is, "Trying to learn from 

Brother Harry is  like trying to drink from a fire hose!"  He 

would explain the Bible with the Bible.  He taught me to 

lift up the name of Jesus, speak the pure word of God, 

and the Holy Spirit would come. 
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He was  leaving the next morning.  We went to bed late 

after his last teaching. While I was  asleep, I heard some-

one call out my name, "David."  The obvious thing for 

me to say would have been, "Is  something wrong with the 

kids?"  Instead, without a hesitation, I said, "Yes, Lord, I 

will get up and pray."  I always laugh at my humanness.  I 

like to keep it real.  After I said this, I fell back to sleep.  

The God of the universe speaks  to me audibly for the first 

time and I fell asleep on Him!  Some moments  later, I 

heard it again, "David."  Once again, I said, "Yes, Lord, I 

will get up and pray."  This time I thought to myself, "I'll 

look at the clock, if it is  an hour before I'm supposed to 

wake up, it is The Lord. If it is  the middle of the night, it 

could not be Him."  (As if He would know not to bother 

me)!  Isn't it funny how we think sometimes?  As I rolled 

on my side and looked at the LED clock at the end of my 

bed, I saw it was exactly 2:00 am.  What I saw next 

freaked me out and I did a double take!  It was Brother 

Harry standing at the end of my bed staring at us.  I 

thought he had come into our bedroom.  Then I realized 

it was his spirit body. There was  light shining all around 

him.  He was standing in his suit with his hands  raised 

toward heaven.  (When someone would say to me, "I saw 

a vision," I would think, "Was it like a dream, a movie on 
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the wall, three dimensional, or did you eat a bad burrito 

last night?"  But this  was three dimensional and in full 

color. I felt as if I could reach out and touch him).  I 

heard an audible voice boom from heaven, "Follow him, 

pray like him."  Immediately, every hair on my body 

stood up like they say occurs  when about to be struck by 

lightning. I instinctively dove on the floor. We have thick 

blackout shutters on our windows  at the house so even in 

the day you can completely block out the sun.  All of a 

sudden the whole room was filled with light.  It was flash-

ing all around the ceiling.  My mouth started pouring 

confession like never before.   I was speaking so quickly it 

was  not even understandable.  I always  say, "I knew it was 

the Holy Spirit in the room because my normal level of 

confession was  more like, "Please forgive me God, I know 

that person provoked me but I should not have done that 

anyway."  This  was  the fear of God striking me.  I 

thought to myself, "2 Timothy 1:7, God didn't give me a 

spirit of fear, but of love, power, and a sound mind.  God 

would not kill me, He loves me."  After all this, I decided I 

should go in the other room and pray. I got up and 

walked around the back of the bed heading for the door.  

As I got half way around the bed, I was dropped to my 

knees. It was as  if someone with an invisible billy club 
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had cut my legs out from under me.  Once again I got so 

scared.  I said, "God forgive me, I don't know what to do, 

I have never been in your presence like this before."  I de-

cided to stay right there, not move, and pray.  After some 

time praying, I heard in my heart, "Be still, you've said 

enough."  God spoke many things to my heart that night 

that gave me direction for several years to come.  After 

quite some time, I crawled back around to my side of the 

bed, prayed some more, and then slithered into bed.  I 

waited until Jennifer woke up and then shared what had 

happened and wrote down the entire account of what 

had happened.  That was good enough, even for a skeptic 

like me.  I followed Brother, learned to speak and pray 

like him!

The greatest thing I have observed in Brother: never in a 

man have I seen so much power yet never have I also seen 

so much humility.  He walks and lives so simply.  He prays 

hours a day and sits in the presence of God.  Through his 

ministry over 13 million Hindus  in India have received 

Jesus; over three hundred thousand people have been 

healed; hundreds of born blind have received sight and 

five people have been raised from the dead!  All this with 

virtually no money, no banners or accolades, no honor 
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from man...simply one man standing for the one who 

stood for him.

Apostle Paul said, "You may have 10,000 teachers but 

only one father. (1 Corinthians 4:15-20).  "The kingdom 

of God is  not of word, but of power."  (The Greek word 

Dunamis is the root of our word dynamite.   It means, the 

power of God displayed and imparted in a Holy Spirit 

outpouring).  It is God’s  encounter that makes concepts 

powerful.  We must seek this kind of power until we find 

it. The difference between the father with power and the 

teacher with only words...lifestyle.  We must imitate the 

father.  (A father will challenge us  to imitate them).  Paul 

said, "Imitate me as I imitate Christ."  A teacher gathers 

ideas.  The attitude of the father is humility; a teacher 

may be puffed up. The ministry of the father is of power; 

the teacher is  of many words. The father’s focus is a king-

dom mindset; the teacher’s is a teaching mindset. 

When Jesus  sojourned on this earth, he did two 

things...He preached the gospel and He raised up the dis-

ciples.  We must do the same.  Jesus had the heart of the 

father.  He wants  His children to be greater than himself.  

(John 14:12).  Brother has  the heart of the Father.  He 
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rejoices more when God moves through me than when 

things happen in his own ministry.  May you also walk 

with and do greater things for Jesus  than me.  Won't you 

follow me as I follow Jesus?
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I Can Do All Things
Philippians 4:13

Paul said (Philippians 4:13) I can do all things through 

Jesus Christ who strengthens  me. Paul was a sinner (Gala-

tians 1:13) but God used him to do wonders, signs, and 

miracles. Paul also said (Acts  17:24, 28) We live in Him, 

we move in Him, we have our being and our breath in 

Him. When we understand this concept, we will make 

every effort in the name of the Lord and what we do will 

be successful in our lives. 
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I was  on the stage at the crusade in Chittor, India.  Dur-

ing the worship, I opened my eyes  and I saw a man run 

out of the crowd up onto the stage.  No one stopped him 

but he fell down, turned and ran back off the stage into 

the crowd, and started beating people.  When I saw the 

commotion, I stopped the worship, knelt down and 

prayed, and when I looked up the man was gone.  I went 

right into the message.  After the message and prayer for 

healing, we were taking testimonies.  The same man from 

earlier ran up onto the stage and again, no one stopped 

him.  He was running straight at me like a football line-

backer with no one in between him and me.  Without 

even thinking, I reacted by putting my hand straight out 

towards  him and yelled, "Go devil in the name of Jesus!"  

Immediately, the man was blown backwards  off his  feet 

and landed unconscious  on his  back.  It was as  if he hit 

an invisible force field or an invisible person with a billy 

club had upended him.  I looked over towards Jennifer 

who was  standing at the back of the stage 10 feet away 

from where this  happened and said, "Did you see that?  

Did you see that?"  I was pointing to the man uncon-

scious laying on the stage.  She looked at me and calmly 

said, "Power of God, move on” What do you mean, 

power of God?  Had she seen things like this  before?  I 
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was stunned.  I was  also so glad she was there to see it and 

confirm what I saw.  When the man’s wife and child came 

to the stage, they gave the testimony that someone had 

done witchcraft on him two years prior. He would go 

through the village ripping his  own hair and tongue and 

would beat on people with supernatural strength.  The 

man got up 15 minutes later completely delivered and 

received Jesus Christ as his Lord and Savior.  
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There was another night when I was doing a crusade with 

Brother.  We were alternating nights  speaking and pray-

ing for the sick.  This was my night and I was  sharing a 

message, "Is anything too hard for The Lord?"  In the 

middle of the message I heard this  commotion in the 

crowd.  All of a sudden, a woman came forward and 

handed me a baby.  The baby had been in a coma, had 

stopped breathing, and died.  (In India, they don't have 

the medical care we do and most are so poor in the vil-

lages that they can't afford the care that is available).  I 

began to pray for this child to come back to life.  It was 

silent as 30,000 people stared at me while I prayed. After 

a few minutes, I had to fight back thoughts, "What will 

happen to people's faith if the child is  not raised up?  

What about this  poor mother who will be crushed?  I 

fought my hardest to stay in the presence of Jesus  but af-

ter twenty minutes of praying my heart out and believing, 

the child was still dead.  They took the child away and 

later we helped the family.  It was my worst nightmare!  I 

used to think what would happen to people's  faith if I 

called someone forward for a healing demonstration and 

they were not healed?  But a child dying on the stage in 

front of 30,000 people, and of course the message would 

have to be, "Is anything too hard for The Lord?"  On my 
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knees, not wanting to go on, I knew this was a pivotal 

moment in ministry for me.  I could not inquire or com-

plain, I simply had to get up and say, "I don't always un-

derstand but I trust you Lord."  I got up, continued the 

message and when I prayed the mass prayer that night, 

hundreds were healed!

There was another time when Brother was here in Phoe-

nix.  He was  speaking at a church and there was  going to 

be a healing service in the evening.  After the first service, 

we were in the pastor’s office when a man came in who 

knew of Brother Harry and wanted to meet him.  This 

man was so excited to meet Brother.  He went on and on 

with a story.  The only problem was this man had a terri-

ble stutter in his  speech.  I got so impatient.  I could not 

wait to get outside so I could ask Brother, "Why didn't 

you just put your hand on his head and cast out that 

spirit?"  Brother calmly looked at me and said, "Because 

he didn't ask!"  That night the same man was in the 

crowd and I saw him come forward during the mass 

prayer.  During the testimony time he came up and was 

able to speak perfectly.  All the people from the church 

knew him and the stutter he had lived with.  When he 

spoke, they were amazed and glorified God!
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God said in the book of Jeremiah 32:13-27, "I am The 

Lord over all the flesh and all the spirits, is  anything too 

hard for me?"   
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Heir of  God; Co-heir with Jesus
Romans 8:14-15

Legacy is the covenant blessing continuing to all genera-

tions (Romans 8:14-18). When we walk in the Spirit we 

will be known as the sons of God. We call on Heavenly 

God as  our Abba father.  How is  the legacy established 

once we are called sons and daughters?  How God 

blessed Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph; all their gen-

erations; He made the covenant of 1,000 generations 

with them (Psalms 105:8-9, 1 Chronicles 16:15-21) God 

appeared to Abraham and said, "Walk thou before me 

and be blameless, for I am Almighty God." In the same 

way, God continued the blessing of the covenant with 
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Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph. When Isaac was blessing Jacob 

and sending him away, he said, "Almighty God will bless 

you with the blessing of heaven and the deep of the 

earth” (Genesis  28:3-4). The same God appeared and 

confirmed word for word what Isaac said to Jacob. God 

confirmed it and blessed the same way. (Genesis 48:3-4) 

The same blessing came upon Joseph
through the mouth of Jacob. Joseph was also blessed alike 

(Genesis 49:25). We see four generations of legacy but 

God promised one thousand generations  of blessing 

(Genesis 15:1-6) to Abraham: like the stars in the heavens 

you will have children throughout the world. This is why 

every Christian today is  known as a child of Abraham. 

Whosoever believes  Jesus Christ is  the son of God is  in 

the genealogy of Abraham and gets  the same blessing. 

We are like the stars  in the world because of the legacy 

God gave to Abraham. In the same way we are also 

legacy-oriented people in this world. 

We are chosen by God from the foundations of the world.  

Long before we make the decision for Jesus, the Holy 

Spirit is at work in our lives.  
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In my early twenties, before I knew Jesus, joy on Sunday 

morning revolved around lying in bed with a newspaper 

and a dozen donuts!  (It was a baker’s dozen that included 

a wide assortment of glazed, jelly-filled, Boston cream, 

French cruller, chocolate sprinkled, and the glorious bear 

claw to polish them off)!  

I was living in Hollywood, California at that time.  One 

Sunday morning, I followed my usual routine, making my 

trip down the empty streets four blocks to Peter’s  Donuts 

for the usual; newspaper, bakers dozen, and chocolate 

milk. As I was driving back to my apartment, a disheveled 

looking girl ran into the street, laid down on the ground, 

and began weeping.  I did what most people living in 

Hollywood would do; I sped up!  All of a sudden, I did 

something very unusual for me; I looked up, saw her lay-

ing in the street in my rear view mirror, and I hit the 

brake.  I backed up one block to where she was  laying. I 

was  going to roll down the window and ask if she was 

OK but she opened the door, got in, and told me to drive 

while she explained.  Even today, I can't believe I simply 

agreed without an explanation.  It was just not like me.  

She directed me to Santa Monica, almost 30 minutes 

away.  She had to be there in 20 minutes.  As I raced 
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through the empty streets she started to explain, glancing 

up and sniffling through a runny nose and a stream of 

tears.  "My life is  a complete mess," she began to confess; 

"My boyfriend beat me and stole my car.  I have been try-

ing to get off drugs and that is why I have to get to this 

clinic before it closes in 15 minutes. I have been clean for 

three weeks but I have missed getting my medication that 

helps  me for the past two days.  They only give me 

enough for one day at a time and it is a holiday weekend.  

They close exactly on time and if I miss  today and can't 

get it tomorrow, I'll never make it."  She finished speaking 

just as  we pulled down a back alley on a one way street in 

Santa Monica.  There was a propped open door half way 

down the alley with a sign for the clinic.  As I pulled up 

and jerked to a stop, there was a person walking out to 

close the door.  She had already opened the door, gotten 

out, and began to run before I came to a complete stop.  

As she reached the door, she turned and looked at me.  I 

could no longer see her horrible appearance or feel her 

chaotic and frantic emotions; I looked into her eyes and 

they were beautiful and glowed like the eyes of an angel.  

She said, "Right before I ran into the street, I got down 

on my knee and prayed, “God, if you are there and if you 

care, send me a miracle, if not I am going to kill myself 
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today."   I ran into the street and God gave me my 

miracle...that miracle was  you!"  At those words, she dis-

appeared and the door was closed.  I felt like I flew home.  

For three days I felt like my feet did not hit the ground.  

Not only was it the first time I was used by God as  a ves-

sel of mercy, but God was giving me a precursor of what 

it would be like in the future to be used for His glory!

When God uses  you, there is nothing like it.  No wonder 

the Bible tells  us  in Acts 20:35 that it is more blessed to 

give than receive!  God has continuously placed prayers 

in my heart that I would pray even though they did not 

seem to come from me; I did not understand what they 

meant, and did not know how they got there. Then He 

would answer and fulfill those prayers!  Before I knew 

God, I would pray the prayer of St Francis of Assisi 

(1181-1226)...

Lord, make me an instrument of  your peace...

Where there is hatred, let me sow love...

Where there is injury, pardon...

Where there is doubt, faith...

Where there is despair, hope...

Where there is darkness, light...
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Where there is sadness, joy...

Grant that I may not so much seek...

To be consoled, as to console...

To be understood, as to understand...

To be loved, as to love...

For it is in giving, that we receive...

It is in pardoning, that we are pardoned...

And it is in dying, that we are born into eternal life.

When Jennifer and I got married, we continued to go to 

the large Bible church where we met.  One Sunday, I saw 

a note in the bulletin asking for help (food and clothing) 

for a mother with a young son who had just moved to 

Phoenix and had nothing for Christmas.  Normally, I 

would ignore these requests  because I had decided to pick 

two or three things  I believed God had called me to sup-

port and give heavily to them and make an impact rather 

than give hundreds  of "tips" to whomever would hit me 

up motivating me to give out of guilt and persuasion 

rather than vision and heart.  
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This  time, something was different.  As  we drove home, I 

told Jennifer, "I think we are supposed to go and help that 

woman."  We called the church, found out her address, 

and went that night to help her.  We brought food and 

presents  as  well as  warm clothes.  It was cold (for Phoe-

nix) and Jennifer pressed me to wear a jacket.  We 

stopped at an ATM machine on the way so I could get 

some money to give her and keep the rest for cash I 

would need for the week.

When we arrived, we were invited in to a dark apartment 

that was bare except for a mattress in the middle of the 

floor.  We met Sonja and her son, sat down, and listened 

to her story.  She had faith like I had never seen.  She de-

scribed standing in the airport in Florida with her son; no 

money to go anywhere, and telling him, "God told me we 

are going to Phoenix and someone will help us  to get 

there."  An hour later someone walked up to them and 

said, "God told me to give you two tickets to Phoenix."  

She had such radical faith and a trust in God that 

stemmed from experience, not just reading!  I was so 

touched.  I took the money out of my pocket and added 

all I had to the envelope I had set aside to give her.  I even 

took off my jacket and left it for her 11 year old son.  As 
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we were leaving, she came running towards us  crying.  I 

figured it was because she saw the gift we had left for her.  

She called after us, "You did not know this, but we were 

going to be evicted tomorrow.  I told my son that God 

would provide the rent.  The money in the envelope is the 

exact amount that we owe for the rent!"  

Let me fast-forward four years later.  We never saw them 

again or told the story to anyone (the old...don't show or 

tell the right hand what the left hand is  doing...Biblical 

instruction).  A friend of ours, who was also one of my 

secretarial assistants  for a season, was continuously invit-

ing us  to go to this church downtown in a house run by a 

little old Greek pastor.  I always said no because our 

schedule was always so busy.  I kept saying to Jennifer, "If 

we ever go to that church, that pastor is going to have a 

word for me." This was right as the miracles had just 

started happening and I did not even know what a 

"word" meant.  Finally, memorial weekend, I had traveled 

for three weeks  straight and I was  so tired I asked Jennifer 

if we could cancel our vacation plans for the weekend 

and stay home.  Because it was  last minute, our weekend 

was  wide open.  Once again, Evelyn, (our friend) asked if 

we would go to their church service on Saturday night 
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and this  time, we agreed.  When we got there, it was a 

small house turned into a church.  It was  crowded.  As we 

squeezed through the doorway, a short, older Greek man 

made a beeline towards me and without asking permis-

sion, slapped his hand on my head and started to speak, 

"Joshua 3:5, Sanctify yourself for God is  going to do 

miracles, signs, and wonders in your midst."  Then he 

continued, "God is  giving you the desires  of your heart 

for his glory."

Shocked at the assault, we moved to the back row where 

the last two seats were the only ones not taken in the 

room.  We stood as the worship began.  As we were sing-

ing, I noticed that the woman next to me was sitting and 

praying with her head down.  Several minutes later, Jenni-

fer leaned over and whispered to me, "Do we know that 

woman sitting next to you?"  Since Jennifer is quite obser-

vant and I am usually oblivious, I should know better 

than to override her, but I shot back, "No."  I kept looking 

for a few minutes  out of the corner of my eye.  She did 

look a little familiar, maybe a resemblance to someone we 

knew.  All of a sudden, I leaned over to Jennifer and ques-

tioned, "What was the name of that woman we helped 

that one time?  Was it Sonja?"  This woman resembled 
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her but she was  much nicely dressed.  Moments later, my 

curiosity got the best of me and I leaned over, tapped her 

on the shoulder, and asked, "Are you Sonja?"  She 

jumped up and squealed, “David and Jennifer! How are 

you?"  She squeezed me in a hug like she was trying to get 

the last drop of juice out of an orange.  Flapping her 

hands  like a baby bird trying to fly, she whispered, "We 

have to talk after the service."  She was overjoyed to see 

us.

This  was feeling like a set up by God. I always said this 

man would give me a word if I went there.  I went there 

and got a word the moment I walked in the door.  Then 

we sat in the last two seats  available and wound up next to 

a woman we had not seen since we "randomly" helped 

her four years  earlier.  I started to think, "What does this 

all mean?"   I began to ponder the words the pastor spoke 

over me, "Sanctify yourself, for I will do miracles, signs, 

and wonders in your midst." How could he have known 

that miracles had just started happening in my life three 

months prior?  What did that mean, "God is  giving you 

the desires of your heart for His glory?"  What were the 

desires of my heart?  I already had my wife, children, 
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business, a nice house and a cool car.  All of a sudden it 

hit me...

I had a favorite song that had always touched me in a way 

no song ever has. 

It is  a song by Ray Boltz.  The words  are, "Thank you, for 

giving to The Lord, I am the life that was  changed."  It 

goes on to describe how the man dies and goes to 

Heaven.  While there, people start coming up to him to 

thank him and tell him how they are in heaven because of 

him.  "You taught my Sunday school, you gave to a mis-

sionary, and so on.  There is a line as far as  he can see!  

Then he meets Jesus  and Jesus  takes his hand and says, 

"Things  on earth that go unnoticed, in Heaven are now 

proclaimed.  Look around, my child, for great is your re-

ward!"

My knees buckled and I almost fell to the ground, tears 

flooding from my eyes! God had connected my spirit to 

that song, opened the door for me to help this woman, 

brought someone in my life to bring me to the church, 

gave a word to the pastor for me, closed the opportunity 

for me to sit anywhere else, brought this  woman to recon-

nect with me and showed me tangibly through her joy 
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what that homecoming would feel like.  All so He could 

show me that when I get to Heaven there will be a line of 

people so long that I will not even know until I get there 

how God used me to touch so many lives.  As  I pondered 

this  later, I realized the magnitude of this.  When I stand 

on a stage in India before 30, 60, sometimes 100,000 

people, so many are saved, healed and delivered.  There 

are so many testimonies, but what is also happening that 

we could never know? What happens when a blind man 

receives his sight and goes back to his home in the village 

and the people know him and can't deny his  miracle so 

they receive Jesus?  How about his children and their 

children who hear the story of how Jesus  opened their 

father’s  or grandfather’s eyes?  What seeds of faith are 

planted in the hearts of those who see the crippled and 

paralyzed walk?  Sometimes  it may be a crusade, some-

times a person healed or touched through our television 

show, sometimes it's ministering to a hurting waitress  at a 

restaurant or flying to Amsterdam to pray for one man!  

It has a ripple effect like a rock in a pond!

As if this  were not enough for God to make His  point… 

Here is the exclamation point!  After the service, we spoke 

with Sonja. The part I could not have known as  I sat 
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there pondering all God had done to show this to 

me...was that Sonja went to that church, but had never 

been there on a Saturday night.  The pastor’s  wife had 

gotten a word from God that Sonja had to be in church 

on Saturday.  When she called, Sonja said, "I can't come 

on Saturday, I have to work."  The pastor’s  wife called her 

every day that week, including Saturday afternoon on her 

cell phone when she was  on the way to work.  "I can't 

come," Sonja objected, "I could lose my job."  Finally she 

acquiesced, skipped work, went to church, sat down with 

her head to the ground, and was praying, "God, what is 

so darn important, worth risking my job, that I have to be 

here tonight?" Right then, she received a tap on the 

shoulder!

God is  looking for those whose hearts  are loyal unto Him, 

that He may show Himself strong on their behalf (2 

Chronicles  16:9).   This  is  the legacy!  This is  what it 

means to be an heir of  God, co heir with Jesus Christ!
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Grace Shall Abound
Ephesians 6:11-19

God said to Paul, "My grace is enough for thee in thy 

weakness." (2 Corinthians  12:9). When we depend upon 

the spirit of grace, Joel 3:10 says, "Let the weak say I am 

strong." We are weak in many areas but we are strong be-

cause God who called us has not called many that are 

mighty but he has called many weak vessels  because of 

His  grace (1 Corinthians  1:26-27). When we depend 

upon grace and when grace abounds  around us, God 

makes us rich because Jesus  became poor (2Corinthians 

8:9). We have to remember that grace. The same way it 

happened in Paul's life, it will happen to you. We are also 
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saved and positioned in the heavenlies  along with Jesus 

because of  that grace (Ephesians 2:6-8). 

I am not trying to impress  people, put on a show, make 

money from ministry, or be famous.  My goal is to simply 

go where the Holy Spirit says to go and do what He says 

to do. 

It is  a hard but important lesson...The Bible tells  us in 

John 5:44, "If we seek the honor of men, it will diminish 

our faith and lead to powerlessness."

I was  on stage at a crusade one night.  I had finished the 

message and was getting ready to pray for the sick.  I al-

ways ask the Holy Spirit how he wants me to pray.  "Is  it 

mass prayer, individually lay my hand and pray, call them 

and pray in groups  by type of sickness?"  It is  always  dif-

ferent.  It is not about a formula; it is  about hearing His 

still, small voice and following Him.  This  night the Holy 

Spirit spoke to my heart and told me, "I want you to hold 

out a handkerchief and let those needing healing line up 

and touch it."  "Oh no, Lord, people will think I am try-

ing to act like a big shot.  It will look like I'm grand-

standing or trying to make a declaration that I am an 
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apostle like Paul."  I refused and instead I prayed a mass 

prayer.  Most nights, hundreds come up to give testimo-

nies.  This  night four people came forward.  What hap-

pened?  Brother was at the crusade that night and he 

came up and whispered in my ear, "David, the Holy 

Spirit spoke to me and said that if you had held out a 

handkerchief, so many would have been healed."  The 

words  were like a knife; the sting of my disobedience, in-

security, and lack of trust burned as it went through me.  I 

immediately dropped to my knees  and said, "Sorry, 

Lord."  When I got up, I told the people, "We are not fin-

ished yet.  I had everyone line up and as I knelt down and 

held out the handkerchief, the people walked across  the 

stage and touched it.  At the other side of the stage, we 

had someone asking each person if they knew they had 

been touched or had a miracle.  If so, they stayed on the 

stage, if not, they went and sat down.  When the worship 

music stopped and the last person had touched the "hem 

of Jesus  robe," I opened my eyes, turned around, and the 

whole stage was  filled with people ready to give glory to 

Jesus for their healing!  One lady had been blind in one 

eye and when she reached out and touched the handker-

chief, her eye opened and she could see!  
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I still have that cloth today. Wouldn't you think if God 

allowed you to hold out a cloth and people touched it and 

were healed, it would be one of the greatest days  of your 

life?  Instead, for me, the cloth is  a reminder of my own 

disobedience. How I was  more concerned in the moment 

with what the people might think than I was  about what 

God thought of me.  God forgave me the moment I 

asked, but the lesson was branded upon my heart and I 

will not forget.  It is  what allows me to do whatever the 

Holy Spirit shows  irrespective of who likes  it or not.  

Through my life God has  healed with a word, my hand, a 

handkerchief, and a shadow!  It is not the method that is 

sacred; it is the name of  Jesus, His grace, and our faith!

You shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free. 

(John 8:32).  It is  the devil who comes to seek, steal, and 

destroy; Jesus came to give life and life abundantly.  (John 

10:10).  The devil is roaming around like a roaring lion, 

seeking whom he can devour.  (1 Peter 5:8).  Jesus is  the 

lion of the tribe of Judah, (Revelation 5:5) who trumps 

the devil and came to heal the sick and set free those op-

pressed by the devil.  (Acts 10:38). 
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We must understand, there are three levels of demonic 

presence.  The first level is  called oppression.  It is outside 

of you but can come on you quickly.  It is  similar to when 

you are walking down the street and someone nearby has 

put on perfume.  When you walk past, it is as if you go 

through the "cloud" and it is  all around you.  Have you 

ever been walking along feeling just fine and a headache 

comes on you instantly?  That is a migraine spirit...a de-

monic oppression.  It is  not something of which to be 

afraid, only aware.  If it happens, I pray one moment, 

Luke 11:20, "If I cast out demons  by the finger of God, 

the kingdom of God has  come.  Be gone in the name of 

Jesus."  Immediately the person will feel better!

The second level of demonic presence is  possession. Too 

many have watched sci-fi movies to understand reality 

from Hollywood. God does not send us the enemy or 

sickness.  The Holy Spirit is  our protection.  When we sin, 

we are surrendering His protection in that moment and 

the demonic spirit has  an opportunity to enter.  This is 

why, even though we are secure in our salvation and 

eternal life, it is so important to confess our sin daily and 

plead the blood of Jesus  over our lives.  Many Christians 

today will argue, "I can't have a demonic spirit in me 
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because I am a saved Christian."  I explain to them, "Isn't 

fear a spirit?  The Bible says in 2 Timothy 1:7, that God 

has not given us a spirit of fear, but love, power, and a 

sound mind.  So, fear is a spirit and if it did not come 

from God, who does it come from?  The enemy!  Now if 

a Christian can't have a demonic spirit  in them, I guess 

there is no fear in anyone in church.  Either that or there 

are very few Christians  in church since I see so much 

fear."  If it were true that no demonic spirit could enter a 

Christian, I guess pastors must not have anyone in their 

church battling lust, depression, pride, rebellion, 

unforgiveness...you get the point.  I have come to 

understand that once we believe Jesus, the Holy Spirit is 

within our spirit, but the door can still be open for the 

enemy to enter our mind, body, and soul.

The third level of demonic presence is called foothold.  

This  is when the enemy has entered as a possession but 

has remained for over two years.  This is when it is hard 

to get set free.  We see the man in the Bible who brings 

his son to Jesus  and says  that the disciples  prayed and 

could not set him free.  Jesus said, "Some only come out 

through prayer and fasting."  When there is  a demonic 

spirit that has  a foothold in a person’s life, we need not be 
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discouraged.  It did not get that way overnight and it may 

not always leave overnight, but we must continuously 

pray, fast, and believe!  No devil has  a legal right over a 

child of God.  Greater is  He who is in us  (the Holy Spirit) 

than he who is  in the world (the devil).  (1 John 4:4).  God 

has given us  the authority to trample the enemy beneath 

our feet.  (Romans 16:20). 

I was driving one day when I heard my son Christopher, 

five years old at the time, speak up from the back seat, 

"Dad, Jesus  and the devil are like rock, paper scissors."  I 

wondered where this  was going.  He continued thought-

fully, "Jesus is  the rock, we are the paper, and the devil is 

the scissors.  The scissors cut the paper, but the rock 

smashes the scissors!"  What wisdom and insight can 

come from the mouth of  babes!
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The Kingdom of  God is at Hand
Matthew 10:1-8; Luke 10:9

Jesus Christ said, (Mark 1:15) The kingdom of God is at 

hand, repent and believe the gospel." Whoever believes 

the gospel, it is  the power of God (Romans 1:16). When 

we are filled with the Holy Spirit, and preach the gospel, 

the angels  of God are watching from the heavens for the 

performance of that word (1 Pet 1:12).  Jesus  said, "The 

kingdom of God comes in power" (Mark 9:1). Because of 

that, (Matthew 10:1, Luke 10:9) Jesus gave the power to 

the disciples; power over the unclean spirits, to cast them 

out and to heal all kinds of sickness  and disease. When we 

are in the kingdom, God gives the same power to us!
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We now have an orphanage in India that we personally 

fund and run along with Brother Harry and his wife, Sis-

ter Dillis. It is  called "Home of Hope."  We have 260 boys 

in the orphanage.  The vision that God has given is  what 

makes this  orphanage so unique.  We are not only giving 

these boys food, clothing and shelter, but we are educat-

ing them at a high level, teaching them to speak four lan-

guages. They pray four hours  a day, and are learning not 

only the word of God, but also the importance of walking 

in prayer and holiness!  They are being raised up to be 

pastors, evangelists, and teachers; a mighty army for Jesus 

Christ.  

We also have a Bible college called, "Harvest India Bible 

College" where we take outside students  (at no charge).  It 

is  also the next step for those graduating from the or-

phanage, preparing them for ministry.  When we do the 

crusades all over India, we plant the graduating students 

in these cities  two by two so they can follow up with the 

people who have received Jesus at the crusade and begin 

teaching them the Bible for one year.  Once they have a 

core group of believers at the end of one year, we help 
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them plant a church!  From salvation to discipleship...This 

is the full vision of  Jesus Christ. 

Now we are expanding to build a new orphanage and the 

first University of Theology in India.  We will have a fully 

accredited collegiate program as well as  one and three 

month training programs  so people can come from all 

over the world and learn the word; how to truly pray in 

power; walk in their gifting, faith, and holiness; and bring 

glory to Jesus Christ!

I never dreamed, in my wildest imagination, what God 

could and would do through my life. We now have a 

weekly international television program on Day star and 

TBN (Church Channel).  We are receiving speaking and 

crusade invitations from around the world, and God has 

made me an author... He has  downloaded 12 books for 

me to release this year, this being my first!  Every word he 

spoke about my life is coming true!  Our God is 

faithful...Our God is awesome!

One night, my son, Christopher, had a sleepover at the 

zoo with his third grade class.  I love time with my son but 

sleeping on the cement, outdoors  in the cold, with lots  of 
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people, surrounded by the smell of zoo animals, was  not 

necessarily my idea of father-and-son bonding.  Jennifer, 

however, had circled this date in red on my calendar and 

something about the words “NOT OPTIONAL" made 

me think that going to go on this  event was  not open for 

discussion or debate!

I figured if I were going to suffer, I would at least keep my 

eyes and ears open for an opportunity to encourage and 

minister.  God did not disappoint.  After touring the zoo 

looking at the night animals with the class, we all sat 

down on a log around a big bonfire.  A woman, who 

seemed to know every parent but me, asked, "Who is  your 

child?"  I responded, "I'm Christopher Turner’s  dad."  A 

light seemed to go off in her mind. I didn't know if it was 

good or bad.  She began to explain, "I spoke to your wife 

over a year ago and when she heard about my leg and 

Achilles’ heel issue, she told me about your ministry and 

suggested I contact you for prayer.  I've been a strong be-

liever in Jesus all my life, but I don't know about the heal-

ing thing," she went on.  I began to teach her Bible, Bible, 

Bible, for over an hour.  "You don't ask for money?" She 

asked, confused.  The more I spoke the word, the more 

she became convicted...it was  as if she was hoping that I 
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either wanted money, that my quoting of the word would 

be inaccurate or just an opinion, or that I would come 

across  like a lunatic so she could dismiss the conviction 

that was obviously overwhelming her!  "If I walk with Je-

sus and know Him like I believe I do, why can't I bring 

myself to believe and trust Him for my healing like you 

do?"  It did not make it easier on her that three parents 

who were friends of hers had been prayed for by me, Je-

sus used me to heal them, and they had their own miracle 

testimony to share with her.  They were all pushing her to 

ask me to pray for her.  With only love and no condemna-

tion, I told them, "Don't push her, it won't work. She will 

ask when she is  ready."  In the morning I saw her.  This 

very pretty and put together woman looked awfully di-

sheveled.  She approached me, "You ruined my night," 

she half joked, "I tossed and turned and could not sleep 

thinking all night about my level of faith and my under-

standing of the word."  I knew she was  still not ready for 

prayer and she never asked, but that is OK.   God loves 

her so much; He used me to plant a seed that will grow in 

time. 

I always  say, just like one of my heroes of faith, Smith 

Wigglesworth, "I never leave people where I find them, 
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they get either extremely mad and bound up or extremely 

overjoyed and walk in a new level of grace and peace!”  

God always  told me, "David, don't worry about the reac-

tion of the people, I use you as a stirrer and a tester of 

people’s hearts. When you get strong reactions, they are 

reacting to me, not you."  After all, it was  Jesus who said, 

"I prefer hot or cold, but not lukewarm!"

Jesus said, (John 11:9-10) “Are there not twelve hours  in 

the day?  If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble, 

because he sees  the light of the world.  But if he walks  in 

the night, he stumbles because the light is  not in him."  

Notice that Jesus did not say that we stumble because it is dark out-

side, but because the light is not in us.  There is  a lot of dark-

ness  in the world today, but we need not be concerned so 

much about the darkness  as  we must be conscious to walk 

in the light!

Jesus also said, "The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers 

are few."  We must work diligently while it is day.  (Before 

the end comes).

It was the Israelites, in the book of Ezekiel, 37:11, who 

said, "Our bones  are dry, our hope is lost, we ourselves 
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are cut off."  Precious child of God, are you feeling like 

your bones are dry, your hope is gone, or you are cut off ?  

What God told Jeremiah to prophesy to the dry bones  of 

the Israelites, (Ezekiel 37:4) He is telling me to prophesy 

unto you today. O dry bones, hear the word of The Lord, 

"Surely I will cause my breath to enter you, and you shall 

live!"  

The kingdom of God is at hand!  Together we must rise 

up like an exceedingly great army!  Together we must 

preach the gospel, heal the sick, and plant the seeds...the 

seeds  of faith, that we might receive the 100 fold, 60 fold, 

30 fold blessing!

He is risen!  He is risen indeed!  He who has ears, let him 

hear...
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Epilogue

Be ready to meet an apostle of faith, Brother David 

Turner; a man separated from his mother's  womb accord-

ing to the predestined call of our Lord Jesus  Christ. He is 

a Russian-born Jew, who became a Christian by the sov-

ereign will of God. David Turner is one who is  after the 

heart of  God according to Acts 13:22 like King David.

He will enjoy and distribute the same everlasting cove-

nant and blessing as King David...

Covenant of  the lamp (2 Chronicles 21:7)

Covenant of  salt (2 Chronicles 13:5)

David Turner's life is  an amazing saga in this  generation. 

At the age of one he was left by his  natural father. To 

support himself, he worked as a newspaper boy at the age 

of nine. He became a restaurant owner at the age of 19. 

God lifted him from dust to sit with rulers and bless the 

nations.

David is like the Apostle Paul; a tent-maker working and 

serving the Lord with passion. Whether ministering to 
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one man or millions  of people, he has  the same 

commitment to serve people with a humble heart.

He has an earnest and constant thirst to glorify Jesus 

Christ through the demonstration of God's  power. God 

answers  his prayers  for the sick and the oppressed. God, 

Jehovah Rapha has delivered people from migraines, 

blindness (even born blind), and cancers. He is  generous 

and the Lord is flourishing him. Whomsoever he blesses, 

they are blessed forever under the covenant of David, 

through faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

He accepts trials  as  a challenge to incandescent future. 

He is  a role model to emulate and follow as he is  an 

imitator of Jesus Christ. He is  an ardent listener who 

obeys  God's commandments as a rule of life. He loves  all 

but maintains relationships with God's chosen ones.

God's  revival in America and the nations is abiding 

through him. He is a broken vessel and carrier of the 

grace of Jesus  Christ. He is blessed with a virtuous wife, 

daughter and son. Like two olive trees, they stand as 

witnesses for Jesus Christ.
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Come, read, know his life story as an extension of the 

lives of our forefathers. In this generation his life and 

ministry will leave a great legacy of  God's kingdom work.

May God bless David Turner and his wonderful family. 

May God bless  those who bless him. A dream may be far 

off, a vision may tarry, a prophesy may be presumptuous, 

but a covenant and promise of God is irrevocable on 

earth and in Heaven. You will see its  fulfillment through 

David Turner, an apostle of  faith.

May God Almighty bless  David Turner and family and 

keep them as an example to emulate as they model the 

life of Jesus Christ. Come, follow, and imitate David 

Turner as he imitates Jesus Christ.

Written by Brother Harry Gomes

Inspired by the Holy Spirit
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